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ABSTRACT
"TO LAWLESS RAPINE BRED":

A STUDY OF EARLY NORTHEASTERN
EXECUTION LITERATURE FEATURING PEOPLE OF AFRICAN DESCENT

MAY 2005
TANYA M. MEARS, B.A., TUSKEGEE UNIVERSITY
M.A.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Ph.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Robert P. Wolff

This dissertation explores execution

literature,

Northeastern American colonies and successor

a genre of literature popular in the

The

states.

texts

I

explore are written

between 1693 and 1817 and feature people of African descent. There are three types of
texts that

make up execution

literature;

pastors written especially for the

execution sermons, written and delivered by

condemned immediately before

words, autobiographical texts taken from the prisoner's
death,

his or her execution, last

own mouth

immediately before

and dying verse, rhyming poetry written on occasion of the execution of the

criminal.

Although execution

literature

can provide a wealth of information,

it

has tended to

be excluded from consideration as a means of discovering more about the experiences of

people of African descent by the popularity of Slave Narratives. Whereas enslaved

and

women

including Frederick Douglass, Harriet Jacobs,

Ellen Craft are well

known and

Mary Prince and William and

their lives well represented in

vi

men

secondary

literature,

Joseph Hanno, Mark,

Phillis,

John Joyce and Peter Matthias among
others

are noticeably

absent from the scholarship.

Additionally,

Blackburn puts

it,

I

argue that Puritans and their descendants
were, as Robin

"ethno-religious exclusivists."

historically inaccurate.

To

refer to Puritans as racists is

Biological racism as an ideology

advent of the institution of chattel slavery.

was

New Israel,

later,

with the

Puritans and their descendants held a

different worldview, reflected in execution
literature.
direct descendants

was invented

They believed themselves

to be the

of the ancient Hebrews of the Bible. The Massachusetts
Bay Colony

and here they attempted

precedent as possible.

The

to align their lives as closely with Biblical

Bible, especially the

New Testament,

emphasized

that people

ought to be less concerned with their earthly condition than with their
eternal destination.

One never knew when he
spend one's

life

or she would die; therefore

it

was of the utmost importance

to

preparing for judgment.

The significance of execution
ofliterature written

literature is not in its relationship to other genres

by and about people of African descent.

Instead, the literature itself

provides a wealth of information that has not been explored to the

vii

full.
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INTRODUCTION

My dissertation explores the subject of execution literature, a literature popular in
the colonial northeast

and successor

nineteenth centuries.

The term "execution

texts written

states during the seventeenth, eighteenth

literature" refers to several different types

on the occasion of the execution of men,

capital offenses.

—a poem

They include dying verse

execution of a criminal;

last

words

—an account of

advertised as being taken from the condemned' s

execution sermons

—sermons

and early

women and children for various
hymn written on

or

occasion of the

the life and crimes of the

own

of

lips

delivered before a church

before he

community

is

condemned

put to death; and

shortly before the

event of an execution.

I

came

to this topic as a result of research

While reading William Andrews' To
Life and Last

Tell

I

conducted on the Slave Narrative.

A Free Story

,

I

came

across reference to "The

Words of Levi Ames." This text intrigued me because

as

much as I had

learned about the topic of narrative written about enslaved people of African descent,

had never heard of execution

was

literature.

As I came

to discover, although this literature

quite popular with readers of the past, texts of this genre have received

in secondary literature. Perhaps this is a result

texts are located

on microfilm

been republished. Over time

I

at the

literature featuring

of accessibility

issues.

little

Nearly

all

attention

of the

American Antiquarian Society and only a few have

tracked

down nearly three dozen texts of the

These texts must be understood
written. Unlike others

I

in the context

who have written

genre.

of the time in which they were

secondary literature on the topic of execution

people of African descent,

I

do not believe

that people

of African

racist ideology held by Puritans and
descent were included in the texts as a result of a

1

Authors of secondary

their descendants.

literature

have made much of the use of the

colors red, black and white in the texts, insisting that the Puritans' reference to these
colors represent their racist agenda in prosecuting and executing people of African
descent.

am not convinced that the

I

Puritans and their descendants' use of color in the

execution literature can be interpreted in this manner.

instill

Nor were these texts intended

to

a fear of people of African descent in the early American readership.
Instead, these texts

were intended

to instill a fear

Regardless of the race of the subject of the

instructional.

text,

of God in their readers.

execution literature was designed to be

indicated the importance of Christianity in the everyday lives of the

It

audience, and by rehearsing the ritual of seventeenth and eighteenth century execution,

helped the reader of the period to make sense of the nature of the criminal, the reasons for
crime, and the necessity of punishment. The texts give

little

indication that people of

African descent were more likely to run afoul of the law than whites. Colonial and early

American audiences understood

was easy

that as a result

to fall into a depraved lifestyle.

of the sinful nature of all humankind,

When a child's

Christian upbringing

it

was

neglected or disregarded, he was particularly in jeopardy.

At
is

first,

the

condemned' s

sins

were

slight: telling lies

chastised, but he ignores the lesson. His sins

became more

spends time in the company of wanton women, drinks too
responsibilities.

forfeiting his

criminal

state

life.

He

serious with time; he steals,

much and

neglects his religious

Ultimately, he commits a capital offense and must be punished by

The

was expected

of his

and filching small items.

ritual

of execution begins with his condemnation. The imprisoned

about the
to dedicate his brief remaining time to contemplation

soul.

2

Each type of text

relates this cycle differently.

For execution sermons, shortly

before the event of execution, the High Sheriff asks the

have a sermon delivered before his execution.
delivered a sermon encouraging the

God while

there

is still

and the audience was in

little

over and again, "yourselves
in the night. For

upon them,
Thess.

when they

as travail

condemned and

better position.

upon a woman with

would

like to

wrote and

his audience to place their faith in

his lesson too late, he points out,

Various pastors reminded their audiences

know perfectly that the day of the Lord
shall say 'Peace

if he

If he agreed', the pastors

The condemned learned

time.

condemned

and

child;

safety';

and they

so cometh as a thief

then sudden destruction cometh
shall not escape"

(KJV,

1

5: 2-3).

Authors and amanuenses make similar arguments in
In last words, the amanuensis relates the story of the

last

condemned

way, elaborating upon the unsavory aspects of the condemned' s

words and dying
in a

life that

unable to repeat in the house of God, or because his primary interest

Authors of dying verse warn
depravity.

their readers to

to learn

is

illustrated

a pastor might be

proselytizing.

heed the lesson of the criminal's descent into

There are several audiences addressed

young people, who were expected

more

verses.

in execution literature.

The

first

were

from the mistakes of the condemned, a young

person like themselves facing death in a matter of days, hours or minutes. The second

were parents, who were encouraged

to give these texts to their children as part

proper upbringing. The texts encourage young readers to be mindful of their

of their

own

1

would seem that a sermon was not automatically preached for the condemned.
Samuel Frost, a young white man of questionable competence acquitted of killing his
It

of murdering his employer, "answered he did not care anything
sermon upon being asked.

father, but convicted

about" a final

3

mortality.

It is

of the utmost importance

they might hope that

God would be

young people shun worldly concerns so

that

merciful to them after death.

community-at-large. These texts were intended to
In recent decades, the corpus of texts

known

was

the

life.

collectively as Slave Narratives has

When I began my dissertation several years

narratives, including those of Frederick Douglass,

third

show the importance of a holy

received considerable scholarly attention from historians, literary
Americanists.

The

that

ago,

critics

I

was

and African-

familiar with a

few

Olaudah Equiano, Harriet Jacobs,

William Wells Brown, Henry "Box" Brown, William and Ellen Craft and Mary Prince.

The aforementioned

narratives are

book length texts written during

eighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries.

They describe

woman, and his

free

or her struggle to

become

the late

the life of an enslaved

man

from a system he or she considers

or

to be

unjust and morally wrong. These narratives were written either by the enslaved himself
2

or herself, or with the aid of an amanuensis

,

generally a white

the enslaved and the amanuensis were both affiliated with the

The

Society or the English Anti-Slavery Society.

the best

known

narratives in the genre, so

much

narratives

Usually

American Anti-Slavery
have mentioned are among

so that they are referred to

by scholars

as

4

3

the "fugitive " slave narratives or "classic" slave narratives

2

Interestingly, the

slave to writing"

The

I

man or woman.

word "amanuensis"

itself is

.

derived from Latin meaning "a

(OED)

fugitive slave narrative

is

a narrative in which the narrator takes to his or her

heels to emancipate her/himself from slavery.

Equiano

is

an interesting exception for

associated with American fugitive slave narratives, it was written
his narrative is
nearly sixty years before the American fugitive narratives. Further,
the dismay of
much
to
referred to by American scholars as an "American" narrative,
narrative as African-English.
English Equiano scholars like Brycchan Carey who view the

although his narrative

is

4

Each
begins,

more

enslaved' s

from

text in the genre

of fugitive slave narrative or the classic slave narrative

or less, with the phrase "I

life is that

was born. .." The

of a traumatic event.

Most

first

memories of the

frequently, the enslaved

his or her parents, as Prince, Equiano, Jacobs and Douglass were.

the narrator describes a

life

of abuse, exploitation, and endless

from the system of slavery are portrayed as

sadistic,

toil.

is

separated

As a young

adult,

Those who benefit

murderous, lascivious, sexually

perverse, dishonest, substance abusers or explosively and unpredictably violent.

The

narrators give lurid details about the bad behavior of the so-called "Christian and

civilized" master class.

women are

Abuses committed by upper middle

described in great

detail.

of the corrupting nature of slavery.

class

and

idle rich white

These abuses are presented as especially indicative

Women who

should, according to popular

convention, be demure daughters of Diana are instead transformed into aggressive

Amazonians

as a result of slavery's influence.

The female
by

slave,

virtually everyone.

on the other hand,

is

portrayed as the hapless victim, mistreated

She witnesses her children being sold

into slavery.

family
separated from her husband by death or by force. She has no other

She

is

ties to sustain

purchased his freedom when

must also be noted Equiano did not run away. He instead
associated with the fugitive
he was in his twenties. Similarly, Mary Prince is also
narrative was written with the help of English
literature of North America, although her
fugitive by refusing to
men and women and she did not run away. She instead became a
she was ordered
to return to enslavement in Antigua when
It

leave England, a free country,

to

by her master and

mistress.

4

Henry Louis Gates,

Jr.

narratives.
refers to these narratives as "classic"

They

identifiable cycle of events: birth, trauma, escape
are archetypical narratives containing an
these "classic" narratives,
to an African tradition. Further,

and freedom connected
according to Gates and other

scholars, are the roots

texts emerge.

5

from which

later

African American

her.

Her race and

The women

class

make

her unable to attain status in the cult of true womanhood.

stress that they did nothing to

provoke their master, and they attempted

to

do

everything in their limited power to put an end to his insults.
In addition, the narrators outline the abuse of children and the elderly. Prince
relates the story

of two children covered

in sores

because of ill-treatment by their

mistress. Douglass describes the fate of his beloved grandmother. Outliving her

usefulness to his master, blind and feeble, she was sent into the wilderness to die

.

In the classic slave texts, the enslaved spends a great deal of the text describing

the

manner of this

subject(s)

His or her escape

escape.

of the narrative

relate

how he

is

or she

described in a suspenseful fashion. The

was nearly apprehended. After hiding

attic for

seven years, Jacobs fends off wild animals and hordes of insects to make her

escape.

Henry Box Brown describes

The men responsible
"This

his torment during his interstate travel in a crate.

for loading the crate aboard a train did not

heed the instructions

Way Up" and Brown was forced to travel upside down. The Crafts escaped slavery

by disguising themselves. Ellen Craft impersonated a young,
means. William Craft pretended
encounter a

by

in an

to be her slave.

man who knew them as

their ruse.

illness

malnutrition, and exposure, William Wells

is startled

by

his

white

Quaker

man of

A tense moment occurs when the two

slaves. Fortunately for the Crafts, the

While recovering from

window when he

literate

man

is

fooled

brought on by sleep deprivation, anxiety,

Brown nearly

leaps out of a second story

host.

Scholars, including David Blight question the veracity of Douglass' account of
Douglass revises
his grandmother's abandonment. Blight notes that in later narratives,
this story.

6

These are compelling
slavery as

it

was experienced by

why modern

stories in

which we

the slaves themselves.

scholars have devoted so

much time to

are able to see the institution of

It is

not difficult to understand

the fugitive slave narrative. But in

addition to these "classic" narratives, in which the enslaved judges and

institution

narrative,

of slavery, there are others.

we

find relatively

little

makes mention of execution

When we

condemns

survey the large literature in the slave

reference to execution literature. Lorenzo Greene

literature in his study

of seventeenth and eighteenth century

New Englanders of African descent in The Negro in Colonial New England
Smith Foster mentions them
texts in

To

Tell

A Free Story

in Witnessing Slavery and William

addressed the issue of execution

literature in article,

book and

.

Frances

Andrews mentions

In addition, there are five other authors

.

the

the

who have

dissertation form.

Racial
Scott Seay, the author of the article "Rapists, Arsonists and Murderers:

Stereotypes and Capital Crime in Colonial

New England" written in 2002, claims that the

descent, and the legacy of this
Puritans were racially biased against people of African

discrimination has held

down to

young black men were more

result,
the present. Crimes were racially coded, and as a

likely to

be convicted for violent crimes and

to

be put to

death for them.

and Lawless Passion': Character Types
In "'The Gratification of That Corrupt

and Themes

in Early

New England Rape Narratives", Daniel

dangerous and savage
of African descent were stereotyped as
case of Arthur, a young black

was a symbolic crime.

man put to

men

Williams contends that
rapists as a result

death for raping a married white

of the

woman. Rape

norms, the black rapist had to be
In order to reestablish social

7

punished severely.

began

Further, Williams claims, as a result of Arthur's case, the color
black

to be associated with wickedness,

and black skin symbolic of an

Richard Slotkin interprets the execution

literature as

evil nature.

shaped by the

fact that the

Puritans were surrounded by non-whites, non-Christians, and non-English speakers, and

considered the presence of people of African descent a tangible threat to their

To

way of life.

address this anxiety, Puritans invented a dichotomous system that divided the world.

The Puritan colony represented
colony represented chaos and

order and godliness, the undeveloped land outside the

Puritans

evil.

child-like African to a Christian

life.

saw themselves

As God's chosen

as paternal forces guiding the

people, they identified themselves

with the color white, whereas people of African descent were black and therefore
antithetical to Puritan values.

Denise Hunter, author of the

Law in New England's

dissertation,

Dead Men

Eighteenth Century Execution Sermons and Crime Narratives

sees the execution narratives as examples of African

committing the acts that led
last

Talking: Africans and the

American

resistance.

,

By

to their executions, they defied white authorities.

With

their

words, they were given agency, the ability to speak for themselves, regardless of the

format the amanuensis chose to relate their words and ideas.
Daniel Cohen, author of the

article,

"Social Injustice, Sexual Violence, Spiritual

Transcendence: Constructions of Interracial Rape in Early American Crime Literature

1767-1817," points out that taken out of context, certain phrases from the various
execution texts might lead one to believe the Puritans to be

worldview
later.

to

Instead

which scholars

when racial

like Slotkin

epithets

and Seay

refer

do appear, according

8

racist,

but the racist

was developed two
to

centuries

Cohen, they are deliberately

counteracted by the author, pastor, or amanuensis of the text.
The Puritans and their

descendants believed that

As a result,

behavior.

all

human depravity,

not the race of the offender, caused criminal

humankind must be on guard by

living a Christian lifestyle.

These are the only scholars who have addressed execution
see, there is

literature.

As we

shall

a great deal more to be said on the subject.

As
different type

I

will

show

in

my dissertation,

Execution Literature

of literature. Born from the Puritan religious

is

altogether a

tradition, this literature

had

nothing to do with abolitionism, but instead concerned the justification
of capital

punishment as social control based
the literature

in Biblical authority.

The majority of the

subjects of

were pan-Diasporic; Africans, West Indians and African Americans,

enslaved, indentured and free.

woman or child

The

texts are not unified

by the condition of the man,

featured in the text, but by the fact that the subject of the text

to be put to death

and

that their death

was sanctioned and justified by

was about

religious

and

social

authorities.

These texts are interesting

for several reasons.

As I mentioned

earlier, texts

termed "Slave Narrative" have dominated the landscape of historical and
studies.

Execution

literature offers

of these people of African descent.

literary theory

an interesting alternative view of the lives and deaths

The case of the black woman featured

in

Mather's 1693 sermon Warnings from the Dead or Solemn Admonitions unto

PEOPLE:

but Especially Unto

YOUNG PERSONS.

.

Cotton

ALL

.Occasioned by a Sentence of

DEATH Executed on some Unhappy MALEFACTORS

predates the earliest Slave

Narrative texts by nearly two hundred years. Although the subject of the text receives

cursory attention, Mather's personal diary, a text that figures prominently in the Puritan

9

religious tradition, reveals that this

young

woman made

complains that his efforts to prepare the young

The reasons
However,

for Mather's lack

it is

quite an impression.

woman for the

of success are open

patently clear that regardless of the

to

afterlife

Mather

were unsuccessful.

a variety of interpretations.

woman's

race,

Mather saw

fit

to

attempt to convert her.

Mather does not go out of his way
this is

to describe her station in life.

because Mather, like most Puritans and

their descendants,

I

am convinced

was not a proponent of

emancipation in his public or private capacity. The Puritans saw themselves as God's

Enslavement could be

Elect.

directly linked to Biblical authority; therefore

compatible with the Christian

tradition.

was

it

The Massachusetts Body of Liberties of 1641

allows "There shall never be any bond slaverie, villinage or Captivitie amongst us unles

be lawfull Captives taken in just wanes, and such strangers as willingly

selle

it

themselves

or are sold to us." This law rests on several Biblical precedents. Genesis 15: 12-13 reads,

"And when the sun was going down,
of great darkness
shall

fell

a deep sleep

upon him. And he

be a stranger in a land that

is

said unto

fell

upon Abram; and

Abram,

lo,

an

[sic]

horror

Know of a surety that thy

seed

not theirs and shall serve them."

This quality of 'alien-ness' could not be resolved with a simple conversion, for the
condition of a stranger to God's Elect community was a permanent one. "The servant

abideth not in the house for ever: but the Son abideth ever"

"[I]f the

Son

sets

you free, you

not binding on earth. "For he

who was

Lord's freedman; similarly, he

(KJV,

1

Cor. 7:22).

will be free indeed."

a slave

who was

a free

(KJV John

However,

when he was

8:35).

this eternal

called

man when he was

As

freedom was

by the Lord

called

is

a result,

is

the

Christ's slave"

are your masters
Servants were instead to "be obedient to them that

10

according to the flesh with fear and trembling, in singleness of your heart as unto Christ;

Not with

eyeservice, as menpleasers; but as servants of Christ doing the will of God from

the heart" (Eph. 6: 4-6).

Mather and

his contemporaries did not consider people of African descent to be

intrinsically inferior to

colonies, enslaved

and could bring
shall

have

all

people of European descent. In Massachusetts, unlike other

men and women had access to the

suits.

The Massachusetts Body of Liberties

were commanded: "And, ye
in the nurture

fathers,

As

in Ephesians 6: 4-6, authorities

provoke not your children

and admonition of the Lord." Titus 2:9

obedient unto their

our Saviour in

all

all

good

fidelity; that

them

in all things; not

they

be

answering

may adorn the

doctrine of

things."

Those who were enslaved were expected
that they took notice

to wrath, but bring

reads, "Exhort servants to

own masters, and to please them well

again; not purloining, but shewing

God

also read, "[T]hese [aliens]

the liberties and Christian usages which the law of god established in Israeli

concerning such persons doeth morally require."

up

They could give testimony

courts.

to

be Biblically

literate.

We may assume

of Biblical texts such as the following from 2 Chronicles 28: 9-1

But a prophet of the LORD was there, whose name was
Oded: and he went out before the host that came to
Samaria, and said unto them Behold, because the LORD
God of your fathers was wroth with Judah, he hath
delivered them into your hand, and ye have slain them in a
rage that reacheth up unto heaven. And now ye purpose to
keep under the children of Judah and Jerusalem for
bondmen and bondwomen unto you: but are there not with
you, even with you, sins against the

LORD your God?

Now hear me therefore, and deliver the captives again,
which ye have taken captive of your brethren:
wrath of the LORD is upon you.

11

for the fierce

1,

However, since the vast majority,

if

not

all

the texts

I

discuss were written under

the influence of white, male Puritans of social standing and their descendants,

have been contrary to

it

would

their interests to include texts that predicted their destruction at the

hand of those they believed God made

their inferiors.

It

was

in their better interest to

promote the Puritan way of life as a just one sanctioned by God.

As

Puritans found no contradiction between being God-fearing and slave-owning.

Robin Blackburn points out "The

Puritans,

who

played such a large part in English

colonizing, were inclined to take their cue from the Bible, which certainly sanctioned

servitude. .The conviction that
.

their

it

was

the

brow might discourage enslaving

human

creature's lot to live

by the sweat of

others in order to live in luxury and idleness

-

but
6

the hard-working and hard-driving planter

Nor was
the

condemned

it

would be an instrument of God's purpose."

contradictory for authors to ask their readers to feel empathetic toward

regardless of his race, ethnicity or social standing. Although

it

might be

only
suggested that the Puritans placed people of African descent on equal footing
they were about to be put to death,
context. Execution literature

I

submit that

must be

when

this interpretation is entirely out-of-

interpreted in a

manner mindful of the context of

framework obscures their
the period. Interpreting the texts outside of their contemporary
exclusivism"
fundamental purpose. The Puritans' ideology of "ethno-religious

manner they
(Blackburn 237) permitted them to view the world in the

did.

It is

through

read and understood.
the lens of this exclusivism the texts should be

6

Robin Blackburn, TkMaMngofNjwWgrid
237.
Modern 1492-1800 (New York: Verso, 1997), p.
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Slavery

:

from the Baroque to the

Firstly, Puritan

humanism, the

execution literature does not contain notions of modern

A

rejection of a created universe in favor of one that obeys natural laws.

humanist allows that people are capable of making rational decisions. Puritans and

their

descendants were not humanists. Instead, they saw humankind as subject to forces

beyond

As a result of the

their control.

from God.

irreparably separated

It

of humankind,

fall

was God's grace alone

any semblance of hope for salvation, but Puritans were not
eternal,

interpreted as a sign that

To

it.

God had bestowed His

sinfulness, without

came upon

to his or her

is

way of guaranteeing their

grace in a person's

God would

life

could be

Conversely,

life.

if

a

simply revoke His grace

were naturally oriented to

was only a matter of time before

a democratic philosophy, allowing that

to

be permitted to conduct

God had not allowed

Puritan worlds.

free.

it

God's grace was

and pious

devices. Since people

God's restraining hand,

and dignity and ought
worldview,

own

humankind with

the person

their destruction.

Humanism

:

fatalists.

live a holy

person gave over to sin repeatedly, Puritans believed

and leave the person

people were eternally and

that provided

but His patience was not, and although people had no

salvation, they could definitely jeopardize

were

all

Some were

all

people have equal worth

their lives as they see

fit.

In the Puritan

choice in the Biblical or
for universal equality or free

wealthy,

some
some were poor, some were enslaved, and

an
Humankind's condition had been determined

one's condition would be ungratefulness.

To wish

for

To

eternity ago.

more than one was

rail

against

allotted in life

;

commandments. After
would be a violation of the ninth and tenth
before God, regardless of their status.
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death,

all

were equal

Audiences were encouraged

to feel

compassion for the condemned. This was not

hypocrisy, but practicality. Matthew?: 1-2
reads, "Judge not that ye be not judged.
For

what judgment ye judge, ye
measured

to

shall

be judged: and with what measure ye mete,

you again." Puritans and

their descendants

humankind.
expect that

was

one were to

If

God was the

insist that another

God would hold him

or her to the

be

were discouraged from deciding

personally whether another person was destined
for heaven or hell and looking

upon those who were damned.

shall

it

down

only eternal and true judge of the souls of

was destined

for hell, he or she could

same narrow and close-minded

standard.

better for the audience to take an empathetic and
merciful stance toward the

condemned

As

as one

hoped

that

a result of their

God would

literal interpretation

descendants keenly understood that

were vulnerable

be as merciful to them.

to damnation.

all

of the Bible, Puritans and their

people, regardless of their socio-economic status

Luke 16:19-26 describes

man which was clothed in purple and fine
and fared sumptuously every day. And there was a
certain beggar named Lazarus, which was laid at his gate,
"[A] certain rich

linen,

full

of sores.

fell

from the

And desiring to be fed
rich

licked his sores.

man's

table:

And

came

it

with the crumbs which

moreover, the dogs came and
to pass that the beggar died,

and was carried by the angels into Abraham's bosom: the
man also died, and was buried; And in hell he lift up
his eyes, being in torments and seeth Abraham afar off, and
Lazarus in his bosom. And he cried and said, Father
Abraham, have mercy on me, and send Lazarus, that he
may dip the tip of his finger in water and cool my tongue;
for I am tormented in this flame. But Abraham said, Son,
rich

remember
things,

that thou in thy lifetime receivedst thy

and likewise Lazarus

comforted, and thou

art

evil things: but

tormented."
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good

now he

is

It

These verses can be interpreted several ways: they
temporal

reflect the fleeting nature

the folly of greed and selfishness and the fact that social standing and

life,

eternal salvation are not causally connected. Regardless of station
into

born,

it

of

behooved

all

which they were

people to be less concerned with earthly matters and more

concerned with salvation.

Therefore,

I

believe

it

follows naturally that the authors of

execution literature were less concerned with issues of emancipation and enslavement.
Life

on

earth

was a

Biblical texts,

was

fleeting condition.

life after

of one's condition. The Puritans and

death, paid

little

world a better place, for

it

their descendants,

consumed

attention to issues of social justice that later abolitionists

and other social reformists would find so compelling.

grace.

literature, as in

the importance of obedience, a godly lifestyle and readiness for

salvation, regardless

with

The major trope of execution

had been wicked since the

The Puritans saw themselves

It

fall

was not up

to

them

It

was

their

by carving out a space of

blamelessness for themselves and passing religious enlightenment on to others.

15

make the

of humankind from God's

as stand-outs in the impious world.

religious responsibility to ready themselves for judgment

to

CHAPTER 1

THE PURITAN ORIGINS OF COLONIAL EXECUTION LITERATURE
Puritanism

The Elizabethan Settlement
The

origins of American execution literature

lie in

the organization of English

7

Puritanism

like

many

.

During the period of Elizabeth the

countries in Europe

was

was

mend

the

rift

ascension to the throne, England,

in the throes of the Reformation.

Mary who before her had attempted
sought to

First's

to

stamp out Anglicanism,

Unlike her

politically

sister

savvy Elizabeth

between Anglicans and Roman Catholics. "The goal of the queen

the stabilization of the country;

it

could be effected, she believed by a comprehensive

church that might accommodate Protestants.

.

.

[and those]. .who had been
.

Roman

8

Catholics."

She attempted

to

accomplish

this

by mandating the Elizabethan Settlement,

made up of the Acts of Uniformity and Supremacy.
Elizabeth wished to placate Anglicans and former

simultaneously. Anglicanism

Uniformity provided that

ornaments and

priests'

was decreed

Roman

Catholics

Act of

the state religion of England, but the

many vestiges of Roman

Catholicism be

left intact.

Church

vestments were not to be changed. Religious ceremonies and

Popular
In his essay "Elizabethan and Jacobean Puritanism and Forms of
the
Religious Culture" Patrick Collins writes "the word puritan was not employed in
Elizabethan period as routinely as historians have tended to use it. In so far as
appear in the record it usually signifies religious non-conformity." In my text,

it
I

does

will

"make use the of the 'p' word" specifically to describe the more moderate faction of the
England.
English non-conformist sect that chose to work within the Church of
8

Everett Emerson, Puritanism in America. 1620-1750

Publishers, 1977), p. 18.
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,

(Boston

:

Twayne

sacraments of the Church of England, taken from the

Roman

Catholic tradition, were

unaffected and would remain so unless the Queen, as
monarch and leader of the Anglican

Church, chose to change them.
All churches were to use the

Book of Common Prayer and

all

subjects were

required to go to services under penalty of law. However,
an important compromise

Elizabeth established

Roman

was

the lifting of the so-called Black Rubric.

Under the law,

Catholics could have been put to death for conducting Mass;
Elizabeth's revision

of the Book of Common Prayer did not include

Book of Common Prayer during the

it.

Drafted and hastily inserted into the

reign of Edward VI, the Black Rubric read "For as

concernynge the Sacramentall bread and wyne, they remayne
substaunces, and therefore

faythfull christians.

Christ, they are in

bodye, to be in

And as

may not be

transubstantiation, the

theyr verye naturall

adored, for that were Idolatrye to be abhorred of all

concernynge the naturall body and blood of our saviour

heaven and not

moe places

styll in

here.

For

it is

agaynst the trueth of Christes true natural

then in one, at one tyme." This was a direct challenge to

most fundamental

belief of the

Roman

Catholic Church.

Transubstantiation allows that during the liturgy, the consecration turns bread and wine

Body and Blood of Christ. With

into the

Eucharist

was

left

open

the Black Rubric lifted, the import of the

to the interpretation

of the clergyman conducting the service.

Puritan Responses to the Elizabethan Settlement
Puritans,

members of a

sect

emerging from the Church of England "looked with
9

distress

on the condition of their church"

after the Elizabethan Settlement.

To them,

9

Charles Lloyd Cohen, God's Caress: The Psychology of Puritan Religious

Experience

(New York: Oxford

U P,

1986), p. 4.
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the

Anglican Church was
Christianity.

of alien influences that got away from the essential purpose

full

They sought

to "purify" the

Anglican Church. Nothing that was

unmentioned in the Bible could be included
requirements for worship in Biblical

with them. Puritans saw
feast days

and

many church

saints' days,

the use of wedding bands.

odds with the

text,

in religious

and humankind was not authorized

practices as unauthorized

music played during

From the

God had outlined

ceremony.

by

services, the Sign

to

of the Cross and even

was now

New Testament and these practices were tantamount to idolatry.

of England to establish their

England to cleanse

it

own churches,

who

extricated themselves

Puritans wished to

tamper

scripture, including

Puritan perspective, religious orthodoxy

unlike Separatists or Radical Heretics, groups

his

at

However,

from the Church

work within the Church of

of these practices.

Puritanism at a Glance
Puritanism promoted a more democratic faith than

Roman Catholicism and

Anglicanism, faiths that operate on a hierarchical structure. Puritans were "commit[ted]
to a literate religion

and to an edifying and preaching

style

of worship and.

.

.

[were]

10

opposed to

all rituals

humankind's
distant

fall

associated with a sacerdotal priesthood."

from God's

a result of

men and women were

equally

social standing or familial relations.

God's

favor, Puritans reasoned, all

from God's grace, regardless of their

As

cast a long
grace could not be bought, sold, traded, or bargained. Original Sin had

shadow over

all

David

humankind. As a

Zaret,

result,

The Heavenly

Revolutionarv Puritanism (Chicago:

everyone

is

eternally

Contract: Ideology and

U of Chicago P,

18

unworthy of God's

O rganization in Pre-

1985), p. 91.

favor.

Though

all

men and women should be damned, the "Death of Christ.

.

.opened. .the Door
.

11

of Hope..."
Predestination

However,

this

upon some, but not
eternal

life,

door was cracked, not thrown open. God's grace was bestowed

all.

God had

split

humankind

and the damned, those who were

not.

into

two groups, the

The number of condemned

outnumbered the number of saved. Roman Catholicism allowed
influence God's decision.

By

Elect, destined for

offering petitions, prayers,

for

human beings

on

their behalf and that

to

Masses and the sacrament of

Reconciliation and Last Rites, Catholics asked the saints, Jesus and the Virgin
intercede

far

Mary

to

of their ancestors. "Predestinarian theology emphasized

that the individual could never merit salvation nor exercise any control over his or her
12

fate after death."

Human beings
the other

human

are powerless to join again with

hand can bring mortals

faith

and God's grace.

to Himself.

To

God on their own

Humankind was saved

the Puritans, God's

accord. God,

at the

juncture of

method of providing salvation had

not changed since the time of the ancient Hebrews. God's grace

is

conveyed

"formalized relationship, the individual 'making a Covenant with God, and
him.'" (C.

Cohen 47) God saw

fit

to extend

on

two Covenants

to

in a

God

with

humankind, the Covenant

of Works, and the Covenant of Grace. The Covenant of Works was the covenant of the

U

Sylvanus Conant, The blood of Abel, and the blood of Jesus considered and
improved. in a sermon delivered at Taunton. December the first, 1763. Upon the day of
the execution of Bristol, a Negro bov of about sixteen years old, for the murder of Miss
:

Elizabeth McKinstry (Boston, 1763),

p. 29.
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Old Testament and
in conformity with

contradictory

Cohen

provided that

God's law.

God offers

Testament.

(C.

it

means

69).

God would

The Covenant of Grace was

salvation to those

who have

to achieve identical ends, the

One cannot

enter heaven

toward wickedness rather than goodness.
Further, one

No

is

one

life,

who

lived a

the covenant of the

faith in Jesus Christ.

life

New

But "[p]ositing

two covenants exclude one another"

on good works

must have absolute unwavering

of Works. This

grant anyone eternal

is

Humankind

alone.

is

inclined

capable of living a sin free existence.

faith in

God to be saved under the Covenant

an impossibility for humankind. In contrast, under the Covenant of

Grace, humankind

is

free to serve

God

impossibility of an existence without

gladly.

The Covenants emphasize the

faith.

Conversion
Persons bore no obvious physical signs of their salvation, but "God "provide[d]
'signs

and marks' of reprobation and election" (Zaret

to accept his or her half of the

114).

One

sign

was

that

one chose

Covenant of Grace, and underwent a conversion

experience. In keeping with the democratic nature of Puritanism, the Covenant of Grace

cannot be denied as a result of past

was not an end, but

sins.

The

act

of conversion was important because

a beginning. Converts were to engage in honest self-evaluation

regarding their present situation and their prospects for Election, praying frequently,

reading the Bible, and behaving in a Christian fashion.

However,

if one

was too

confident in one's prospects for Election, one might be manifesting pridefulness.
"Puritan pastors encouraged their congregants to persevere in their religious journey, no

12

Christopher Durston and Jacqueline Eales, eds., The Culture of English
Puritanism: 1560-1700 (New York: St Martin's Press, 1996), p. 7.
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it

matter

how difficult or complicated

life

in the material

they were able to comfort them" (C. Cohen

Charles Lloyd

Cohen

ultimately the

most

this

self,

way,

9).

writes, the "Puritan religious experience took shape

of conversations with God, one's

was

world became, and in

other people and ministers.

by way

The dialogue with God

significant of course, but in daily practice, contact with the clergy

took on more importance" (C. Cohen 162). To be accepted into a congregation, the

members of the congregation,

applicant must address the elders and other

publicly

answering questions and repenting as necessary. The minister "acted as God's sounding
board; from his lips the

Word passed through the

convert by using other means, but

direct

He

"God could

ear and entered the mind."

chose not to" (C. Cohen 162) opting instead for

communication between the minister and the congregation. Execution

literature, I

found, reflects the notion of conversation leading to conversion. The minister moderated
the conversation between

God, the condemned and the congregation.

charged with encouraging the congregates to think about
nature

The preacher was

their souls in a

way that human

would not permit them to do on their own. "The preacher's task was

to instigate

humiliating self inquiry in a soul by nature disinclined to do so, a project hoped to
stimulate with insistent reminders of humanity's inability to ready itself for faith" (C.

Cohen

86).

The Gospel
Congregants were also encouraged

to

Bibles. Puritans understood the Bible to be

spend a great deal of time reading their

God's word. Each individual was charged

with knowing what God's commandments were. Puritans saw the Bible not as a
historical or mystical

document, but as an allegorical and pragmatic one. The books of

21

the

Old and New Testament had

practical application in the every

day lives of the

faithful.

Pastors encouraged congregants to read the Bible for themselves. "Miles

Coverdale... produced the

Henry VIII" (Zaret

Most

Puritans

first official

version of a vernacular Bible during the reign of

106). Thereafter the Bible

was

accessible to anyone

owned their own Bible. Those who could read

interpreting

God's Word

to the faithful,

With no

could read.

did so, and those

not had the Bible read to them. Clerics "encouraged Bible reading.
[adjunct] to public worship" (Zaret 106).

who

.

.as.

.

.a

who

could

necessary

religious acting as intermediaries

men and women of all

social standings

were

to

read and understand the Bible for themselves.

Sermons
Puritans

saw the sermon

as the central part of the religious service. In the

Roman

Catholic tradition, the homily was less important than receiving the Eucharist, Jesus'

body and blood. But,
fell

upon

as a result of the elimination of religious rites and ceremonies,

the individual to understand God's

Word.

"It

was of vital importance

puritans that they should have frequent access to 'painful' preachers

it

to

whose sermons could

regarded as
provide them with the encouragement, admonition and edification which they

Sacraments were no
the essential elements of a healthy spiritual diet" (Durston 20).
longer important. The church community was to

come away from a

well informed about the nature of salvation and the Bible.

plain.

.

.Whence he studiously avoided obscure

22

service edified and

"Preaching was

phrases, Exotick words, or an unnecessary

citation

of Latine

[sic]

Sentences."

out the Bible and God's

word

Puritans believed that if a pastor did not plainly lay

for his congregation,

he was inhibiting salvation.

Congregations
Individuals

who had

referred to as congregations.

who were

not members.

accepted the Covenant of Grace came together in groups

Two

groups existed in the church, those

In order to

become

a

member of the

who were and those

congregation, one had to

give proof of his or her worthiness, and be accepted as a member. Applicants' acceptance

was determined by

the

amount of evidence they could produce of their conversion and by

their perceived sincerity. "Before a person could join a particular

to take

communion, he or she had

manner of working upon

church and be permitted

to present a personal 'confession

the soul' to the congregation.

convinced the assembled church members

.

& declaring of God's

.if this spiritual

that regeneration

autobiography

had occurred, the confessor

entered into covenant with the church" (C. Cohen 137).

This

new doctrine presented

authority of the

a threat to the Anglican

House of Tudor. As a result, Elizabeth and her

community mutually

distrusted each other.

The second

act

the Act of Supremacy, established Elizabeth as head of the

Puritan mind, the state did not control the church.

relationship to

Church and by extension, the

God by the Covenant of Grace,

court and the Puritan

of the Elizabethan Settlement,

Church of England.

And, as individuals with a personal

Puritans did not acknowledge religious

authority. Furthermore, the democratic principles of Puritanism appealed to the

elements of society.

Elizabeth

was shrewd enough

William

J.

Schieck, Design in Puritan American Literature (Lexington:

p. 23.

23

common

to recognize that the Puritan presence

13

Kentucky, 1992),

In the

U P of

could become problematic. Puritan pastors persistently called for conversion.

If

Elizabeth's subjects chose to disavow the religious authority of the Queen, they would

undermine the authority of the Crown, putting the House of Tudor in jeopardy.

The

Puritans

change and change

saw no need

radically.

to

compromise. They believed that the church must

On the other hand,

"Elizabeth

were reformation bounds beyond which she did not wish

to

made

it

transparent that there

go in order not

to alienate the

14

majority of English subjects for the sake of a radical minority of dissenters."

By

1

593,

Elizabeth had drawn up The Act Against the Puritans that sought to prevent Puritans from

engaging in attempting to radically

were

alter the

now considered treasonous and

1621, the

Anglican Church. Their religious practices

seditious. Puritans

began

Puritans began arriving in Boston, establishing the Massachusetts

first

and by

to leave England,

Bay

Colony.

Mandating Morality: American Puritans and Conversion
Perhaps as a defensive reaction to Puritan persecution in England, perhaps

because the original

bond

spirit

of Puritanism was seen as a comforting and cohesive

to colonists establishing a place in the

land interests of the

the Massachusetts

first settlers,

New World,

or perhaps to protect the

American Puritanism began to take on a

Bay Colony. Puritanism and

traditional

and

life in

the

New World]

rigid than the

worked

one they abandoned

14

Michael

J.

Mages, Magnalia

Testament (San Francisco

:

Christi

had the original

out, their society

became

difficulties

became even more

in England. Isolationism,

Americana: America's Literary Old

International Scholars Publications, 1999), p. 71.
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new

different cast in

the promulgation of Puritanism

central to the existence of the colonists. "Indeed, once they

[of adapting to

common

exclusiveness, and intolerance

became

the characteristics of the

first settlers in their

15

middle and declining years."

Puritanism had emerged as a form of protest against

vested interests in England, but in America,
the practice of Puritanism became a method

of establishing and maintaining the
In the Massachusetts

intensively. This

political

Bay Colony,

began with the

and property

interests

of the colonists.

ministers and magistrates monitored the publi1C

status of citizenship.

Only Anglo, male,

free, full

fledged

members of the American

citizens

of the colony. These members of the congregation were
the only individuals

permitted to

own property. The

Puritan congregation were permitted to

become

founding fathers of the Colony had active political and

property interests.

In England, Puritan religious leaders sought to establish that
salvation

upon

faith in response to the

experience. Only

God knew the human heart and

applicant was. Prospective

could

make an

Romanized Church of England.

members who wished

only

to

He

Salvation

could

was a personal

know how sincere an

be admitted into the congregation

application and be accepted with relative ease. Puritanism

represent something entirely different in America.

was based

came

to

Congregation members "wished to

witness no changes in th[e] social structure" (Emory 24) of their church and their colony.
Puritans were anxious to

make

the Massachusetts

Bay Colony a

center of godly

life.

Therefore the process of admission to the American congregation became more rigorous

and

selective.

15

Emory
Princeton

UP,

Elliott,

Power and

the Pulpit in Puritan

1975), p. 27.
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New England

.

(Princeton,

NJ

:

It

It

was not enough

was not enough

for the prospective

for the potential

moments of grace

in the heart"

Visible Saint, one

who

American member

member to

to

have a sincere

heart.

profess his faith in Jesus Christ. "[SJecret

(Emory 144) were

insufficient.

One must

also be a

appeared to have accepted Jesus Christ by behaving accordingly.

The process of proving one's

faith in Puritan

New England was

a rather rigorous one.

Cotton Mather believed that the process ought to be so rigorous that out of one hundred
theoretical applicants, "99. [sic] hypocrites should perish through

presumption"(Emory

149).

During the process of application a potential member was interviewed by elders

He was

determine the extent of his knowledge of Christian doctrine.
that the elders could ascertain his behavioral patterns.

to the potential

member's

habits. Elders

community-at-large about the potential member's habits.

activities

also interviewed so

Witnesses were called in to

would ask members
If

to

to

attest

ask persons in the

one was prone to

sin,

these

had to be explained and the actor must repent; otherwise they were grounds

for

rejection.

If all the conditions

were

fulfilled as

confirmed by the vote of the church

members, the applicant accepted the covenant and thus became a member of the church.

Not

all

potential

members could expect

to

be successful. Joseph Hanno made a

"profession of Religion and was Baptised, and stood a Candidate for

Communion

in the

16

Church[.] Faithful Pastors, fearing. .Hypocrisy in
.

him wisely delay'd unto him."

Cotton Mather, Tremenda: The dreadful sound with which the wicked are to be
thunderstruck.: In a sermon delivered unto a great assembly, in which was present, a
miserable African, just going to be executed for a most inhumane and uncommon murder.
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Texts Of the Puritan Faithful
1x1

Pilars of Salt

the execution

sermon

Monuments gfGraeg Daniel Cohen

in Italy, not England. In 1592, "a Jesuit
priest

compiled a narrative of

was a

[a]

dying penitent's'

condemned's]

last

hours."

published in

made

Italian,

its

way

was

translated

its

condemned

influence

was

felt all

on the

as heartily sorry for his

dissolute lifestyle. This

and widely circulated on the European

"across the channel" (D.

hands of the English. According the Cohen,

and

Cohen 1993 43) Blondo's

(D.

how the condemned was redeemed from his

Continent and finally

seller

piety.. .[that]. ..he

success, according to Cohen, because Blondo did not
concentrate

actions, chronicling

into the

exemplary

18

[the

events of execution. Instead, Blondo presented the

text, originally

named Guiseppe

7

Blondo...[was]...so impressed by

narrative

locates the first origins of

Cohen 1993 43) where

Savelli's confession

it

fell

was a best

over Europe.

The influence of the conversion

for the

condemned was

also manifested in late

sixteenth and early seventeenth century England. "[Ministers and pious laymen

increasingly gathered in prisons and at gallows to proselytize

women"

(D.

Cohen 1993

and accompanied them

44).

Cohen

condemned men and

writes that pastors routinely preached to prisoners

to the gallows (D.

Cohen 1993

44).

Savelli's published

At Boston, May 25 th 1721.: To which is added, a conference between a minister an the
prisoner, on the day before his execution. Boston, 1721, p. 23.
.

17

This penitent was Signor Trolio Savelli, an eighteen year old noble and leader of
a violent gang. Savelli was executed for rape and murder.
18

Daniel Cohen, Pillars of Salt. Monuments of Grace
Literature

UP,

:

New England Crime

and the Origins of American Popular Culture, 1674-1860 (New York

1993), p. 43.
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:

Oxford

confession was a most popular one, published and distributed around Europe. "Not
surprisingly,"

fruit." (D.

Cohen notes

"the labors of English evangelists. .occasionally bore literary
.

Cohen 1993 44) As time went on the

formalized.

Cohen

writes that by the

mid

stories

of the condemned became more

1670's, "a devotional

exclusively for the spiritual cultivation of criminals" (D.

manual intended

Cohen 1993 45) was

published.

This text offered an outline of the "appropriate prayers, meditations, sighs and
ejaculations for offenders under confinement" (D.

ever more the subject of popular interest

Cohen 1993

over the United

all

I

it

had been

am not entirely convinced by

in

own

eighty years after the Puritans

left

texts

became

Ireland.

was no more a monopoly

England (D. Cohen 1993 282).

literature

literature, the

immediate

literary source is

of spiritual self-examination. Approximately

Plymouth, England for what was to become the

Massachusetts Bay Colony, Puritanism was nearly universally accepted in Old and
England. In light of this overwhelming acceptance

literature featuring

it

is

New

not surprising that execution

people of African descent appearing in the American colonies was

based in the Puritan

first

"Once

Cohen's argument. Although Blondo's text may

have been a distant precursor of the execution
almost certainly the Puritans'

The

Kingdom and

transferred to America, the tradition of criminal proselytization

of any single denomination than

45).

literary style.

Cynthia Wolff notes that although Puritans were

persecuted, the influence of Puritanism

was so

strong, that ultimately

"[although originally restricted to Puritan social and

came to become
was a social system,

religious circles, [Puritan] literary texts

popular

literary

works.

. .

[PJuritanism

family patterns, [and] attitudes toward one's self fostered

by the

religious ethic

even

after [the

demise of

Puritanism]... [B]y 1700, the [Puritan ideology

accepted by] dissenters[,] but [by]

28

was not only

many Anglicans

as well,

at

especially lower class Anglicans.
asserts[,] "Straitened to

.

no single

the Anglican Church, hardly, if at

which afterwards separated from

.

[Richard Henry]

sect,

all less fully

it,

Tawney

and represented in
than in those

[Puritanism]

determined not only conceptions of theology and church
government, but political aspirations, business relations,
19

family

life

and the minutiae of personal behavior."

When the Puritans

arrived in America, they sought to understand the world using

Puritan ideology imported from the Old World.

The

Puritan's religion

was based upon

unrelenting examination of the self and of others. Puritan texts emphasize this inward

gaze. Puritans, especially concerned with

election, daily tracked

hopefulness. There

is,

God's movements
as

Cohen

in their lives with

documents addressed

for

extreme anxiety and tempered

suggests, an element of the use of the gallows as a

warning against committing bad behavior
later

knowing whether one was a candidate

to the youth.

that

might lead to one's execution, especially in

However,

I

believe that themes of self-

examination and preparing one's self for God's judgment are especially apparent

texts.

The condemned

in the

or the pastor encourage the audience to examine themselves, their

actions (or inaction) and their potential worthiness for salvation

In her study of the literary expressions of the Puritan character, Cynthia Wolff
writes that "a study of literary indebtedness can sometimes explain elements of a

which might otherwise puzzle a

American execution

twent[y-first] century reader"

literature originated

(Wolff 5).

from several types of Puritan

spiritual autobiography, the Puritan diary,

I

believe that

texts, including

and Saint's Lives. These texts were not

intended to relate the various events that took place in the lives of the Puritans.

19

work

Instead,

Cynthia Wolff, Samuel Richardson and the Eighteenth-Century Puritan

29

these texts had strict religious application. Puritans used these texts to monitor

moved

in their lives.

These

texts, they believed,

how God

could give them an indication of the

eternal destination of their souls.

In response to this belief, Puritans undertook a spiritual self examination that

manifested

itself in the

form of spiritual

diaries.

of daily events, but instead a "chronicle of

.

.

The

spiritual diary

.inner life"

was not a catalogue
This journal was

(Wolff 32).

kept by the Puritan for the purpose of maintaining a "record of the complex workings of

the [diarist's]

mind and an account of God's

spiritual diary

was considered an

"objective

dealings with

(Wolff 34)

diarist to "eradicate

in

down to be

any vestige of human weakness and fleshly corruption"

literary

genre of the spiritual diary

to as the spiritual autobiography. "[Individuals

reasons. Firstly, a

when he

man who

died,

the

is

what Wolff refers

wrote autobiographies for [differing]

kept a Puritan diary for himself with instructions that

it

be

might write an autobiography for the enlightenment of his children.

These autobiographies
virtue

kept and read for the purpose

an attempt to improve his chances of Election.

Emerging from the

burnt

this

embodiment of the self (Wolff 39) the

Puritan's thoughts were spontaneously written

of helping the

him" (Wolff 32). Because

are... highly structured

and

from individual experience" (Wolff 42).

aiming to

selective,

Unlike the

moment, the autobiographies contained the edited

diaries,

life stories

distill

a lesson of

which were written

of the Puritan

in

to inspire

the reader.

A second type of spiritual autobiography is "an autobiography written as a
set exercise to

be submitted as part of the requirements for entrance

Character (Hamden, CT: Archon Books, 1972), p.

30

5.

into the congregation

of a dissenting church" (Wolff 42). The author of this type of autobiography "would
relate

God's dealings with him

in such a

covenant of faith. His description of his

numbered among those

way as
life

to justify his acceptance into the

would be

his proof of worthiness to be

tentatively assured of Election"

(Wolff 41-42). Very few of these

texts survived.

As
and the

the Puritan diary promoted examination of the self for the individual

spiritual autobiographies

promoted examination of the

self for the

consumption of

the family and the congregation, the third Puritan literary genre, the Saint's Life,

was an

examination of the individual for the utilization of the wider community. Saint's Lives

were
"publications of the lives of exemplary

women. [gradually the
.

.

laity,

genre of the saint's

even of
life

gained

A good man or
would be] preached at
his [or her] burial. Sometimes the sermon was later printed
and sold, and the person whose life was recounted would
join the ranks of the celebrated Elect. Thus, by the midwide representation

woman would die,

in funeral sermons.

and

[a saint's life

seventeenth century, even the simplest of people might

have

their lives perpetuated to serve as

models for

succeeding generations" (Wolff 48).

As
their

Puritans sailed from England to America, they brought their ideology and

unique forms of literature with them. As the religion was based upon a personal

relationship with

God, and the Word was more

essential than the Eucharist,

surprising that the earliest and most plentiful text

is

it

is

the execution sermon.

In order to convert, one had to create a text outlining his or her Christian

The process of conversion and
all

the creation of Puritan texts

Christians residing in English America. Those

31

not

who

would have been

life.

familiar to

refused to convert were exiled or,

less frequently, they

the early

their

were executed. The process of conversion was an

American experience. Once admitted

own admission,

severe and those

Cohen

known to have

guilt... "(Emerson

excommunicated.

civil states

and strengthen

in

God much more

frequently than they did

"The demands of Puritan moral theology were very

sinned... [were]

. .

.required to

make a public

confession of

47) For committing more serious wrongs, one could be
In cases of grave wrongs, the congregation turned to the state.

Book of th e General Lawes and
and

219).

one

into the congregation, however, "[b]y

Saints transgressed against

against other people" (C.

essential

Libertves of Massachusetts

have been planted and grown up

(like

Bav observed.

two twins)

[the] other, the churches, the civil authority,

.

.

The

'our churches

together. .each do help

and the

.

civil authority, the

churches'" (Emerson 51). John Cotton pronounced, "God's institutions... [were to
be]... close

(Emerson

and compact, and co-ordinate one

The

55).

civil

to another,

and yet not confounded"

laws of Massachusetts contained a "Declaration of the Liberties

the Lord Jesus hath given to the Churches" establishing the primacy of American

Puritanism. Since church government should complement the government of the

commonwealth,

it

stood to reason that only

church congregations would be eligible

to

men who were

Lawes and Libertyes of Massachusetts Bay
The Law of God

amply pointed

out.

members of

govern the Colony. As members of the Elect,

the political leaders of the colony were devoted to God's

the land.

full-fledged

stated that

Word. The Book of the General

God's law was the reigning law of

called for death, as a punishment, as the ministers

These execution sermons abound with Scripture

punishment.
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more than

that justified capital

Justified

Withdrawal and Abandonment

At execution sermons and

in execution literature, pastors

sermonized that the

audience was as sinful as the condemned. Cotton Mather reminds his audience
[one]

who

art the

sins

shall ask,

Man"

What has a Sermon to a Murderer to do with me?

Mather 1721

(C.

was small and

I tell

The space between committing venial

3).

insignificant. This

"..

him.

sins

.

.

.every

Thou

and mortal

worldview raises several questions about the

nature of God, sin, and salvation. According to Puritan theology,

how pious, had it within them to commit a capital

offense.

all

people, no matter

Simply preaching about the

universality of humankind's sinful nature does not adequately explain the difference in

the degrees of sin committed

intrinsic sinful nature

than

it

answers.

by the audience and by the condemned. To preach about the

of all people provokes more questions about the nature of crime

Why did some tell white lies or think uncharitable thoughts while others

murdered or raped?

If all sin

was

the same,

how did the pastors

explain the fact that

only one or two people sat before the church in chains on any given Sunday, and not the
entire congregation.? If the Original Sin of Adam

and Eve had cast such a long shadow

over humankind, the potential for salvation was as slight as the Bible dictated, and

humankind was
life?

If

infinitely far

God had bestowed

from God, why should anyone be bothered

election

worth worshipping? Further,
activity,

people?

why

was God
If the

intrinsically

if an

omniscient

good

condemned was

to

on a small group, why would an

if

He

to live

arbitrary

an upright

God be

God had foreknowledge of all human

created and tolerated evil acts and wicked

be put to death because of his exceptionally sinful

life,

should the condemned, or anyone else for that matter, hope to be saved after death?

33

Saving Grace and Restraining Grace

To

resolve these theological questions, Puritanism allowed for the existence of

two types of God's
holy

life.

God's

grace.

The Puritans used grace

to explain

"Although some people were fortunate enough

why

it

was best to

live a

be withheld from sin by

to

'special' or 'saving' grace (the only type, according to Puritan theory, that offered

ultimate salvation), most depended on God's lesser and

more provisional 'common' or

20

Saving grace was immutable and non-transferable when bestowed

'restraining' grace."

upon the

Elect.

God was

selective about

whom He would

save and had determined the

Elect an infinite time before. Puritans were instructed "Let none applaud his

innocence.

least

he

.

.

fall"

Say

not,

how pure am I... [for]

(Byles 14).

. .

.him that thinketh he standeth, take Heed

One could never be

of the Elect because to be too confident

that

certain about his or her status as a

one was of the Elect was

indication that one might not be part of the group.

On the

"[T]hose

among

whom God had elected to

the Elect

was

to

member

be prideful, an

other hand, to be confident that

one was not saved was to despair. Despair was tantamount
to take regarding one's status

own

to unbelief.

The

safest stance

therefore one of hesitant conviction.

salvation passed through a protracted experience of

21

desperation and relief."

The majority of the population was preserved from committing exceptionally
wicked

acts

by God's restraining

grace. Pastors

emphasized

that

when

a person lived a

20

Daniel Cohen. Pillars of Salt: The Transformation of New England Crime
Literature. 1674-1860 Diss. (Brandeis U Ann Arbor: UMI, 1989), p. 138.
21

Charles Lloyd Cohen, God's Caress: The Psychology o f Puritan Religious

Experience

(New York: Oxford

U P,

1986), p.
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holy,

this

good

life,

God's restraining grace was

manner; when one chose not to

sin,

his reward.

Restraining grace operated in

even when she had opportunity, God would

shepherd her away from other unsavory people and immoral

Thomas Powers remembers, "Before I removed from Norwich

blessing.

attempted to ravish a young

the

woods where

girl.

. .

[f]or this purpose,

supposed she would return

However, restraining grace was
If

I

(Conn.),

a

I

took an old sword, and went in to
22

I

in the evening."

take the path that evening and "so escaped the snare

time.

activities in the future as

one continually chose

I

had

The young lady did not

laid for

entirely provisional

her"(Powers

6).

and could be revoked

to ignore Biblical teachings, disregarded the

at

any

warnings of

parents and other authorities and behaved in ways that displeased God, without shame or
contrition, restraining grace

had

limits,

would be revoked. God's patience with

and He would punish those who continued

consequences.

"God judgeth the

If [the wicked] turn not,

righteous, and

God

sin

to sin regardless

is

and

sinful people

of the potential

angry with the wicked every day.

he will whet his sword; he hath bent his bow, and made

it

ready"

(Psalm 7:11-12). God's punishment for the wicked was the revocation of His divine
protection.

sin

This was especially dangerous because humankind was naturally inclined to

and vice rather than righteousness.

When God had abandoned the

sinner,

He

left

her

Thomas Powers, The Narrative and Confession of Thomas Powers, a Negro,
th
Formerly of Norwich in Connecticut. Who Was in the 20 Year of His Age.: He Was
Executed

at

Haverhill in the State of New Hampshi re, on the 28

Committing a Rape Norwich 1796,
.

p. 4.
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th

July, 1796, for

to her

God,

own devices and

that

we have

destruction soon followed. "It

is

owing

to the restraining grace of

23

not been destroyed by iniquity."

The author of A Few Lines on the Occasion of the Untimely End of Mark and
Phillis

reminds his readership: "Let Servants

Fear/Lest

the

God

all in their

should leave them to themselves/As

modern reader might suspect

that

Mark and

services and drank too

provoked the great

own

a result,

GOD to Anger.

manifold Favours to

my fatal

left

.

Mark

Monument of awful

and more people with

the sinner

Justice."

whom to

sin.

became more preoccupied with

ultimate sin

was committed

reflects, "I

for

have most grievously

GOD has call'd into

me to the perpetrating of this horrid Crime."
me

about from amongst you

(Mark 1751).

execution literature started committing small

to sin,

Mark

have most sinfully abus'd and misimprov'd his

.1

proved Mark's undoing and "God has singled

.

master for more

their

in his confession,

Disadvantage... all which Sins

Remembrance, and has justly

might. .be a

it",

Were." Although

destruction because he stopped going to church

As

much.

Phillis

Mark and Phillis murdered

pragmatic reasons than that "the devil made them do
explained that he caused his

Place/Their Masters serve with

sins,

is

dissolution.

the transition

36

I

Like Mark, the other subjects of

Church and prayer became

Timothy T anpHnn A Sermon Preached
(Danbury, CT: 1798).

that

but quickly found more opportunities

to give her

from fornication

at

less appealing as

Sin built upon sin until the

which the condemned had

Andrews emphasized, "[h]ow easy

all

Vice had

life.

William

to adultery,

Danb urv. November

8

,

and from

A.D. 1798

adultery to the crime for which

restraining grace, there

describes in

was no

Tremenda that the

condemned continued on

life

must be taken!"

After

earthly redemption for the

ears of the

God had revoked

His

condemned. Cotton Mather

wicked were been stopped by God.

The

was stopped by the law.

his path until he

Free Will and Restraining Grace
Restraining grace

will.

The

was revocable because God had endowed humankind with

doctrine of free will raised questions regarding God's omnipotence and eternal

Although humankind

righteousness.

original sin, pastors

made

it

God had endowed

sinfully.

free

is

God's

patently clear that

and

creation,

God

every person with free

fatally

flawed as a result of

did not entice people to behave

will, the ability to

make

decisions

regarding his or her conduct. Each individual chose to follow or disregard God's

commandments. God was holy and good, human beings were cursed and
one sinned,

it

was because she followed her

divine instructions.

murder.

As

God had made

evil.

.

innate sinful inclinations, rather than

a result, no one could claim that

God

inspired her to

When
God's

kill, steal

or

manifest His commandments; humankind's evil nature caused

individuals to stray from them.

The punishments
Bible.

God was

for committing various crimes were clearly outlined in the

a just judge and had made His will known millennia ago. Freewill

allowed one to choose which path he would take, but when one chose a path, he had to be
prepared to face the consequences. Clemency was not applicable to the condemned

because "[Y]ou have forfeited

all

mercy.

.

.

[Authority]

24

.

.

.justly cast

you off and ma[de]

William Andrews, Sermon, delivered at Danb urv. November 13
rape.
the day appointed for the execution of Amos Adams for the crime of

37

th
,

1817, being

New Haven,

you a monument to

[its]

eternal wrath. .though
.

you could shed an ocean of tears.

.

.if you

25

are saved,

it

will be contrary to your deserts. ."
.

outrageous was that the criminal

commit

the act anyway.

What made

the sin

knew what his punishment would

all

the

more

be, but chose to

The condemned had become capable of the most heinous of

crimes because sin had hardened his heart.
Pastors, authors

and the law make no exceptions, not even

Pomp

received an adequate Christian upbringing.

after

emerging from a convulsive

fit.

for those

who

never

claimed to have murdered his master

Jonathan Plummer,

Jr.

claims that

Pomp murdered

26

his master "for

want of understanding"

was a Guinean by

explains,

people; therefore

Plummer

had some intercourse with

birth,

the

and as a

believes, he

ways of Christian

result spent little

was

society.

Pomp, Plummer

time in the company of white

insensible of the value of human

his white neighbors, but very

little

that

was

life.

"He

profitable for

instruction" (Plummer).

"From

Plummer
that

whom then or in what manner was it in his power to gain knowledge?"

asks his readers. "To crown his ignorance,"

murder was a

injured

Pomp

sin." Furthermore, "his understanding

by the convulsion

fits" that affected

"lost his life

by not knowing

was undoubtedly considerably

him. However, with

all

of the mitigating

1817), p. 16.

Thaddeus Maccarty, The power and grace of Christ display'd to a dying
twentieth, 1768. Being the day
malefactor: A sermon preached at Worce s ter October the
(Boston, 1768), p. 23.
of execution of Arthur, a Nepro of about 2 vears old, for a rape.,
1

26

man, who was
Jonathan Plummer, Dyin g confession of Pomp ,: A Negro
th
Capt. Charles Furbush, of
executed at Ipswich, on the 6 August 1 795. for murdering
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circumstances

Plummer makes

actions. Free will is

still

note

of,

he stops short of excusing or justifying Pomp's

applicable to those

"Unregenerates must perform their duties

them to" (D. Cohen 1993

who knew nothing

if for

about

no other reason than

faith.

that

God

obliges

91).

The Role of Authorities and Restraining Grace

God provides

family and other authorities as part of his restraining grace. The

texts are especially addressed to

young people,

and dangerous stage of life" (Dana 27) and

whom authorities saw in "the most critical

easily

swayed

in the

wrong

direction. Their

"inexperience and impetuosity expose[d] them" (Dana 26) to temptations older, wiser and

more experienced men and women were

able to withstand. "Parents [and other adults]

have trod the path of life," Samuel Stillman wrote, "and by experience have learned the
danger to which their children are exposed" (Stillman
"are. .qualified
.

life.

.

by experience

.Their advice

is

1

8).

As a

result they

to guard [young people] against the hazards of their present

the effect

.

.of knowledge" (Stillman 39).

Church services and

constant prayer were not nearly as exciting as the amusements one could find in the

streets.

The

texts provided stark

examples of what could

young person when God revoked His
Nearly

who tried to

all

befall a disobedient

and willful

restraining grace.

of the condemned make mention of parents or other authority figures

influence

them

to

behave properly. John Bailey remembers "[m]y

penned by Jonathan Plummer, Jun.
Andover./taken from the mouth o fthg prisoner and
Newburyport, 1795.
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Parents. .brought
.

me up

in the [sight?] of GOD."

2?

They

"instructed

principles of the Christian religion"
(Bailey 1790). Later in

life,

me

[in?] the

Bailey told his

amanuensis, "I bound myself out to Mr. Joseph
Hamberry, tallow-chandler, and
taken the advice of him and his wife,
to suffer.

May the

Steal" (Smith 1797) but

alias Allen",

What made the

797).

life.

fate

gave

me good

it

for the opportunity to live a sinful

and

Fortune, kidnapped from Africa, admits he received
religious instruction.

me

as Fortune, says "I

in causing

me to

am thankful to God for bestowing such

be brought into a Land where

This "Goodness of God. .has. .plac'd
.

.

upwards of Twenty Years. .where
.

Men:

all

God

therein contain'd;

acknowledged

is

and

a

that Jesus Christ

I

me

in so

good a Family as

I

have lived in for

have from Time to Time received Examples and

how to behave myself... so as to

gain Favour of God and Goodwill from

My dear Master has not spared to give me instructions; neither has my Mistress
27

John Bailey, Life, last words and dying confession of John
man, who was executed at Boston this day, being Thursday, October
burglary Boston,
.

am

"The Confession and

the only Mediator and Advocate to redeem lost and perishing souls for their
sins."

Instructions

I

my Disgrace and Ruin if I had minded it" (Smith

be the great Creator of Heaven and Earth and

is

790). In

unhappy

death of the young condemned person so tragic
was that he

The amanuensis, writing
Blessing upon

1

to this

Smith remembers "[M]y mother encouraged

received religious instruction, but disregarded

worldly

come

"My Father was a religious [man who?]

Advice, which would have prevented
1

should never have

best of blessings await them" (Bailey

Dying Speech of Stephen Smith

me to

I

had

if I

1

790.
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Bailey.:
1

4,

1

A black

790 for

to

spared to give

late,

"...[HJad

me good
I

Council from Time to Time" (Fortune

followed the Example

set before

me,

I

4).

Fortune reflects too

should have been safe, but

I,

ungrateful Creature, regardless of instruction
and despising of Reproof, have inflicted the

Punishment upon myself '(Fortune

4).

Hannah Ocuish's execution "speaks

in striking language, teaching

the value of a parent's tender care"(Dana
22).
irreligious alcoholic

she was of a young age.

"Behold!

Hannah had been shunted between her

mother and her New London

appropriately in the sight of God.

As

mistress. Neither brought her

God withdrew his

restraining grace

What

it is

to

up

from Hannah when

a result, she killed another child over a mere

O our children and youth!

[young people]

trifle.

provoke the Holy

Spirit

of God,

29

by rebelling against him.
concourse of people

I

.

."

Samuel Freeman

is

used as an example "[t]o

must now say you have, exhibited before you,

of sin and the great danger of forgetting God. There you see one
period, has brought to a violent, untimely death.

God

every soul present... Realize the justice of God and

fly

this great

my friends, the

whom

suffers this as a

from the wrath

sin, at

evil

an early

solemn warning

to

to

come" (Welch

17).

By using

illustrative

language to describe the perilous situation of one

who was on

the verge of death and with questionable ties to Jesus Christ, pastors intended to invoke

mass conversion during

the event of an execution.

With the printing of execution

28

The dying confession and declaration of Fortune, a Negro man, who
was executed in Newport (Rhode-Island) on Friday the 14 th of May, 1762, for setting fire
to the stores on the Long Wharf Boston 1762, p. 4.
Fortune,

.
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sermons, pastors "extended the benefits and incidental
sensations of the sermon-and'

'

ij

execution to a wider audience"

30'

thereby including others

who had not

attended the actual

event into the "conversation."

1

29

*

Andrew Eliot, A Sermon Preached the Lord's-Day before the Execution of Levi
Ames, who suffered death for Burglary Oct. 21, 1773. Aet. 22. Boston, 1773, p. 28.
30

Richard Slotkin, "Narratives of Negro Crime in New England", American

Quarterly 25 (1973), p.

3.
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CHAPTER 2
EXECUTION LITERATURE FEATURING PEOPLE OF AFRICAN DESCENT
IN

COLONIAL AMERICA

The most frequently discussed
written about escaped slaves.

The

narratives in the secondary literature are those

fugitive slave narratives

were and are one of the most

popular literatures written about African Americans. The secondary literature addresses
these narratives almost exclusively. However, the earliest texts written in the American
colonies, execution literature, written and published on the event of an execution, also

include African

American men, women and

children as their subjects.

This diverse and

extremely popular genre preceded the fugitive slave narrative by more than one hundred

years.

Although these

do not address the

texts

lives

of people of African descent

exclusively, their lives are significant in this form of literature. Indeed, by the late

eighteenth century, the execution literature associated with twenty-one year old thief Levi

Ames, a man of African descent, had become epigrammatic of dry,

artless

and overly

31

moralistic literature

.

In the remainder of the dissertation,

I

shall focus attention

exclusively on the execution literature.

I

came

literature,

to these texts through a reading of a seminal

William Andrews' To Tell

A Free

Story

.

work

In this text,

in the secondary

Andrews

collects several

origins of
types of eighteenth and nineteenth century autobiographical texts to detail the

31

In his

book

Pillars

of Salt Monuments of Grace

,

Daniel Cohen writes that one

,

of the earlier writers of the "new fiction"

in late eighteenth century

New England

literature as "funeral
dismissively referred to the old standards of American Puritan
Ames and some dreary
discourse!,] the last words and dying [speech] of. .Levi
.

somebody's Day of Doom"

(33).
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Afro- American autobiography, which he claims made

its "initial

appearance of the genre

32

in 1760."

Andrews included a type of autobiographical

literature

had never heard of

I

before, a literature he referred to as "the confessions of condemned
black felons"

(Andrews 33) As

I

continued reading

Adventures of Pomp,

A Negro Man"

sexual crime" (Andrews 41).

of criminals before, and

I

came

across mention of "the lurid

(Andrews

33),

tracked

I

I

into

a

life

of thievery and

had never heard of this type of literature, nor these type

was curious

down the

Dying

"Joseph Mountain, criminal

(Andrews 41) and Arthur, who "descended

extraordinare,"

As

I

to learn

more about them

both.

other examples of black autobiography listed in William

Andrews, Marion Wilson Starling and Henry Louis Gates,

Jr.'s

various bibliographies,

I

kept an eye out especially for narratives similar to ones mentioned in Andrews' work.

What had

especially piqued

my interest in searching for this literature was Andrew's

bibliographical remark that of

man

,

"only the

challenge,

I

title

The Dying confession and

determined to find the entire

Company,

declaration of Fortune, a

page survives" (Andrews 337). Never one

American Antiquarian
Library

"

the

text.

During

to shy

my search,

I

Negro

away from a

found material

at the

Society, the Massachusetts Historical Society, the Philadelphia

Dedham

Historical Society, the

Brown

University Library and the

Peabody Essex Museum.

As

I

read

more examples of the

texts,

I

could see that these texts were completely

dissimilar to other types of black autobiography.

32

On the one hand they were like

other

William Andrews, To Tell A Free Story: The First Century of Afro-American
Autobiography. 1760-1865 (Chicago: U of Illinois P, 1986), p. 1.
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forms of African American narrative, oral histories featuring events in the

lives

of people

of African descent taken down by a white amanuensis for consumption by a white

On the

audience.

addition,

I

other hand, they were dissimilar in subject matter and construction.

found other types of complementary

literature associated

with the narratives

had not found

in connection

with other types of literature. There were several

poems, a hymn, and,

interestingly,

sermons where the pastors preached

that

I

just as

much as to

In

to the

condemned

the audience about the absolute necessity to convert before death in

order to avoid eternal condemnation. Contrary to Andrews' claim, some of the dying

confessions and similar literature were published before 1760.

A Survey of Execution Literature
Execution Texts
Cotton Mather reports that "[t]o see ,4

The Ears Tingle
[sic]

at the

succeeds upon

it"

(Mather 1721 25).

Amazements" (Mather 1721
David Cohen

However, regardless of the

to death inspired, early

Mather continues, "more than Once, has

interest in early

a fearful Spectacle!

Hearing of such a Thing, the Blood runs cold; a Shuddering Horor

watching an individual being put

In fact,

Man hanged.. .Tis

this

Americans did not turn away.

Country seen [executions] with

25).

writes,

"few

civic occasions aroused as

New England as public hangings" (D.

Cohen 1993

"Crime and punishment were sources of endless
colonial and early national

terrors that

New England.

much popular

3).

fascination for the readers of

Between 1674 and 1860,

printers of the region

issued hundreds of books pamphlets, and broadsides relating to the lives and deaths of

criminals.

The

literature consisted

of a wide variety of genres, including execution

45

sermons, dying verses,

1993

last

speeches,

trial reports... and

newspaper

stories" (D.

Cohen

ix).

The executions of African and African American criminals were

"Amazements"

for the early

American community. There are nearly

also a source of

thirty extant

execution texts published between 1721 and 1817 written about
African American men,

women and children "hanged as

33

a spectacle to the world."

The

stories

of their

lives,

crimes and subsequent executions are well represented in the various types of execution
literature:

execution sermons, dying verse, and

last

words.

Generally speaking, these texts were written in the northeastern American
colonies and their successor states. Nearly

the exception of five printed in

were published

to assure

him

of them were printed

New York and Pennsylvania.

in Massachusetts.

who

individuals

all

Although they are presented as

the intended audience

was

is

indeed possible

if one

the living, "the vain, the justful,

New England with

The majority of these
texts created

sought to ease the anxiety of the condemned man,

or her that salvation

in

texts

by

woman or child, and

chooses to accept Jesus Christ,

[sic] the

inhuman and even

34

the best of mortals."

James Dana, Intent of Capital Punishment: A Discourse Delivered in the City
of New-Haven. October 20. 1790. Being the Day of the Execution of Joseph Mountain
For A Rape New Haven, 1790, p. 21.
.
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A Mulatto. Aged 19 Years and 7
8. 1804. for the Crimes of a Most
November
Months. Who Was Executed at Dedham.
th
Cruel Rape and Murder on the Body of Salome Talbott. of Canton, in the 14 Year of
Her Age: to which is Added. His Writing Tabout?! His Imprisonment Dedham, 1804?,
JohnBattus, Confession of John Battus:

.

3.
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p.

Execution Sermons
Before a criminal was put to death, he or she was brought before a congregation

and addressed
sin

in a

and salvation

sermon delivered by a

pastor.

The major themes of the sermons were

directly corresponding to the lessons of the

Old and the

New

Testaments. In the Old Testament, Original Sin was the result of disobedience.

and Eve's disobeyed God's instructions and

Good and

Evil.

As punishment,

the

two were

revoked their immortality, and they and

condemned was
authority

[sic]"

cast out

predicament similar

(Mather 1721 35).
result, the

Like

Adam

of the Tree of Knowledge of

of the Garden of Eden.

their descendants

to

grew old and

Adam and Eve's. He had

by disregarding the law. "[Y]our Catechism

wrong. As a
the

in a

ate the fruit

tells

died.

God
The

flown in the face of

you [murder]

is

Forbiden

and Eve, the condemned knew well his action was

consequences were severe. Mather Byles reminds

Word of GOD, you read

Adam

your Crime and your Punishment.

It

Phillis, ". .In
.

would be a Sin

in

any

35

so

much

as to

wish for your Life."

Like

Adam and Eve who

were removed from the

Garden and punished with death, the condemned was removed from

society

first

by

imprisonment and then by execution.

The second theme

the sermons addressed

was

the promise of the

New Testament.

Jesus had been sent to earth to atone for the sins of humankind. Pastors frequently

Mather Byles, The Prayer and Plea of David to be delivered from Blood th
Boston, May 16
Guiltiness. Improved in a Sermon at the ancient Thursdav-Lecture in
an Infant. Boston,
Poisoning
1751. Before the Execution of a Young Negro Servant for
,

1751, p. 16.
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referral to events

condemned

of Luke 23 :32-43

handily.

With

opportunity for eternal
Paradise the day he

life.

a lesson that addressed the impending death of the

,

Jesus' sacrifice, even the lowliest criminal

If the

was put to

condemned accepted

had the

Jesus, he could very well be in

death.

Execution sermons were delivered for the benefit of the condemned and the
congregation.

The event gave

pastors an opportunity to minister to both groups. Pastors

imagined that "persons stupid when death

is

viewed

at

a distance [would be] alarmed

37

when brought
consequences.

near."

The condemned had

lived a life of debauchery, unconcerned with

Now that one's days were numbered one ought to use them wisely in

prayer and Bible study.

One should

opportunity to regain what one

the congregation that no one

not despair because conversion held out the

lost, his

was

far

claim to eternal

from God's judgment

imminent. The condemned never imagined his

condemned put off considering
Therefore

it

life.

lifestyle

The sermon

for death

would lead

the state of his or her soul until

was of the utmost importance

that

one

it

also reminded

was always

to death.

The

was almost too

live a religious life

late.

and accept Jesus

in

order to prepare for death.

This corresponds to the verses of the Bible that describe Jesus' execution with
two criminals. One mocked Him, and the other defended Him. The criminal who
defended Him asked Jesus to remember him when He entered heaven. Jesus assured him
that

he would join

Him in Paradise that day.

3?

Moses C. Welch, The Gos pel to he Preached t o All Men: Illustrated, in a
Mulatto,
Sermon, Delivered in Windham, at the E x ecution of Samuel Freeman, a
an Appendix,
with
November 6, A.D. 1805. for the Murder of H annah Simons: Together
Containing Memoirs of His Life Windham, 1805, p. 31.
.
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Categorization of the Execution Sermons
Daniel Cohen divides the execution sermons into two separate periods
marked by
the year 1730.

By

1730,

Cohen writes,

Puritan ministers had lost their absolute control

over the printing industry. However, "fluctuations in the output [of execution
sermons]

probably had more to do with the varying incidence of criminal executions than
with

changes in

literary

vogue.

Of the more than seventy five volumes of execution sermons

produced in the region between 1674 and 1825, two

Cohen 1 993

1

thirds appeared after

Although the execution sermons faced competition from other types of

0).

execution literature, the sermon continued to be a steadily popular

Cohen
the execution

emerged

1730" (D.

asserts that the

sermon to
and

"printers

text.

emergence of different types of execution

flourish as long as

it

did.

As

literature

allowed

other types of execution literature

ministers... padded later examples [of execution sermon] with

supplementary materials" (D. Cohen 1993 13)

to

compete. However, after a while, dying

verse and last words satisfied the reader's temporal curiosity about events of the case, and
as a result pastors' execution literature changed once again. Printed sermons were

"allow[ed]...[to simply] be sermons to the end" (D.

The

first

Cohen 1993

13).

execution sermon, the oldest and most long lived of the genre to feature a

person of African descent, appears in 1693. The

first

execution sermon concerning a

person of African descent was written by Cotton Mather: Warnings from the Dead or

Solemn Admonitions unto

PERSONS.

.

ALL PEOPLE:

but Especially Unto

YOUNG

.Occasioned bv a Sentence of DEATH Executed on some Unhappy

MALEFACTORS

.

It

was published

in

Boston on the occasion of the execution of two

49

women, one of whom Mather writes

in his diary

was "a Negro Woman.

.

.of

[Boston]... under sentence of Death, for the Murdering of [her] Bastard-[child]."

38

Cotton Mather's execution sermons were delivered and published in Boston and

have a distinctly Puritan
the

Colony and steeped

style.

Mather was a

direct

in Puritan religious tradition. Cotton Mather, minister of the

North Church was named

after his grandfathers,

John Cotton and Richard Mather. Along with
instigated the

descendant of the Puritan founders of

Salem Witch

Trials.

Old

Massachusetts Bay Colony founders

his father, Increase Mather,

Cotton Mather

Cotton Mather was also responsible for writing the

Magnalia Christi Americana or the Ecclesiastic History of New England a seven volume
,

series outlining the history

the

of the Massachusetts Bay Colony "From

Its First

Planting, in

Year 1620 unto the Year of our Lord 1698."
Mather Byles was Cotton Mather's nephew, and

Street Congregational Church.

led a congregation at the Hollis

The sermons "Prayer and Plea of David" and "The

Dreadful Sound" were presented as part of the "Ancient Thursday Lecture", a

Massachusetts Bay Puritan tradition of weekly sermons delivered by different pastors

each Thursday evening. These sermons were
Puritan

was expected

By

texts,

engaged

week.

extremely emotional and heavy handed appeal to his audience in his

emphasizing the severity and unpredictability of God's wrath and the uncertain and

Mather published Tremenda: The Dreadful

Cotton Mather. Diarv of Cotton Mather Vol.2, (New York: Ungar Publishing, 1957),
.

p.

for the

in edifying religious practices throughout the

transitory nature of human existence. In 1721,

38

complement Sunday services

1721, Cotton Mather had been penning execution sermons for nearly forty

He makes an

years.

to be

to

214.
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Sound with which

the

Wicked areJo^eThunderstruck.:

Great Assembly, in Which
for a

Was P resent^ A Miserable African

Most Inhumane and Uncommon

Added, a Conference Between
Execution,

Just

Going

At Boston. M,v 9S th

Minister and the Prisoner on the

to he

1721.:

.

faecuted

To Whirf,

i.

Dav Before His

Early execution narratives sought to
motivate their audience to "be Saved

with Fear and Perswaded
the

a

Murder.

tvw~i ,^ ,

Sermon

In „

Lord" (Mather 1721

[sic] into

1).

the

Methods of our Salvation, Knowing

In Tremenda, Mather continually uses
the

the Terror

of

theme of being

thunderstruck, a powerful image that brings to mind
being caught unawares by the wrath

of heaven. Taken from the book of Job, the "Dreadful
Sound", as Mather

metaphor for God's reaction
Elect are

which

"made

. .

will prepare [them] for a

Wicked Man"

(C.

it;

[and] are so

more Joyful sound"

"[tjhere

Mather 1721

moved with

3).

is

the

The wicked continue

wicked and the Elect

By

until

fear.

.

.

[they]

Mather 1 72 1

a

to stop his Ears" (C.

wicked manifest. The wicked man

may do those thing;
The wicked,

2).

it

and convert, they allow the

drowns out the exhortation of the

in their wickedness, heaping sin

alike can be called before

delights in sinful behavior.

(C.

failing to repent

stands before God, "the Dreadful Sound will force

Longer be able

is

a deep sleep for the present prevailing on the

Dreadful Sound to become progressively louder
righteous.

it,

to sin. All people hear the Dreadful Sound, but
only the

sensible of it.

on the other hand, ignore

refers to

Mather 1721

is lustful,

God's

its

3).

way

upon

tribunal.

sin.

At any time

When the wicked

into his Ears;

and he will no

There are several characteristics the

he associates with other wicked people, he

As he comes more and more under the

influence of

wickedness, the "final stroke of the wicked man" (C. Mather 1721 8) makes him
"Ethiopian" in wickedness. Cotton Mather's reference to the "Ethiopian"
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is

not a racist

epithet; instead,

he

is

making reference

to Jeremiah 13: 23.

This verse reads, "Can the

Ethiopian change his skin or the leopard
change his spots? then
are

accustomed

apart, but

do

to

evil."

were subject

may ye

also do

good

that

For the Puritans, people of African descent
were a group

same

to the

religious laws that people of European
descent were.

Daniel Cohen points out that "under the evolving
conventions of New England

crime

literature, the last

words and actions of condemned criminals were
increasingly

presented to readers" (D.

Cohen 1993

At the beginning of Cotton Mather's career

68).

writing execution narratives, "a volume contained]
his dialogue with a flawlessly
penitent murderer; in that case the words of minister
and malefactor alternated smoothly
in the service

of Mather's evangelical agenda" (D. Cohen 1993
68).

By the end of

Mather's career, the criminal needed more coaxing. Criminals
"subtly subverted or
challenged the authority of ministers and magistrates" (D. Cohen

1

993 68).

This

believe, a reflection of the loss of absolute ministerial control
over the populace.

night before Joseph Hanno's execution,

sufficiently chastened.

the Boston jail,

He

tells

the

had no Bible,"

"I

reading other types of literature.
for forgiveness,

prompting.

Hanno

"...I

he

asserts

it is

patently obvious that

unnamed

(C.

is

already aware of what he needs to do and needs no

religion].

Mather 1721
it.

more your

sins are aggravated.

as

criminal

[claim]

.

.

.

.

.

his time

When the minister presses Hanno to repent and ask God

minister responds, "I wish you were less Puffed up with

.

Hanno has not been

Mather 1721 32) and instead occupied

New has so much" (C.

.

On the

minister frankly that during his time spent in

have a Great deal of Knowledge [about

Colour, in Old England or

is, I

.how dare such a Sinner

38).

No body of my
Losing patience, the

But the more you Know, the

you

are,

One

so horribly

such a thing. What have you to embolden your Hope" (C. Mather

52

1

72 1

3 8)?

Instead of being appropriately unsure of
his status before God,

responds "I find myself to be.
minister stands incredulous,

you," the minister

it

tells

.

.

as

God would have me

"Now, This

Hanno

is to

38).

The

"Look

snappily, "[fjhe punishment [of God] has those
Miseries

(C.

encouraged to pray for forgiveness, but he refuses.

No

Mather 1721

Spoil all" (C. Mather 1721 38)!

which cannot without Horror be thought upon"

incredulously "The

to be" (C.

Hanno

Mather 1721

36).

Hanno

ir

is

Cotton Mather's minister says

Man whose Dying Hour is not far off tells me.

.

.he had

No

Prayers,

Prayers" (C. Mather 1721 26)!
In addition to Hanno' s perceived lack of remorse and
false profession of

religiosity,

Cotton Mather found further

fault,

more

sinister fault in

Joseph Hanno's

behavior. Mather briefly charges husbands to love of their wives,
not treat them cruelly,
verbally abuse them, beat them, or starve them.

However,

his outrage is turned to

Hanno, an African who "had been admitted unto such very Distinguishing Privileges":
he
had learned

to read, learned about the Christian faith

Cotton Mather

is

quick to point out that Hanno had been "too unthankful" to the white

community. Cotton Mather assumed
community, Hanno was charged]
(C.

Mather 1721

African descent

and was ultimately emancipated.

22).

Instead,

to

that

"under such Obligations

[to the

white

be a Pattern of all Goodness unto other Ethiopians"

by murdering

his wife,

Hanno showed

that

even those of

whom whites saw as trustworthy were capable of wreaking havoc.

Mather expresses

his,

and possibly the wider community's feelings of betrayal

in the

following manner "[T]o prove of so Doubly and Deeply Black a Character. .Ungrateful
.

Wretch! What are thou worthy of" (C. Mather 1721 23)!
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In an interesting digression from promoting salvation, Mather

squarely in favor of African enslavement, as he did in

The Negro Christianized

begins his diatribe addressing not the people of African descent
gathered in the congregation, but the white congregants.

Ethiopian...among us,

may hear a Dreadful Sound in the

here before them" (C. Mather 1721 27).
take warning from

shown

descent has

of you,

who

live

it"

(C.

Mather 1721

He

comes down

He

.

who may have been

He tells them, "The
fate

of their Unhappy Brother

assures the white community, "they are to

Like Hanno, the community of African

27).

itself as far too ungrateful.

"There

is

a Fondness for

Freedom

in

many

Comfortably in a very easy Servitude; wherein you are not so Well-

advised as you should be" (C. Mather 1721 27).

If you

were

free,

many of you would

not Live near so well as you do" (C. Mather 1721 27).

In

all, I

found nine execution sermons about people of African descent written and

delivered in Connecticut,

were written

New Hampshire and Massachusetts.

in the Massachusetts

Bay Colony where

themselves. In early execution sermons, the pastors

condemned committed. These sermons were

Puritans

make

The
first

little

earliest

of these texts

established

mention of the crime the

delivered before a congregation in a church

on the week, day or within hours of the criminal's execution. Execution sermons were
not delivered exclusively on Sundays. They were also delivered in the week, as was the

case for Levi

Ames whose sermon was

The event was one
September

that

was well

18, 1751 execution

delivered during the "Ancient Thursday Lecture."

The Boston Evening Post describes

attended.

of Mark and

Phillis in the following

manner. "They were

both driven from the Prison to the Place of Execution, attended by the greatest

54

the

Number of

known on such an

Spectators even

The Pastors

Occasion."

sermons were written "at the desire of the Prisoner", and
exploit this sensational event for their

own benefit,

also claimed that the

printers

and pastors sought

to

financial, spiritual or otherwise.

Execution sermons were influenced exclusively by Christian ideology, more
precisely

the text

by the Protestant

was

religious doctrines rooted in Puritanism.

the importance of immediately converting, as

be caught unawares and made to face the wrath of God.

condemned was

beneath the pulpit (Slotkin

more of a

He

the visual center of attention.

curiosity.

3),

in

some

Henry Charming

central

theme of

would be an awful thing

to

During the sermon, the

or she sat before the congregation

cases, manacled,

refers to

it

The

making the condemned even

Hannah Ocuish, convicted of murder,

as a

40
".

.

bound

.wicked creature covered with the innocent blood of a helpless child"

in

chains before the congregation. Cotton Mather describes Joseph Hanno, as "the Black

Thing that you have in Irons here before you" (C. Mather 1721
points out in

26).

As Karen Halttunen

Murder Most Foul often the sermon was delivered with the condemned

standing in the pulpit with the noose around his or her neck. Levi

execution and asks Samuel Stillman, "Did

I

ever think that

I

Ames

is

presented for

should have such a thing

41

about

my neck"?

Supplement

to the Boston-Gazette,

&c 22 Sept 1751.

4

Parents and
°Henry Charming, God Admonishing His Peop le of their Duty, as
th
1 786. Occasioned by the
20
Masters.: A sermon preached at New-Londo n December
Months. For the
Execution of Hannah Ocuish a Mulatto Girl, aged 12 Years and 9
27.
Murder of Eunice Bolles. Aped 6 Years and 6 Months New London, 1786, p.
,

.

.
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Although the sermon was centered on the condemned, the consequences of his or
her actions, and the importance of his or her immediate conversion, he or she was not the

only intended audience. The sermon was also meant as a cautionary tale for the
edification of the audience. "[T]he sudden

manner

in

which

[the victim]

came

to her

[was] an alarming Lecture" (Conant 35) and helped to illustrate to the audience
that they

must repent

for they

(Revelation 3:3) them.

"kn[e]w

[not]

what hour [God]

Pastor Sylvanus Conant prayed,

will

"May

GOD impress our hearts
this instance

Murder. .and by the wretched Condition of the Murderer" (Conant 26).

moments of his

life, it

of

Watching the

.

in the last

members

come upon"

with the solemn Instructions and Warnings that are suggested to us in

condemned

End

was presumed, would impress upon the

audience the importance of conversion.

During the sermon, pastors addressed various members of the audience

young people, parents and masters, people of color,
but

it

was

tacitly

legal authorities, the

turn-

unconverted—

understood that what the pastor said to each individual group was

applicable to the entire congregation.

prompt the congregation

to "be

The

terrible events that inspired the

Saved with Fear and Perswaded

our Salvation, Knowing the Terror of the Lord' (C. Mather 1721
the congregation

in

members

was capable of committing

that

[sic] into

1).

sermon would
the

Methods of

Pastors reminded

no matter how pious one thought one was,

all

humankind

the worst of criminal acts. Pastors emphasized that

God made

41

Samuel Stillman, Two Sermons.: the first from Psalm CII. 19, 20. Delivered
the Lords-Day before the Execution of Levi Ames, who was Executed at Boston,
Thursday October 21. 1773. for a Burglary. Aet. 22. This Discourse was Preached at the
Desire of the Criminal, who also Attended on the Occasion. The Second from Proverbs
XVII. 25. Preached the Lords-Day after His Execution; and Designed as an Improvement
of the Awful Event, by

Way of Caution to

Others

56

.

Boston, 1773,

p. 63.

little

distinction

lust" (C.

between the condemned and the
audience;

Mather 1721

congregation

5)

who

sat before the

member engaging

governmental authorities could
audience to sense

its

own

who was

fall into

the

same

his last,

to

him or her about

do-hasten or

condemned would be launched
certainly be

when he

damned (Channing

tells

it

Any

The pastor
1

"callfed] the

1) the

condemned.

most emphatic words for the condemned,
for the

moment on

earth.

He made

a personal and

the importance of conversion before
death.

begged, "Hannah, repent of your wickedness:

what you have

situation.

sharing of sin's blackness with"
(Slotkin

closest to his or her last

passionate plea to

congregation was not alone.

of

any acts other than those endorsed
by religious and

in

The pastor saved
person

therefore, the "monster

will

be

to late"

into eternity,

27).

Hannah, as much as he

this is the

Charming

only time. .Think Hannah, of
.

(Channing 27).

In a short while the

and without converting, he or she would

Channing brings
tells his

his exhortation to a dramatic close

congregation, "[fjhe guard, the officers of

justice with all the dreadful attendants of your death,
are

now around you waiting

for

me

to stop" (Channing 27).

Karen Halttunen

asserts that "[t]he [early] execution

sermon was

a... narrative

which focused not on the bloody deed or the judicial process which
had brought the
murderer to the scaffold, but on the

42

spiritual condition

times, she notes, "an exceptionally shocking murder

of the condemned criminal."

seemed

to

mandate more

At

details"

(Halttunen 17) in these early sermons. In a text appended to his sermon, Cotton
Mather,
writing as Joseph Hanno, described "the exceptionally shocking" events
regarding

42

Karen Halttunen, Murder Most Foul
hnagination (Cambridge: Harvard

U P,

:

The

1998), p. 2.
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Killer

and the American Gothic

Hanno's murder of his wife in a few sentences.

"I

knock'd her down" (C. Mather 1721

34) with an axe and "hackled her Throat with a Razour [sic]" (C. Mather 1721 34).

Although the text describing the murder "lacks the intense concentration on the
nature of
the violence and the dense social and physical contexts of the crime"
(Halttunen 17)

found in

later narratives, the fact that the

murder was remarked upon

at all is

unusual for

the early sermons.

Mather Byles's Sermon Before the Execution of a Murderer

is

more

representative of early execution narratives written about black or white criminals.

only place that the criminal and her crime are noted

on the

is

title

page: Phillis

is

The

referred

43

to as "a

Young Negro Servant

Application of the

Day

us in the Terrors of the

[executed] for Poisoning an Infant." Byles' "practical

[was] to address the

Shadow of Death"

Word of God to

the poor Malefactor before

(Byles 16). Early "execution sermons ran red

with the blood of the crucified Christ, not that of the murder victims" (Halttunen

But by the

late

eighteenth century, the blood of Christ, the blood of the murder

victim and the blood of the condemned ran together in execution sermons.
descriptions were offered in early

. . .

[including]

.

.

.

18).

"... [P]recise

New England criminal literature

dramatic reenactments of the struggle

.

.

.

dying words of the

43

Byles gives few clues about the identity of the offender he describes as the

"Young Negro

Servant." In addition, in his sermon, Byles refers to the subject as "poor

Daughter of Death." There are no Last Words appended

to the text to elaborate

upon the

events leading up to the execution sermon. After reading several Boston newspapers of

found that the "Young Negro Servant" was a seventeen year old girl named
Phillis. Her master was an apothecary and she introduced "Arsenick [sic] or Ratesbane
[sic]" into her 1 1 month old charge's drink until it sickened and died. Phillis was
indicted and pleaded guilty to murder. The January 21, 1751 edition of the Boston
the period,

I

Evening Post reports

that Phillis also admitted to poisoning a fifteen
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month old

in the

victim... [and]... characterizing the

17).

In addition, the last

wounds

moments and

in excruciating detail. Perhaps printers

last

inflicted or the state

of the corpse" (Halttunen

words of the condemned are elaborated upon

appended these descriptions

to

make

the text

appeal to a larger audience. Karen Halttunen
suggests that these changes are linked to an
increase in popularity of sentimental literature.
Although the pastor includes a high-

minded justification
included for

for adding the appendix to the sermon,

I

suspect that the text was

titillation.

Sylvanus Conant, Moses Welch, Samuel Stillman and
Henry Channing append
graphic retellings of the felonious act to their sermons.

We learn that Eunice Bolles met

her untimely end at the hands of Hannah Ocuish after
Ocuish decoyed her by "offering

her a piece of calicoe which she then had in her hand" (Channing
30). Little Eunice cried
out "Oh, if you keep beating

me

so

I

shall die"

"continued the blows until the child lay

still"

(Channing

(Channing

30).

30).

Ocuish ignored her and

As Ocuish

stood over

Eunice, she noticed that "after a few moments. .the child stirred" (Channing
30) She
.

then "took [Eunice] by the throat and choaked
30).

The appendix

to

[sic]

her until she was dead" (Channing

Sylvanus Conant's sermon describes Bristol's method of

murdering sixteen year old Elizabeth McKinstry:

"[Bristol] catch'd

up a Flat-iron

that

stood on the Hearth, struck her on the head, and knock' d her into the Fire, which burnt
her Face; he then gave her another Blow, and immediately dragged her
Stairs,

where finding an old Ax, he struck her with

same family

at

an

earlier time. Apparently, Phillis'

learning her daughter

was

to

it

on the Head"

down the

(Bristol 33).

mother was so distraught upon

be executed, she "died with Excess of Grief
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Cellar

A shocking description of the body of Hannah Simons, a woman murdered by
Samuel Freeman,

is

given by the Reverend Moses Welch. Welch's account culminates

with a macabre description of the discovery and inspection of Simons' body.

On examining the body there was

discovered a bruise on

the back side of the head, which as the
state

body was in a high
of putrifaction, occasioned the scalp to separate, easily

from the

scull [sic], while the skin adjoining

more tough and

firm.

. .

[0]ne arm.

.

.

was much
number of livid

[had] a

spots, apparently, the effect of bruises.

A large

handkerchief or shawl was tied round her neck; and, as the

neck was much swollen, was drawn extremely tight. One
corner of the handkerchief was drawn up over her chin, the
other down upon her breast. One of the jury of inquest
observing that he suspected her throat was cut, and that

was

it

best to take off the handkerchief and examine; S. said,

her throat

is

appeared that

under each

The handkerchief being taken off, it
the throat was not cut; but there was a stab

not

cut.

ear, directly against the jugular vein,

of

considerable depth, and apparently done with a knife.
44

These were considered

as the fatal

Stillman was one of three pastors

who

wounds.

delivered sermons before Levi

Ames's
45

execution; Samuel Mather,

Andrew Eliot, and he seemingly vied

for readership.

44

Moses Welch. The Gospel

to be preached to all

Men,

Illustrated in a

Sermon,

Delivered in Windham, At the Execution of Samuel Freeman, A Mulatto, November
A.D. 1805, For the Murder of Hannah Simmons. Together with an APPENDIX,
Containing,

Memoirs of his

Life,

6,

A Sketch of his Trial, His APPEARANCE after

CONDEMNATION, CONFESSIONS, &c

.

Windham, 1805,

p. 24-25.

45

"The very short notice the Author
must be his
of the following discourse had
excuse for the many imperfections which will be found in it. A number of his friends
thought the publication might be of service. When he consented to give them a copy, he
did not suppose he had any right to obtrude another sermon in the room of that which
they requested. It appears therefore in it's original dress. May God accompany it with his
Eliot includes this disclaimer before the text

of the Prisoner's desire to attend his preaching

blessing!"
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Andrew Eliot's
Ames's
reads,

life

Christ's Promise to the Penitent Thief included

no discussion of Levi

and ends with a hearty "Amen." The appendix to Samuel Mather's sermons

"At the request of the

Printer, the

Author of the foregoing Sermon has given

consent that Levi Ames's narrative of his

annexed hereto" (C. Mather 1721

was advertised

as taken

own manner of life and conduct may be

Ames' Last Words appended

30).

,

from Ames's own

lips.

Last

Mather's sermon,

to

Words was disseminated

as a

broadside and was widely available, published in three editions.

Samuel Stillman takes a

different tack. Instead of appending a text that

was

46

Ames

plentiful,

well-known and hum-drum —no violent

insists "I

never thought of murdering any man, in the midst of all my. .thieving."

acts take place in the text for

.

~ the

Reverend Stillman writes of his personal relationship with the infamous Levi Ames.
Stillman retells his conversation with

terms

it

records

Ames

in the last hours

and minutes of his

life

and

a walk "to the Gallows" on that sunny, autumn day. Unflinchingly, Stillman

Ames's

utterances right up to the

moment Ames

is

made

silent

by

instant death.

Stillman introduces the topic:

Here I should have finished the discourse, but having been
warmly solicited by a number of my friends after the
execution of the unhappy youth, to satisfy them and others
respecting the state of the prisoner's mind, as it appeared
during his confinement and to give them some account of
the conversation

we had

together, as

we walked from the

46

of thefts. Ames remembers stealing among other
spoon. .for me to eat with."
things; "a couple of eggs", a "pepper box" and "a silver

The

text

was a laundry

list

.

47

Sermon Preached
Samuel Mather. Christ Sent to H eal the Broken Hearted. A
st
Ames,
a Young
Levi
hen
w
177 3
21
at the Thursday Lecture in Boston. On October
MAN. Under A Sentence of Death for Burplarv Was Present to Hear the Discourse
Boston, 1773,

p. 32.
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prison to the gallows

I

consented to add the following

account of the matter; in which as far as

I

can

trust

from

my

memory I have truly represented it, and made use of the
prisoner's own expressions which I have distinguished by
single commas (Stillman 26).
Samuel Stillman' s sermon

is

unique because unlike other pastors

descriptions of the crime to their text, Stillman describes his appended

conversation with

He

Ames

"as

we walked from the

who append

work

as his

prison to the gallows" (Stillman 56)

gives an hour by hour and minute by minute description of the day and assures the

audience that the interview

".

.

.as far as

I

can

trust

my memory, I have truly represented"

(Stillman 57). Stillman adds an unconvincing aside, "Gladly.would

from

this painful office.

decline

it"

.

have been executed

But the youth's importunity and a sense of duty forbid

me to

(Stillman 61).

Ames
mentioned

.

I

appeared to be unconcerned about his

this in describing the

fate.

condemned, perhaps

day of execution arrived, he became suddenly

(Stillman 61).

pastor has

for dramatic effect.

"terrified

(Stillman 6 1 ) and "cried out at times" (Stillman 60)

came out of the prison yard"

More than one

with the prospect

For when the
of... his

death"

At "about two o'clock [Ames]

Stillman claims he

was "attended with

all

the awful formalities of execution, his arms pinioned, and the halter around his neck,

following the cart in which were his coffin and the ladder" (Stillman 61).

"[U]pon coming under the gallows he was ordered

to get into the cart

stand up while the warrant for his execution was read" ((Stillman 64).

events to come, Stillman notes

"laid his

Ames

"sat

down on his

(Stillman 65).

Foreshadowing

coffin" (Stillman 64).

head on the coffin for some time, then kneeled on

it

and to

He then

[while] praying softly"

"[W]ithin fifteen minutes of the time fixed for his execution, he was
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ordered to stand upon his coffin."
to the dramatic tension writing,

(Stillman 65).

(Stillman 66).

Ames

Ames "obeyed

at

once" (Stillman 65).

Ames was "now tied

asked "how long he had to

The denouement of the

over his eyes[.] [Ames] cried out.

.

.as

up, and waiting the last minute"

live,

text occurs

and was answered five minutes"

when the

he was turned

Stillman adds

authorities "pull[ed] the cap

off." Ironically, Stillman writes,

48

Ames

"died with great ease" (Stillman 66).

"Upon

the whole," Stillman adds, "I

cannot but think that he died a Penitent Thief (Stillman 66).
Interestingly, Stillman' s devotion to Levi

Words of Levi Ames appended

ministers in this town,

who

is

mentioned in The Life and Last

Samuel Mather

to Mather's text.

attended to the place of execution by the rev.

[sic]

Ames

[sic]

reports,

"Ames was

Samuel Stillman, one of the

baptist

constantly visited and prayed with [Ames] while he

under confinement" (Samuel Mather 36).

was

Stilllman, according to the author, "spared

no

pains to reform and bring [Ames] to a just sense of his unhappy condition and guilty... his

utmost

efforts

were not wanting.

."
.

(Samuel Mather 36) "[W]hile. .accompanying him

the fatal tree, with tears in his eyes, [Stillman]

waist,

Eliot's

.

.

.clasped this young convert round his

to take the greatest satisfaction in conversing with

and seemed

sermon was published but once, Samuel Mather's,

sermon was printed

Andrew

the desire of the Prisoner" on the "Lord's

The author of the
Stillman's claim.

Day preceding the

that

63

of

sermon was "Preached

at

Execution." Samuel

Words and Dying Speech of Levi Ames
Ames made a struggle, though "scarce."

Life, Last

He mentions

66).

twice. Stillman's

reflect the popularity

Eliot's advertisement states that the

48

him" (Stillman

Three contiguous advertisements for Levi Ames's

in four editions.

sermons, found in an edition of the Boston News-Letter,
Stillman's version.

to

.

contradicts

Mather's advertisement states that his sermon was delivered on the day
executed and included "his Life, written by himself."
discourse" of Mather's sermon and "present

when

Ames was

[Eliot's]

Ames was to

be

"present to hear the

sermon was delivered."

However, Samuel Stillman's advertisement announcing "...an Account of [Ames's]
exercise of Mind; together with the Conversation the Author had with
him, as he walked

with him from the Prison to the Gallows"

is

as large as

Samuel Mather and

Eliot's

advertisements combined.

Dying Verse and The Execution
Dying verse

are texts written in rhyming couplets that elaborate

committed by the criminal.
people:

Mark and Phillis

texts published in

Hymn Composed on Levi Ames

I

have found verse

(1751), Levi

Boston and

in

Ames

upon the crimes

that corresponds to the execution

(1773) and John Battus (1804).

I

found these

Dedham, Massachusetts. The majority of dying

found concerned the case of Levi Ames.

I

suspect that since Levi

of four

verses

I

Ames' case was so

frequently documented by the execution literature, people outside of Boston

would have

read his dying verse as well.

Regarding The Execution
surviving execution

hymns

Hymn of Levi Ames

,

Daniel Cohen points out that

are exceptionally rare commodities in

New England. Words

often survive, but the music that accompanied the piece has not. Since

hymn has

a great deal in

common with dying verse,

I

have chosen to include

Dying verses were published as broadsides. Unlike execution sermons
illustrated,

both with mourning borders and the scene of execution.

whether execution sermons were published before dying verse, but
execution sermons were delivered before the verse was published.
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Ames' execution

I

I

it

here.

the texts were

am uncertain as to

suspect that

Dying verses
narrative,

are delivered as often written in first person or second person

and give very

about the individual crimes that the condemned has

little detail

committed. The narrator addresses those

who

are expected to be subservient-young

people, people of color, servants and slaves-and warns

warns

that if the readers carry

on

in the

same manner

same. They were written in a melodramatic

style

them

He

against misbehaving.

as the subject, their fate will be the

designed to instruct, intimidate and

inspire.

The author of "The Dying Penitent"
spectacle

I

soon

shall be!"

"[M]y frame strong agony
[sic]

and describes

And

all

convulsed[,]

of Boston writes of Ames'

tree/.

.

.

Ames

and shiver

Ames

is

to

what a

in excruciating detail.

Leaf in

like a

Air/.

.

.A Corps

with Pangs unfelt before[,] each Nerve shall

my very Heart-strings break." "An Address to the Inhabitants
last

moments, "Ah! see him gasping, breathing out

"The Dying Groans of Levi Ames" warns those who "croud
where

as musing, "Ah!

impending death

his

shall tear/and shake

suspended from yon shameful

ache,/

describes

be executed, "O! shun the paths

[sic]

that lead to

his last[!]"

the accursed Tree"

shame." In

"A Solemn

Farewell to Levi Ames", the condemned "learnt to lye [sic]...[f]rom Childhood"... and

"with

little

thefts"

he came to understand

Unlike execution

and

literature

that "sin

ends in Sorrow " but too

which exclusively uses

Biblical

late.

themes from the Old

New Testament, the authors of dying verses use Greco-Roman imagery and

references to the

New Testament.

In the "Dying Groans of Levi

Ames", "angry

Justice

49

shakes her rod, and points to Guilt's black Scroll."

49

The author speaking

The Dying Groans of Levi Ames. who was exec uted
:

October, 1773. for Burglary Boston, 1773.
.

65

at

as Levi

Ames

Boston, the 21st of

confesses, "Tho'

young

in Years, I'm old in

Crimes/To lawless Rapine bred.

Ames hopes that "kind Mercy interpose and deep

Groans )

Groans ), so that he might be numbered among the

on Occasion of the [Ulntimely End of Mark and

Elect.

Phillis

Repentence rain

The author of

."
.

(

Dying

[sic]"

(

Dying

A [Flew Lines

wrote "here you see what Vice

50

has done in

all it's [sic] sinful

Ways" and now,

".

.

Ways"

.Vengeance

.

Mark and

cries aloud"

and Old the author writes, "Justice aloud
,

(

for

Phillis neglected to

A Few Lines

).

In

follow "Virtue's

An Exhortation to Young

vengeance calls/Hang him for what he's

51

The author of The [D]ying

done."

terriffic [sic]

King, Pours on

Dying verse

all

Penitent writes "Full on

my

Soul The Graves

[sic]

his Horrors, threats with ev'ry Sting" ( Exhortation)

also has the distinction of including one of only

two examples

.

in the

genre of execution literature that directly challenge the wisdom of the ministers and
magistrates in their decision to execute. The overwhelming majority of texts written

about Levi

Ames

are texts warning the youth of Boston against idleness and theft, but the

author of Theft and Murder!

Ames's execution

as an

A Poem on the Execution of Levi Ames presents Levi

example of the corruptness of the

case for American independence. Ames' case

Americans are served a

More than three years

50

is

British colonial system

and the

proof, according to the author, that

different brand of justice than British colonial representatives.

later,

the author of the

poem

asks his audience to

"Look back to

A Few lines on occasion of the untimely en d of Mark and Phillis,
Cambridge. September 18th

executed

at

Codman

of Charlestown Boston, 1755.

fo r

povsoning

fsicl

:

who were

their master, Capt. John

.

51

old to he cautious of small crim e, lest they become
nature.
before thev are aware into those of the most heinous

An Exhortation to y oun g and
habitual,

the

and lead them

:

66

FIFTH of MARCH and

see/the scarlet Murders! bloody stains!" ( Theft and

find evidence of anti-American bias in the courts and in the churches.

these decisions writing, "But ah! Alas

by/While Priests and Rulers

it

seems to me, /That Murder

agree/That [Levi

all

Ames] must

Murder )

to

The author laments

now is passed

die" ( Theft and

Murder ).

Levi Ames, born and raised in Massachusetts, was sentenced to death for thievery by
magistrates and ministers the author characterized as being pro-British.

The author

points out that British soldiers were set free after murdering Americans because of their

political affiliations.

who were

soldiers

The author

writes that

Ames' execution

for stealing cutlery, while

convicted of manslaughter were punished by branding and then

released, represents one of "the great corruptions of this day" ( Theft

Life of Man

is

more than gold/Or any

Vengeance cry,/But where' s

The author warns

th'

It is

the reader that

Ames' unjust execution

is

now think I pray,/ Upon these

a dark and gloomy day/and heavy woes will

Murder ). He warns
this

other earthly good" he writes, "But

Murder doth

for

Avenger of the blood" ( Theft and Murder )?

unrest to come. "Dear countrymen

appear;/

and Murder). "The

the colonial establishment. "Let

Thief s blood, think you atone/For

that

come

I

me ask one

a harbinger of the

things

which do

fear" ( Theft

and

question further/Will

inhuman, barb'rous Murder" (Theft and

Murder).

Boston-Neck, October
Occasioned by the unhappy case of Levi Am es, executed on
1773. for the crime of burglary Boston, 1773.

21st,

.

52

Theft and murder!

Thursday, the 21

st

;

A poem on

the execution of Levi

of October inst for robbing the

convicted of burglary Boston, 1773.
.
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hMuse

of

Ames which

M

,

r.

is

to

be on

Martin Bicker, and was

Last
Last words, the

and went

minute

into

last

Words

of the three species of text, outlined the criminal's early

detail about the various crimes the

stealing ginger cakes as a youngster to the crime for

The

texts are advertised as

"certified"

Words

by

his

mark and

are formulaic.

coming "from

condemned had committed, from

which he or she

the lips of the

life

is

to

condemned" and

be executed.
are often

the attestation of pastors or jailors. Like the other texts, Last

The condemned

generally

came from a good,

religious

home,

his or

her master or parents treated him or her well. However, this upbringing did not take.
or she began his or her criminal

corrected

on

life early.

several occasions, the

Although he or she had been detected and

condemned was

combined with a lack of religiosity,

He

incorrigible. This incorrigibility,

led to his or her untimely death.

Characteristics of Execution Literature

Authorship
Execution sermons were written and delivered by various prominent pastors of

New England, including men descended from the earliest white families of Boston.
Mather, and
Cotton Mather, author of Joseph Hanno's sermon, was the son of Increase
his father presided
grandson of John Cotton and Richard Mather. Cotton Mather and

president of Harvard
over the Salem Witch Trials. In addition, Cotton Mather was

before Levi
College. Mather Byles, author of a sermon delivered

Ames' execution was

Cotton Mather's nephew.

The majority of execution texts,

exclusive of sermons, were written by

unnamed

written by printers for the purpose of
amanuenses. Daniel Cohen suspects these were

popularity of execution literature for their
exploiting the event of the execution and the

68

own financial

benefit.

For instance, the author of The Confession of John Battus refers to

him

or herself as simply "The Editor." Battus' "Confession"

and

his "Writings", a collection of letters Battus wrote to various people

connected

to,

and published

is

written in the

first

he was

attached to the Confession mention that Battus' s narrative "was corrected
at his special request

by the Editor of his 'Confession'" (Battus

Battus' "Writings" were "published... verbatim... [AJltho

15).

many tautologies and

superfluous repetitions are expunged; bad orthography and other parts of grammer
corrected;

Pomp's

and some instances of stile improved" (Battus

last

words

is

Most dying
written in the

credited.

first

identified as Jonathan

verses were written by

person,

I

Plummer,

Jr.,

and Dying Soliliquy credited

the texts are

to Levi

stole

is

a dying verse

Ames.

In

The

"some chalk"

Life. Last

as a child,

The Speech of Death To Levi Ames Death chides Ames because he "took small

pains to learn to read." However,

own. The Execution

I

am not entirely convinced Ames wrote this poem on

Hymn Composed on Levi Ames was authored by the Reverend

Elhanan Winchester. The hymn
at all.

a Boston publisher.

Hymn Composed on Levi Ames

,

his

However, the author of

15).

unnamed amanuenses. Although

Words and Dying Speech of Levi Ames Ames admits he
in

[sic]

have found only one instance where a dying verse was

Following The Execution

entitled Christian Exercises

and

person

is

the only verse that does not mention

Instead, the writer of the introduction explains that the

and a considerable audience
at the desire

at the Prison,

of the Prisoner, will be sung

69

in the

body

hymn was "sung to [Ames]

on Tuesday Evening, the 19

at the

Ames

Place of Execution."

th

of October, and,

Production and Distribution of Texts
After the sermon

was

delivered,

were printed in book form. The
long.

The sermon's

title

before he or she read the

and verse pastors used as

texts

and the criminal executed, execution sermons

were generally between

thirty

title.

In

some

their text.

who

Stillman, one of several pastors

inspired

by Proverbs 17:25, "A

her that b[ore] him." Other

for all

humankind and

cases, the title first

Not

surprisingly, pastors selected Biblical verses that

that

wrote sermons for Levi
foolish son

is

texts.

Ames

Samuel

in his second

sermon

a grief to his father, and bitterness to

pages emphasized the fact that the Gospel was written

title

redemption was possible for even the most abandoned.

height of [H]is sanctuary; from heaven did the

down from the

LORD behold the earth; To hear the

groaning of the prisoner; to loose those that are appointed to death[.

sermon was taken

pages

mentions the specific chapter

Stillman takes as his text Psalms 102: 19, 20; "For [H]e hath looked

's

thirty-five

page informed the reader of the subject of the sermon even

addressed the importance of conversion and obedience to head the

was

and

rather immodestly

me, because he hath anointed

from Luke 4:18, " The

me to preach the gospel to

.

Spirit

.]"

Samuel Mather

of the Lord

the poor; he hath sent

is

upon

me to heal

the brokenhearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, and recovering of sight to the

blind, to set at liberty

them that

are bruised."

Some dying

from execution sermons, were printed as book length
53

books

,

speeches, printed separately

texts.

Others were printed as chap-

during the
as Cato's Confession was. Chap-books were extremely popular

broadsheets-large, page
eighteenth century, but by the nineteenth century, broadsides or

70

long texts written on one side of the page-gained popularity as well. Dying words were
often printed as broadsides, as were the speeches of John Bailey and Mark. At the

American Antiquarian Society and Massachusetts
an opportunity to see the original

two

feet length

texts.

Both

Historical Society respectively,

texts

were very

and width-wise. These broadsides were designed

and were sold cheaply. Others had advertisements appended

Plummer,

appends the following advertisements

Jr.

large,

to

I

had

approximately one to

for a

wide readership

to them. Jonathan

Pomp's "Dying Confession":

An

advertisement for someone searching for "100 junk bottles" or "[a]ny person wanting a

few

dollars at

beloved".

.

.to

any time", "Love-letters

in prose". ."for the
.

aim of gaining the object

be "published on the shortest notice." In yet another advertisement appears

an individual's claim to be able to cure

"[a] certain secret disorder privately

and

expeditiously."

Dying verses were

also published as broadsides.

As I mentioned

previously, the

majority of these texts were written about the execution of Levi Ames. These verse

broadsides were sold cheaply as well. The price of the broadsheet of the dying verse of

"John Battis

[sic],

A Mulatto, aged

in a variety of ways. Daniel

19 Years..." was four cents. Texts were disseminated

Cohen writes

that Cotton

Later,

copies of his sermons to his parishioners.

books

that could be

bought from

A chapbook is a distinct type of

The broadside was

also sold

by

Words and Dying Confession of John

traveling salesmen, for example, "Life, Last

53

Boston area publishers created the chap-

itinerant salesmen.

Bailey", published as a broadside, to which

Mather published and gave away

was appended an advertisement

text distributed

for Ezekiel

by "chapmen" or traveling

century popular culture,
salesmen. These chap-books contained items of eighteenth

71

Russell's publishing company. Texts were "cheap to Travelling Traders, Town-Flys

&c.

—Where

also

may be

[sold?] cheap

by the thousand, hundred gross,

In addition, publishers sold the texts at their presses. Boston publishers John

single."

Kneeland, A. Ellison and Ezekiel Russell sold copies on Milk
Street"

[tens?], or

and "next

publish their

to the cornfield [on]

work

Union

as soon as possible, as

delivered on the occasion of Levi

advertisement. In addition,

I

Street, "in

Marlborough

Street", respectively. Printers tried to

have noted, three different published sermons

Ames' execution were

listed in the

some dying speeches can be found

in

same small

newspapers of the time,

printed the day after the execution of the criminal.

Text Illustrations
All three types of texts were headed by iconography, based in Puritan gravestone
54

important to keep in mind that the illustrations were not intended to be

It is

art.

audience
grotesque nor were they intended simply to accompany the text to help the
55

visualize the execution.

religious

soul

is

and

"The mortuary

cultural importance.

art

of Anglo- America was unique"

"A deep concern with death and the

central to all religions," (Deetz 66)

and

was

this

son;.
gs, stories or

54
I

the Elect or the

The

would be

illustrations that

headed

events available for the citizens to read.

between the gravestone poetry, written as
like to explore the connection
descendants and dying verse.
living, used by Puritans and their

55

James Deetz,
,

died.

if they

Its

would

a warning to the

Life

damned when they

survival of the

especially true of Puritanism.

to discern
adherents spent substantial amounts of time attempting

numbered among

and of great

Early American
hiJmMJMBgsFQj^Qttgj An Archaeolopy of

(New York: Doubleday,

:

1996), p. 65.
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and

illustrated execution literature

text all the

more

were imbued with symbolic meaning

significant to the audience. "[D]eath

was preached on

that

made

all sides,"

the

and the

gravestone iconography found in the illustrations of execution
literature "was another
of saying the

coffin,

same

thing."

way

"All could understand the meaning of the death's-head, the

pickaxe and spade, and the more comforting cherubim" (Forbesl 13-1

symbols were so commonly recognized

that printers often

These

14).

used the same illustrations for

different texts

Harriette Forbes writes that "the certainty of death and warnings to the living"

(Forbes 114), a recognition of the flight of time" and "the resurrection of the body and
the activities of the

redeemed soul"

iconography used in the texts to

from

biblical verses that

are three of the major themes of gravestone

illustrate these

themes of Puritan religious

would have been well known

to the audience,

England Primer, a text "sunk so deep in the hearts of the people
surprise that

we

find

its

it

is

is

"the

most universal symbol" (Forbes

1

represents the fleeting nature of life.

The

title

the Thursday Lecture in Boston" by

skull represents mortality,

represents a warning.

from the

New

not a matter of great

The

laurel

is

a symbol that

page of Two Sermons by Samuel Stillman,

Power and Grace of Christ" by Thaddeus Maccarty
The

was taken

16) of the certainty of

death on gravestone markers. The image of the winged death's-head

laurel branch.

The

familiar lessons illustrated" (Forbes 117).

The death's-head

"A Sermon Preached at

life

art.

all

Samuel Mather, and "The

feature a skull, crossbones,

and combined with the crossbones,

branch symbolizes the victory of death over the

56

Harriette Merrifield Forbes, Gravestones of Early

73

New England,

and a

it

living.

and the

Men

"[T]he skull with

attendant crossbones"

its

in gravestone art, but

it

warn others both about

Among the
hourglass.

The

the Primer

it

"As

the deadly consequences of sin and
that death

title

page of "The Confession of John Battus'"

will for the reader.

it

runs the glass/Our

The second

was unavoidable.

doth pass."

life

found in several

is

edition of Two

texts.

The

coffin,

is

the

bordered with a death's-

Time has run out

The image of the hourglass corresponds

An Exhortation to Young and Old

heads

is

illustrated with the sand collected at the
bottom.

the inevitability of death,

lid

particularly apropos for execution literature,
intended to

other images of gravestone art used in
the execution literature

head and hourglasses
for Battus, as

would be

was "never extremely popular" (Forbes 116)

to a verse in

an obvious symbol of

A death's head illustrated on a coffin

.

Sermons by Samuel Stillman has a picture of a pastor

*

standing in a pulpit pointing in an upward direction with his right index
finger.
significance of the pastor's

upward gesture

corresponds to the Biblical

text.

The

is

rather obvious,

pastor's pulpit

57

The

and the pastor's right hand

is illustrated

with one death's head

with crossbones surrounded by four triangles. Triangles represent the Trinity in
gravestone

show
is

art.

I

would

like to suggest that the triangles surrounding the death's-head

Christ's triumph over the grave.

Daniel Cohen points out that the pastor illustrated

not Samuel Stillman.

Flowers, trees and animals also

make

Allan Ludwig writes that in Scripture, "the
flowers. .Job 14 reads
.

Who Made Them.

'Man

that is born

1653-1800 (Barre,

a symbolic appearance in the illustrations.

life

of man has been associated with

of woman

VT

:

is

of few days and

full

of trouble.

Barre Granite Association 1989), p.

74

1

16.

He

cometh

forth like a flower

and

is

cut down: he fleeth also as a shadow, and continueth

58

not.'"

The

meaning

are obviously involved

paradise and

first letter

human

life

of the text Tremenda

as well"

is

when a tree can
(Ludwig

illuminated with tulips. "Layers of

stand for the tree of life in celestial

121). There are twin barren trees in the

background, in the illustration of "On John Battus";
gravestone

art.

Johnson Greene's Confession

"The Speech of Death

to Levi

Ames"

this exact

is illustrated

symbol appears on

with oak

is illustrated

trees.

with a skeleton and a

standing conversing beneath dark clouds. The skeleton, standing to the

left,

man

has a mouth,

wears a garland, and holds an arrow. The skeleton represents the triumph of death, and
the arrows the Darts of Death, representing death's sure aim. This illustration, carved by

Paul Revere, was also used to

illustrate a text entitled

"A Dialogue Between

a Blind-Man

and Death."

Karen Halttunen writes

more accustomed

that people in eighteenth century

to witnessing death

America were much

and dying than people of the modern

execution of a criminal took on the atmosphere of a grand day out.

both for The Confession and Last Speech of Stephen Smith
Farewell to Levi

Ames" shows

eighteenth century

this.

The

illustration

alias

The

era.

illustration

Allen and

is

used

"A Solemn

shows scenes of everyday

New England going on as the criminal

The

life in

being put to death.

On the

A hand is frequently included in Puritan gravestone iconography. A hand
pointing upward represents the hand of God.
58

Ludwig, Graven Images
(Middletown, CT Wesleyan

Allan

1650-1815 ,

I.

:

:

New England

U P,
75

Stonecarving and

1975), p. 142.

its

symbols.
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steps leading to a windmill

Children are

at play.

sit

One holds

those

who have come to watch Ames being put to

her arms out for balance as she nimbly walks across a

fence plank. Another child plays with a dog.

One

death.

Workingmen go about

their daily duties.

hauls a bucket of water over his shoulder. The miller takes a break from his work,

standing outside the windmill to get a better view the execution.

A third waits patiently,

leaning against the tools of his trade, a pickaxe and spade.

"The Confession of John Battus"
This illustration

striking

He

appears gargantuan, out of proportion to the onlookers.

black, unlike the onlookers,

is

his full lips

Battus suspended from the gallows.

interesting because of the details included in the work. Especially

Battus' appearance.

is

His skin

is

illustrates

whose

skin

is

white. Battus

and large nose protrude conspicuously. In

is

blindfolded, and

addition, an official with an

unsheathed sword looks on with a pleased expression on his

face.

Other illustrations do

not go into such detail.

This shift

is

also represented in the art of the execution literature.

Confession and Declaration of Fortune

illustrations

59

is

The Dying

unlike other dying verse and last

because the criminal being put to death

is

word

not represented. Instead,

A Solemn Farewell to Levi Ames was printed in 1773, and

Newport

The Confession

The two illustrations appear to
in Solemn Farewell are absent in
be the same, but upon closer examination, several items
structure in the left hand corner of
Confession and Dvine Speech For instance, there is a
Solemn Farewell the structure is a
both illustrations. In the illustration accompanying A
and Dying Speech of Stephen Smith was printed

in 1797.

.

,

and Dvine Speech both the blades of the
windmill with a flag planted atop. In Confession
absent in the Confession as is a
windmill and the flag are absent. A flock of doves is
from the gallows, and a second man
large tree, a fragment of a second rope hanging
standing on the ladder beneath the gallows.

76

appears to be ablaze in the

claims

A cherub flies above the city, a city Fortune

illustration.

God preserved from

destruction.

Cherubim represent redemption and God's

protection.

Race and Execution Literature
Pastors encouraged their congregations not to think of
themselves as morally

superior or fundamentally different from the
the sermon. Instead, the congregation

condemned who

was encouraged

to

sat before

them

listening to

have compassion for the

condemned.

The sermon was intended
sinner, as they all were,

hearers if their sins

To

and

became

this end, pastors

this

expressly for the condemned, but the

sermon could just as

so grievous that

condemned was a

easily be intended for

any one of its

God saw fit to abandon them.

and authors also encouraged

their congregation to set

consideration of race aside in their sympathetic concern for the condemned. Race, they

argued, had no place in Christian consideration, because

all

people were equal before

God.

As

the Editor writes "[T]he unhappy

complexion [from our own],

is

nevertheless

Henry Charming warned

the

J.

Battus,[. .]though
.

human and

young men and

born with different

mortal like other

women of his

men"

(Battus 3).

congregation, "Think

not that crimes are peculiar to the complexion of the prisoner and that ours

is

pure from

these stains. Surely an idea so illiberal and contracted cannot find a place" (Channing22).

Charming encouraged the youth

to learn a

more important

lesson.

60

The

on-line catalog of the American Antiquarian Society and Scott Seay both

describe the illustration as a representation the wharf of Newport,

77

Rhode

Island ablaze.

Know.

.

.that that casket, not

an immortal

soul, a

withstanding its color, contains
Jewel of inestimable value; which,

polished by divine grace, would shine in yonder
world with
a glorious luster: while the Jewel in a brighter
casket, being
left in its

natural state,

would be blackness and darkness

forever (Charming 22).

Abraham
his lack

[sic], I

Johnstone, addressing an audience of African
descent,

of esteem for white people.

think

it

necessary to take notice

prevails. .because
.

of Cain"

"...

Johnstone reminded his audience

we

of. .the foolishly

made no

"my

secret of

dear brethren

chimerical notion that

.

are black. .some other speaking idiot
.

would have us

to

be the seed

[WJhites are just as capable of being equally as depraved and more

generally so than blacks or [other] people of color."

6
'

He

throughout the United States be then taken, and then a
had, and compared therewith impartially,

eminence over us in every thing

else,

we

it

7).

"Even

by day the advocates of liberty,

list

find they also have in this particular, and that a

when

the population

the [most] patriotic.

at night

of all the executions therein be

be found that as they claim a pre-

will

vast majority of whites have died on the gallows

considered" (Johnstone

noted, "if the population

would be

.

.

who

cruel rigid

is

accurately

undauntedly stood forth day

and inexorable tyrants"

(Johnstone 11).

William Andrews reminded his audience "In our exertions
sinners, let us not forget the people

What

to reclaim our fellow

of color in our neighborhood."

but the most cruel avarice brought them here?

what but

this

has kept so

many of them

to this

He

continued:

And

day in

61

Abraham Johnstone, The address of Abraham Johnstone, a black man. who
was hanged at Woodbury, in the county of Glocester, and state of New Jersey, on
Saturday the [sic] 8th day of July last: to the people of colour. To which is added his
:

:

dying confession or declaration

also, a

copy of a

previous to his execution Philadelphia, 1797, p.
.

78

letter to his wife, written the
7.

day

ignorance and degradation? In this land of boasted

how many thousands

light,

are there, as ignorant as the brutes that

They have been taught nothing but to labor and to
To them, our countrymen have generally appeared in

perish.
sin.

the character of tyrants and executioners.
if

God,

in judgment, let

our iniquity.

.

.

them loose upon

[We must]

.

. .

No wonder then,
us, as scourges for

save this degraded people and

ourselves too, from ruin.

62

William Andrews, Sermon, delivered
the day appointed for the execution of Amos

at

Danbury, November 13

Adams

1817, p. 14-15.

79

for the crime of rape

.

,

1817, being

New Haven,

CHAPTER 3
THE ROLE OF EXCECUTION LITERATURE AND

THE MAINTENANCE OF

SOCIAL ORDER
The

Colonial View of the Roots of Crime

The Puritan view of crime

stands in stark contrast to

modern

explanations, which

appeal to the criminal's environment, brain
chemicals, genetics or psychological issues.

Unlike Enlightenment liberalism which would

later present

humankind

as essentially

good, the Puritans and their descendants
believed people to be innately evil and infinitely
far

from God. Seventeenth, eighteenth and

literature

traced to

emphasized

Adam

eat the fruit

early nineteenth century authors of execution

that the origins of this distance,

and Eve. As a

result

and of human criminality were

of their defiance of God's

of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and

Evil, they

of Eden. This sinfulness and disobedience inherited by
history

became a record of crime and
Puritans

made no

distinction

all

whom all

were

cast out

the

two not

of the Garden

of humankind so that world

evil.

between sin and crime. Sin and crime are deviations

from God's law. In the Puritan worldview, disobedience
God's law. All sin was a crime, a

command that

"vile dishonour

to secular

and affront

law

is

disobedience to

to [God's] glorious majesty

reasonable beings in the world ought to honor and obey" (Maccarty 21). In the

early Puritan era, even seemingly insignificant sins, like gossiping, drunkenness,
and not

attending church were frequently punished in criminal court.

As a

result

of the blurring

of the distinction between sin and crime, any deviation from God's law, no matter

how

minor, was viewed as potentially calamitous. "The

it

reaches to the thoughts of your heart.

It

demands

80

Law is

exceedingly broad, and

perfect obedience, and will accept no

less.

And as the requirement is just,

inflicted. .."

(Maccarty 24).

Any

William Andrews emphasizes

and from adultery

so will be the punishment that will finally be

sin could potentially set

one on the road

"How easy is the transition from

to the crime for

which

fornication to adultery,

must be taken" (Andrews

life

to the gallows.

1

6)!

Immediate

and steady enforcement of the law was especially important because
deviance from the
laws of the

state represented disregard for

uncharitable thought

God and His

mandates.

No

sinful action,

no

was hidden from God. This disobedience could jeopardize one's

chances for Election for "[fjhe Wicked find no Shade of Rest,/When

GOD proclaims the

63

War."

Reverend Samuel Blatchford gave the

civil court his

imprimatur by assuring his

audience,

In

most other

countries, the life of a subject

his lord; but here nothing

without an open and

citizen,

required to

make

is at

the will of

attempted against the

is

fair trial:

of a

life

Evidences are

out the charge, and the utmost

deliberations used

by those impartial judges of the

fact,

called jurors before they deliver their verdict. If that verdict

go

to a declaration

of the

guilt

of the criminal, and he be

adjudged worth of death[. .Jexecution
.

is.

.

.]

.

the just judgment of the law[.] (Langdon 20)

Similarly, religious authority

execution.

of[. .the criminal

"We have.

.

.a

was used

to justify secular law,

concise but compleat

[sic]

most especially

system of ethics.

.

.to

shun vice, and
64

to practice every virtue.

. .

[OJbey

civil rulers. .they are ministers
.

of God for good."

63

Solemn Farewell

to Levi

Ames, :Being a Poem

Execution for Burglary, Oct. 21, 1773 Boston, 1773.
.

81

written a

Few Days

Before His

"In a word", Stillman asserts,

".

.the rules laid

.

down

in the holy scriptures.

.
.

the

government

of.

.
.

[civil]

.

.

.life"

[are]

.

.

.for

(Stillman 24). David Daggett, a Connecticut

magistrate, wrote that through the court system, "the
council of heaven determined" that

on

earth, "a

prodigy in vice should no longer infest society."

Since criminal law and God's
congregation that there was

Law were one,

execution literature reminded the

difference between the criminal and the audience.

little

important end of capital punishment

is... to rid

the state of a present nuisance,"

and any audience member could potentially annoy the

was the

rest

65

of the congregation. John Battus was

state.

He

in the habit

or she

was a

he

stole

who

"From Step

offenses.

as time

to Step

5)

sinner, as

common with

are subject to foibles and to sin every day" (Battus, 8).

emboldened him and

(Dana

of stealing biscuits and

gingerbread cakes. Battus informs the audience that his activities "were in
others of my age,

"An

Each snack

went on, he committed more and more serious

[Ames] traveled] on,/And s[aw] himself at once

undone/Surpriz'd! unthought on! Finds his Fate/His Ruin final and compleat.

"

64

Samuel Stillman, Two Sermons.: the first from Psalm CII. 19, 20. Delivered
Lords-Day before the execution of Levi Ames, who was executed at Boston. Thursday
October 21. 1773. for a burglary. Aet. 22. This discourse was preached at the desire of

the

the criminal,

who

also attended

Preached the Lords-Day
event,

by way of caution

on the occasion. The second from Proverbs XVII. 25.
and designed as an improvement of the awful

after his execution;

to others Boston, 1773, p. 45.
.

65

David Daggett, Sketches

in the life

executed for rape committed on the 26

th

of Joseph Mountain, a Negro.:

day of May

last

.

New Haven,

who was

1790, p. 18.

66

The Speech of Death

to Levi

Ames.:

Who was executed on Boston-Neck.

October, 21,1 773 for the crime of burglary Boston, 1773.
.

82

67
These works "emphasized emotional response rather than.
.judgment."
Using
.

language designed to evoke a sympathetic reaction
to the fate of the criminal, the author

encourages the reader to pity the plight of a young person

The

granted.

there are

reader's sense of moral superiority

is

who

has taken God's mercy for

discouraged as inappropriate because

no fundamental differences between the criminal and the

sinner.

equally at risk of condemnation by God. Instead the
authors attempt to

Both are

stir

an emotional

response in him or her that will impress upon the reader that
the condemned

community anomaly to be feared and
her experience

"[t]his

is

hated. Instead, the

to be embraced. Pointing to the

poor [young]

man perhaps

is

not a

unhappy lesson taught by

condemned

a few years ago, thought as

his or

in the well of the church,

little

of such an early and

condemned

to public execution.

68

ignominious death as any of you."
Ultimately, sin

consumed Battus and

They became so disobedient,
that after trial

it

their crimes so odious

was determined

that they

(Dana

in

The sentence

5).

exercised by the

state.

and disruptive

to the order

of society,

must be removed from the community.

Execution served to "prevent the extension

have been, or might be

the others

of... evil

—

to reclaim or preserve those

who

danger of being seduced by examples of profligate wickedness"

re-established social order by demonstrating God's swift justice

As an

regulations as the basis for

its

entity legitimized

by God and using Old Testament

legal system, capital

punishment was acceptable because

it

67

Karen Halttunen, "Humanitarianism and
Historical

Review 100.2

68

Andrew Eliot,
Ames, who

the Pornography of Pain,"

American

(1995), p. 307.

A Sermon Preached the Lord's-Day before the Execution of Levi

suffered death for Burglary Oct. 21. 1773. Aet. 22 Boston, 1773, p. 29.
.
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had been sanctioned by God. Capital crimes
"stand foremost in the
deeds of man" (Battus 9)

community by

As

forfeiting his

such, they require that the offender
be

Divine law dictates nothing less

life.

Mather told Joseph Hanno, "[y]ou

are

now to Dy;

is

list

of the blackest

removed from

the

acceptable. Cotton

Land where you now Live would be

the

polluted if you should be spared from Death."
(C. Mather 1721 36)

However, before the condemned was
responsibility to set

him

separation from God.

right with

To

let

the

condemned

Pastors describe the great efforts they

William Andrews reminds

that

you

are a sinner"

(Andrews

it

was

the community's

God. Crime was representative of sinfulness
and

die without a large-scale effort to convert

Christ.

to be put to death,

would be an abomination, and

live

him would be a

made

him

dereliction in Christian duty.

to convince the criminal to accept Jesus

Amos Adams

17).

to let

"I

They assured

have told you often.

.

.

even weeping,

condemned that although God has

the

called for his life in the temporal world, he offers forgiveness
in the next. State
authorities

came

to the cells

of the condemned

to pray

with him. Hannah Ocuish and

John Battus both make mention of the High Sheriffs prayers and kindnesses
toward them
during their confinement.

Members of the community

visited with the

condemned,

prayed with him, and donated Bibles and other religious material.

The criminal was expected

to

be spending his time in reflection so that he would

be genuinely, heartily, and obviously sorry for his actions before he was put

Joseph Hanno

is

reprimanded for living in his

God. His minister

tells

him, "You lived

most Necessary Book, the
Aspect on you;

it

Bible.

It

has,

cell

and neglecting

many Months without
I

must plainly

looks very strangely, very oddly

84

tell

to

become

to death.

closer to

reading a word in that

you a very uncomfortable

how you could

Live quietly so long,

and have no Bible with you" (C. Mather 1721
apparently unconcerned.
to

Repentance was essential as

be reunited with the devout. Execution

the Biblical story of two thieves

last,

Hanno had

32).

literature

condemned

it

instead spent the months

reflected the

condemned's desire

was an immediate re-enactment of

to die with Jesus.

One mocked Him

to the

but the other was penitent and was rewarded
with salvation. Generally, the

condemned did not

"When I

laments,

Tears run from

resist the efforts

think of how

my Eyes."

I

of the community to win his soul. Stephen Smith

have sinned against the great God,

69

Smith, like so

Christ as their savior and hoped

God would

many others, wholeheartedly
forgive

At the execution sermon, delivered days
to death

and

at the scaffold, the

condemned

is

and a warning. Samuel Freeman announces,

now say you have,
forgetting

exhibited before you,

God. There you see one

untimely death.

justice of God

God

my Heart breaks and

suffers this as a

for Christ's sake.

or hours before the criminal

is

to be put

presented to the audience as an example

"[t]o this great

my friends,

whom

them

accepted Jesus

sin, at

concourse of people

the evil of sin

I

must

and the great danger of

an early period, has brought to a violent,

solemn warning

to every soul present... Realize the
70

and

fly

condemned preparing

from the wrath
for death

to

come." (Welch

1

7

The process of the

was agonizing. "Grief uncommon covers every Face/This

69

Stephen Smith, The Confession and Dying Speech of Stephen Smith, alias
Allen, a black Man who was executed at Boston, October 12, 1797, for Burglary, in the

28

th

Year of his Age

.

Boston, 1797.

70

Moses C. Welch, The gospel to be preached to all men: illustrated, in a sermon,
delivered in Windham, at the execution of Samuel Freeman, a Mulatto, November 6.
A.D. 1805, for the murder of Hanna f sic] Simons: together with an appendix, containing
memoirs of his life Windham, 1805, p. 17.
.
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is

the

Day the mournful Hour

is

nigh/Man[?] in the Morning of his Life must Die,"

Onlookers witnessed the tragedy of a young

condemned would have

man or woman being put to

7'

The

death.

lived a happy and long life if they had not been
taken in by the

temptations of sin and crime.

This was intended to bring the need for obedience and

prayer into sharper focus.

Focus on Young People
Execution
salvation.

The

authorities.

literature exhorted the

texts also

audience to remain on the narrow path to

emphasized the importance of unquestioning obedience

Young people,

the authors of the texts reckoned, were especially vulnerable

to the temptations of the world, and the texts

when one

to

were an example of all

that could

disregarded the teachings and directions of authority figures.

go wrong

Over and again

pastors and authors emphasized the importance of a Christian upbringing and submission
to authority, including one's parents, one's masters

submission was essential to long

among the

life

and one's

betters, teaching that this

and success in the temporal world and to inclusion

Elect in the next world.

Sermonizers, affronted by what they perceived to be the criminals' lack of
appreciation for the instruction they received from those placed in a position of authority

over them by God, chide them for their "most base and shameful ingratitude" (Maccarty

21).

According to the

responsibility to

texts, pastors, parents

and other authorities had a special

young people. Because they were charged by God

in a Christian environment, and

An Address to the

young people ought

to

to bring children

be appreciative and show

Inhabitants of Boston, (Particularly the thoughtless

86

this

up
by

their actions. Irreligious

young people were considered a public
menace.

authors, authorities and even the

Pastors,

condemned himself discouraged young people from

keeping bad company, fornicating, avoiding
holding a regular job, hanging about,
drinking alcohol, "meddling with another's
wealth", stealing, using foul language,
"riotous living," gambling, and not
regularly attending religious services.

These behaviors, pastors
avoided

was

at all costs.

secret

is.
.

heart

was

"filled

It

with

all

that

was not enough simply

.evident.

.

his destruction

.

no

to serious crimes

God saw a person's

to

do the right

thing.

and should be

heart and nothing

When a young

less certain" (Stillman 38) than

when

his

unrighteousness" (Andrews 12). William Andrews
reminded

his audience that "[t]hough

hearts are at enmity"

opened the door

But pastors emphasized

from Him.

person's "folly

insisted,

you may not have been

(Andrews

guilty

of outward acts of iniquity, your

19).

Cato's parents abandoned him when, as he explains, they
"purchased their

freedom and
their

left

my master's family."

Cato and his siblings were

master Benjamin Ward, an alcoholic

own devices, Cato remembers,
scarcely cover our nakedness,

(Cato

72

3),

who abused and neglected them.

"our table was but

much

illy

YOUTH:)

all

kinds of evil"(Cato

3).

Sold to a

Occasioned by the Execution of Levi

.

the care of

Left to their

supplied, our cloathing [sic]

less protect us against the

Cato and the other children were "afforded.

practice almost

left in

inclemency of the seasons"

.liesure [sic]

and opportunity

new upstanding

Ames

.

would

master, Cato

to

was

Boston, 1773.

72

in the
1

Cato, The life and confession of Cato,: a slave of Elijah Mount of Charlestown
county of Montgomery, who was executed at Johnstown, on the 22d day of April

803. for the murder of Mary Akins.; Containing

not before

made

public. Faithfully written

many incidents of his life and conduct
from his own words, while under sentence of

death in prison. Johnstown, 1803.
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placed "under such restraints as in a great
measure reformed
(Cato

5).

Cato's

new master "totally prohibited my profaneness and

principles of Christianity [sic]" (Cato
5).

newfound
(Cato 6)

structure.

me"

(Cato

soon led into the error

destitute

.to

those

now terminates my existence"(Cato

moved to

West

the

Indies

to this

whom nature had
result,

"was

6).

when John Battus was

five,

he and his

mother were sent

to

work

which

all

experience without the all-necessary hand of education"

"uncultivated

state,

(Battus 5), until his master Mr. A.

help on the farm. The

in

meat"(Battus

moment Battus
I

to the

almshouse in search for a boy

to

had been selected by Blackman, Battus

realized he

was lying on the ground gnawing a bone of

5).

Battus remarks

I

have here

given to him by "the judicious

come of age"(Battus

He

an alms house. Battus remained with her in an

Blackman came

"remember[ed] with much humility,

should

.

in the

bounds of discretion"

Cato overstepped his social bounds, and as a

6).

that

After his father

my lewd desires.

me

instructed

However, Cato did not respond well

Instead, his "lasciviousness overleaped
all

and, he admits, he "extended

placed above

my external deportment

to lament, that

man I was

I

indented

did not improve.

[to]

by the 8

.

.

[the]

5).

but a debt of gratitude

I

ought to acknowledge, that

I

have not only been treated with unusual kindness as a
servant by my Master, Mistress and [their] family, but and
daily repeatedly received their admonitions to lead a
virtuous

both

at

life.

many opportunities,
home were indulged me to get

For the assistance of this,

school and

instruction and to

at

form correct habits of life (Battus

88

.

.advantages"

Men of B[oston]

continues,

"[I]t is

.

5).

till I

Joseph Mountain
Mifflin's family.
.

recalls, "[t]he first

.My master was

which he professed, teach

me to

virtue."

Mountain laments

(Daggett

2).

seventeen years of my

industrious to instruct

read and write and impress

"How grossly these

Although Pomp claimed

to

Guinean by
therefore

and as a

result spent

Plummer believes, he was

little

Mr

in

in the Presbyterian religion

my mind with sentiments of

have murdered his master

want of understanding." (Plummer

birth,

were spent

opportunities have been neglected"

disembodied voices, his amanuensis Jonathan Plummer,
his master "for

me

life

)

Jr.

after

being prompted by

Pomp murdered

claims that

Pomp, Plummer

explains,

was a

time in the company of white people;

insensible of the value of human

intercourse with his white neighbors, but very

little

that

was

life.

"He had some

profitable for instruction"

(Plummer).

"Though

Plummer notes,
(Plummer).

his part

were vastly

Pomp "knew not the names

in the field, in

his associates

of the seven sciences, or that there were such

He knew nothing of ancient or modern

revolution in France" (Plummer).

or heard with

(Plummer)

"for a rational being his mental improvements were extremely small"

things or names.

in

[superior?] to those of an ideot [sic],"

little

attention,

and

Of "good
less

history,

nor even of the

late

breeding, honor or politics. .he never heard
.

improvement" (Plummer).

Pomp

73

"lived alone[,]

bed or in the kitchen of some people who were too much above him
and probably was never learned

what manner was

it

in his

power

to gain

to read"

(Plummer).

knowledge" (Plummer)?

to

"From whom then

Plummer

asks his

73

Pomp

spoke of his "three

sisters

and three brothers now

whom as well as for my mother I have a great regard."
89

be

living in

Boston

for

or

readers.

Pomp

"lost his life

by not knowing

Christianized young people

he had.

It

was a

sin not to.

that

murder was a

sin" (Plummer).

knew better than Pomp and were expected to do

better than

Death scolds Levi Ames, "[i]n idleness you did proceed/And

took small pains to learn to read."
Execution

literature

emphasized

that the

condemned, instead of putting the

advantages of literacy and religiosity to good use, they
«stroll[ed] the

amusements" (Daggett
open which

2).

Once

the

will close only in the

irreligious, they willingly

condemned began

to

2).

in "practices disgraceful to

boys.

Thomas Powers

father's] precepts or

admits, "I was. .too
.

example.

any occasion" (Powers

4).

.

.1

was very

all

human nature, and
to church.

vice, to profit

by [my

apt to pilfer or tell lies if I thought there

he frequently "r[a]n the length of my chain" (Powers

his

5).

. .

was

bad behavior was so disruptive,

He was put out by his parents

and dismissed from service by more than one master. He admits
disobedience has cost him his

wore them

and instead fraternized with other

much inclined to

Powers informs the reader

that his tendency

toward

life.

Evil and Natural Consequences of Idleness"

was a

text "Illustrated

by Examples"

74

of the "pernicious

effects

of idleness"

advantages of instruction from

tracts

.

The

author,

"A Parent",

writes that "the

and other similar publications

is

generally

74

"A

Parent", Evil and Natural Consequences of Idleness: Illustrated by

Examples, With Some Reflections Thereon: Together with a Few Hints
with Respect to the Care of Children and Youth Boston, 1817, p. 8.
.
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to

Unemployed and

destructive of every moral vice" (Daggett 2). Battus stole shoes
and

After a time, he stopped attending church services at

quest of

behave badly, "a scene began

shadow of death"(Daggett

engaged

streets... in

to

Some

Parents

acknowledged", and "he esteems

aprivilege that he has... [the]... opportunity" to

it

"throw together some desultory observations" for
the purpose of teaching young people.

One of these

observations

was

forty four years before this text

into trouble "being

of the case of Levi Ames, which had been prosecuted

that

75

was

written

one day loitering about

"A

.

idle

Parent" warns that

in

Ames

got himself

Boston market." At the gallows,

according to the author, Ames, "solemnly cautions [young
people] against the vices to

which they

are

much exposed, and many of them,

surmises "if it had not been for giving
to, I

way to

so

much inclined." The

the temptations

author

which idleness exposed him

might have lived respectably and died happy."

The Inevitability

of Justice and Punishment

Sin and vice led to unforeseen and undesirable consequences and justice, whether

meted out by God, or His

earthly representatives,

the criminal or sinner might make.

and the Punishment of your Sin

is

was unavoidable, no matter what

efforts

"Look you, Sin must be punished. You have Sinn
unavoidable" (C. Mather

1

72 1 36).

criminals alike could expect to face "the calm, but irrevocable

ire,

'd

Sinners and

the deliberate but

vindictive vengeance of offended Justice" (Plummer).
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Levi

I am not entirely certain why so many texts are dedicated to Levi Ames's case.
Ames was not a violent offender, nor did he steal copiously. I am still in the process

of learning more about Ames's case using

texts

of the period.
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The author seems

to

have taken

liberties

with Ames' history in order to

make

ills of idleness. Although the author claims that Ames was loitering in
the Boston Market, in Ames's Last Words and Dying Speech, Ames tells his amanuensis

his point about the

that he

was food shopping, not hanging

in the market. .asking the price of a turkey,"
.

He was "standing at a countryman's cart
when he met his partner in crime, Joseph

about.

Atwood.
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In execution literature, attempts
to escape detection and punishment
are presented
as

humorous

in

Powers claims

some

cases and pitiable in others.
All are ultimately

"I returned to

with the children."

"It

away." Powers

is

me

Thomas

my master's house, and sat down as usual, to play

was not long before I heard people around

remembers. "But, seeing

futile.

the house", he

lively at play, says the Esq.
"It can't be

ultimately arrested and

was, denied every syllable of the

truth,

when

chequers

Tom"-so they went

questioned, "I like a harden villain, as

and had but

little

I

sense of my situation" (Powers

7).

Samuel Freeman "persisted uniformly
even to the

last, that

saw her body

[Hannah Simon]

after she

left

went out the door,

Hannah Ocuish "made use of her

usual

in a denial

him when he
until

art, to

of the [crime]; and declared,

lay

on the bed. .and
.

that

he never

he was taken by warrant" (Welch 25).

prevent suspicion— She said that she

saw

four boys in her mistress's garden near where [her
victim] was found: that she called to

them

for being in the garden

and soon

77

after heard the wall fall

down."

Others attempt to elude punishment by taking to their heels.

Johnson Green, executed for burglary, writes
a house. .and
.

I

hid myself in the woods, where

I

a pair of thread stockings

"I stole

lay all the next day and, at evening,

I

at

set

off toward Boston and was taken up by a guard that was placed by a bridge in the
edge of

Westborough.

was committed

I

was taken before General Ward, and confessed

to gaol

and

in April last,

I

the crimes alledged [sic],

received sentence of death for the crime

77

Henry Charming, God admonishing his people of their duty, as parents and
masters.: A sermon preached at New-London, December 20 th 1786. Occasioned bv the
execution of Hannah Ocuish. a mulatto girl aged 12 yeas and 9 months. For the murder
of Eunice Bolles. aged 6 years and 6 months New London, 1786, p. 30.
.

.
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aforementioned."

However, Green bolted. "Upon the evening of the

cleared myself of all

"On the

short lived.

that

I

was committed

back and confined

my chains and made an escape from the gaol."
13

th

Providence [Rhode Island]. ..on the
.

in this jail again."

Arthur, executed for rape,

shillings,

He was

executed two months

was a prodigious escape

Arthur sailed to sea to escape punishment.

artist.

I

His freedom was

day ultimo, (the day that had been appointed for

to jail in

day of June,

first

my execution)

th
1

ult.

I

was brought

later.

After stealing twenty

When he returned, he

stole,

among

78

other things,

"... a

pair of Trowsers [sic] and a Jacket."

he got drunk and wore the jacket in public.
reported Arthur to the authorities.

committed

to

Goal

[sic]

.

.

I

when

The owner recognized the jacket and

As punishment, he

.from whence

Arthur was apprehended

received fifteen stripes, "and [was]

escaped in half an Hour by breaking the lock."

In another incident, after receiving thirty-nine stripes for "abusing [John Smith],

uttering. .profane Oaths,
.

shillings.

and threatening

to fire [Smith's] house",

To avoid punishment, he evaded

authorities

by "dressing]

Squaw, and ma[king] of my own Cloaths a Pappoose." In
undetected.

"Gaol for a

On another occasion,
trial

from whence

I

and sentenced

this

escaped in two Days." Arthur claims,

[sic]

where

of a

town

Arthur was taken to

"[I]

was again
weeks,

to receive twenty stripes." Arthur's accuser decided not to

I

.

Deborah Metcalfe Boston, 1768.
.
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was

pay the

After the rape of

The Life and Dying Speech of Arthur, a Negro Man; :Who was
th
1768. For a rape committed on the body of one
Worcester. October 20

Arthur.,
at

left

after [laying?] three

cost to have Arthur punished; and he "again got off unpunished."

executed

in the Habit

manner, he

after confessing to stealing a horse,

taken up and committed to Barnstable Goal

tried

Arthur stole six

Deborah Metcalfe, a warrant was sworn out
to collect

him and bring him

Nathaniel Jennison was

to trial. Arthur recalls that Jennison caught

tavern and "was Fool enough to bid

I

for Arthur's arrest.

up

to

me put along and he would overtake me

him

accordingly.

went out of the Door, and seeing [Jennison's] Horse stand
handily, what should

mount him, and rode off as

When Arthur arrived home,

fast as

I

could, leaving Jennison to pursue

he polished off a

bottle

in a

I

do but

me on Foot."

of "Cherry Rum. .which
.

I

found in

Mr. Jennison's Baggs."
Arthur's overconfidence and overindulgence proved his undoing.

Day.

[I]

.
.

was discovered and committed

to

Worcester Gaol

"On

the next

However, on the "20 th

[sic].

79

o' April following.

who was

.

.1

broke out with the

late celebrated

FRASIER

[and?] a young lad

confined for stealing." The three went on a crime spree over

for Arthur, his

Two men "having

freedom was but temporary.

Escape from Worcester Gaol. .secured me, and. .brought
.

.

heard

New England.

[illegible]

But

my

me back again."

Stephen Smith was banished from Virginia and sent to the West Indies for
,.,

80

•

breaking up

my Master's Tan Fats

81

and Taking some Leathers."

The

intrepid

young

79

Isaac Frasier

was a notorious white

responsible for crimes committed

on

all

over

thief born in

New England.

North Kingston, Rhode Island
last words were printed

Three

the occasion of his execution in Fairfield, Connecticut. Frasier reports in his last

speech that after he was "committed to Worcester gaol, December 1766, where I lay until
the next spring, when I with two others broke gaol and escaped." This escape, Frasier

was

from the Worcester jail. Arthur claims that during this time,
Frasier and he broke into ten separate private homes and businesses in eastern
Massachusetts. The men stole everything from shoes to alcoholic beverages, to razors,
money and chocolate. On the other hand, Frasier makes no mention of Arthur by name.
Frasier only remarks "I then went on to Boston, stealing at several places on the road.
claims,

his second

From Boston, I then returned to Middletown,

in Connecticut..."
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man recollects that he

escaped his exile by "conceding] myself and
return[ing] to

Virginia [in?] the same Vessel"
(Smith

797).

When he

landed in Virginia, he hid in the

The next day hunger drove him out of
hiding and he broke

forest.

food and to
escape, he

steal

was

master. Smith

went

1

to

Nova

a pair of shoes.

shot in his leg.

was again

He was

sent to the

West

Indies, but

in

for

and while Smith was making his

detected,

Wounded, he was recaptured and brought back

While on the lam

Scotia.

man's house

into a

managed

to his

to escape yet again

and

Canada, he was "tried on. .Indictments" on
.

two occasions. He was indicted
the jail keeper. "[T]o these

condition that

I

I

for assaulting a lawyer,

and a second time for assaulting

plead Guilty, and was pardoned by the Governor,
on

should leave the kingdom" (Smith

1

797).

After banishment from

Canada, Smith was indicted for home invasion and breaking
into a shop, but was cleared

on both counts.

When Smith returned to

Boston, he was indicted for housebreaking and arson.

He

pleaded not guilty, was tried and convicted. "After four months confinement",
Thomas

Powers

attests that

"with the help of two of my companions.

We went to the river,

three hours hard work.

her adrift" (Powers
capture, "I

Prison."

8).

.

.

[we]

.

.

.broke gaol after

stole a boat, ran three miles

down and

set

Powers was recaptured on "suspicion] of being a rogue." Upon

was now hand-cuffed and my arms

Powers' escapes

rival those

pinioned; and put into the upper loft of the

of Harry Houdini.

"[0]n Sunday the 4

th

day

after

80
filled

Tan fats are large earthenware vessels, ten to twelve feet across. They were
with lime solutions and were used to tan animal hides.
81

Stephen Smith.

Man, who was Executed
Burglary

.

Words and Dying Speech of Stephen Smith. A Black
Boston this Day being Thursday. October 12, 1797 for

Life, Last
at

Boston, 1797.
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my last commitment,

I

sawed of my pinions across the grate of the

help of a knife got a piece of board,
with which

work

to cut

up

from the upper
"I

sawed

my blanket into
loft"

strips,

(Powers 8-9)

I

pryed

[sic]

prison; and with the

off the grate.

and tying them together from the

still

I

then went to

grate,

I

descended

wearing handcuffs. After his escape he explains,

my cuffs across a rock, till by the help of a file,

I

liberated

my hands" (Powers

10).

The author's

insistence that a fair

criminal, reinforces the

Timothy Langdon

trial

took place, for even the most loathsome

American ideology of a just society under laws.
Reverend

writes,

on the occasion of Anthony's execution, "You who

hither to-day to see this sad spectacle, will go

away perhaps

are

come

satisfied with the justice

of

your country" (Langdon 22). Although Powers admits
that when his sentence was

pronounced he was so remorseless
however,
after the

I

fainted,

and could not speak

condemned

realizes there is

death, he writes as Cato does,

my fate" (Cato

"my

he did not care, "[ajfter a
for

some time" (Powers

life

[was] far

reflection,

12). In nearly all cases,

no escape, once the condemned receives sentence of

sentence

is just.

"I

.

.

[and

I

must]

. .

.reconcile

my self to

beheld with astonishment the lenity of the Court, and

sure that in a country where such sacred regard

man's

little

1803).

Joseph Mountain writes

am

that

is

can be unjustly taken from him"(Daggett

more favorable than

have wished" (Daggett

I

had

17).

to the liberty

Mountain continues,

expected... every indulgence granted

18). Interestingly

of the subject, no

my "trial

me which I could

enough, in addition to being Joseph Mountain's

amanuensis, David Daggett was also the justice responsible for sentencing Mountain to
death. Daggett remarks in Mountain's voice, "the council of heaven determined that such
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a prodigy in vice should no longer
infest society" (Daggett
jury had

little

hesitation; indeed the

only pronounced

"...

found guilty," but cunning

of the Clergy; which
I

was, on the 24

th

just a reward for

Words

.

.
.

"Anthony,

18).

th
1

to the last,

of September the following,

"by the advice of council,

after a Year's Consideration, the

of Sept.

last

I

I

was

prayed for the Benefit

Court denied me:

sentenced to be hanged, which,

I

tryed [sic] and

And

must confess

accordingly

is

but too

my many notorious crimes" (Arthur). Mark begins his Last and Dying

am condemned to

". .1

of Murther.

[0]n the

continues that «[t]he

most compassionate hearer of this cause could have

me Gu%"(Daggett

Arthur recounts

He

8).

[one of]

die

many of my.

by the just

Law of GOD and Man

for the heinous Sin

82
.

.crimson Crimes."

Timothy Langdon writes

my whole heart feels for your distress...it will be unnecessary for me to

say

much to

you, the law which condemned you to die hath shewn you mercy in
preserving

your

so long after our judgment" (Langdon 22). John Bailey "owns and

life

acknowledges

I

had a

fair

and impartial

trial [.] I

have no blame to cast on the honorable

Judges, and the Jury, being fully sensible they were conducted by the law and the

evidence given them" (Bailey 1790).
In nearly all cases, after the

himself to his

fate.

especially since

condemned

The condemned's newfound

many of the

realizes there is

no escape, he resigns

respect for the legal system

is striking,

criminals in the literature are presented as having spent

82

all

of

Mark. The Last and Dying Words of Mark, Aged about 30 Years, A Negro Man
to the late Captain John Codman, of Charlestown; Who was Executed at
th
Cambridge, the 18 of September, 1755, for Povsoning [sic] his abovesaid Master

who Belonged

.

Boston, 1755.
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their lives disregarding social

callous disregard.

and religious mores and have committed crimes with

Not one of the

When [Hannah

criminals

shows a lack of remorse

for his actions.

Ocuish] was brought to the bar to receive sentence of death, her

"stupidity and unconcern astonished everyone" (Charming 31).

However, the closer the

day of her execution came, the more anxious she became, spending her days dissolved in
tears.

Although Powers admits

that

when his

remorseless that he did not care, "[a]fter a
not speak for some time" (Powers

sentence was pronounced he was so

little

reflection,

however,

I

fainted,

and could

12).

The Legitimacy of Capital Punishment
Execution was "the justice of God." The appropriateness of capital punishment
unquestioned in any of the

texts.

is

"Nations and individuals are lead to virtue by alurement

83
[sic],

and from vice by

crimes.

fear."

(Langdon 20) God had sanctioned executions for various

The justification of execution could be

Puritans and their descendants,

The

traced to the Old Testament.

who saw themselves

as

God's chosen people, believed

these ancient laws to be as applicable in their time as they were thousands of years before.

"[T]he reason assigned for the excision of a murderer equally applies to
people:

It is this:

For

in the

image of God made he man" (Dana

The event of execution gave both pastors and
reinforce the validity of this form of punishment.

battle

times and

8).

civil authorities the

opportunity to

The event of execution was a temporal

between righteousness and wickedness on more than one

83

all

front.

The condemned

th

A Sermon. Preached at Danburv. November 8 A.D. 1798,
Being the Dav of the Execution of Anthony. A Free Negro, Pursuant to Sentence of
DEATH Passed Upon Him By the Hon. Superior Court for the Crime of a Rape.
Timothy Langdon,

Danbury, 1798,

,

p. 20.
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had lived a wicked

lifestyle

and

lost his life

because he disregarded God's law. Pastors

delivered sermons in which they acknowledged state
authorities as the "officers of
justice."

"The excision of a member of society can be justified only
magnitude. .A just and humane government will recur
.

sovereign of life has declared his

"Death

is

will, or

it

only in cases where the

public safety clearly requires it"(Dana

of dreadful things the most dreadful. The terror should be the

authority, the strongest

Andrew Eliot,
die. .a victim
.

last resort

of

addressing Levi

what cannot be restored" (Dana

Ames

says

7).

"Unhappy young man!. ..You

are to

of public justice. .you have committed presumptuous

transgressions.

out,

6).

and most operative of prohibitory sanctions, and placed before the

treasure of life, to guard from invasion

found

to

for crimes of

.

. .

[y]ou have gone from one crime to another, until your iniquity hath

and you are condemned

soul" (Eliot 21).

"You

are, in a

to die

by the law of the land.

few days,

suffer a public ignominious death.

I

pity

to

you

.

.1

pity

you from

be cut off from the land of the

still

my very

living, to

more. .an offender against the
.

righteous Govern" (Eliot 21).

They

In several dying verses, death and justice are personified.

are presented as

single-minded, unbiased representatives of God and the law only interested in the

maintenance of order and righteousness. "O! Battis

demands

its

[sic],

now the

hour draws nigh/Justice

due/You've wickedly destroy'd a life/Now yours required of you"

(

On John

Battis ). In

A Dilalogue

Death

the Prisoner, "The mandates of my King/To execute I'm come, /Nor prayers,

tells

Tsicl

between

Christ. Minister, Prisoner,
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Death and the Devil,

nor tears of friends avail/T'avert thy awful doom/O youth thou
mortal breath,/Your cheerful

now must

fall/Depriv'd of
84

air

nor graceful mein/Afford the least

relief."

Popular Purit an Culture and the Event of the Execution Sermon

However

divinely inspired public execution

may have

been,

it

was

also an

extremely popular secular diversion. Pastors exploited the unusual event of execution
to
reinforce the Puritan world view.

into the thousands" (D.

"[C]rowds

Cohen 1993

116).

at local

However,

gallows reportedly numbered well

I

suggest that the large crowds are

also a reflection of the Puritan practice of "gadding", or leaving one's

own congregation
85

and traveling

"where a more godly form of worship was available."

to

considered a necessary form of Puritan

to edification.

granted by

was an

its

It

was "so widespread

life.

Traveling for the

Word showed commitment

a practice of lay Puritanism that

supporters" (Zaret 116).

I

believe a

Gadding was

it

was taken

sermon delivered before an execution

especially edifying event for the Puritan laymen, and gadding, already

practice,

would have been nearly

walked together

for several hours

prerequisite.

on

their

for

common

"Groups of traveling puritans often

way to and from

worship, discussing sermons,

singing psalms and cementing the ties that linked them together as 'friends in the Lord"

(D.

Cohen 1993

20). In the case of Bristol, so

Levi Ames,
the Devil" in

The

hear the execution sermon

between Christ, Minister, Prisoner, Death and
Last Words and Dying Speech of Levi Ames Boston, 1773, p.

"A

Life.

many came to

Dilalogue

[sic]

.

4.
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David

Zaret,

The Heavenly

Revolutionarv Puritanism

.

(Chicago:

Contract: Ideology and Organization in Pre-

U of Chicago P),

100

1985, p.

1

16.

delivered before his execution that "several Sermons.

.

.

were preached on the Occasion"

(Bristol 34).

Gadding was not simply a purely

make

religious practice. "Puritan authorities sought to

the event of an execution an indoctrination experience."

I

am certain the throngs

sought to break the routine of "daily farm- and trade- labor" (Slotkin

Puritans needed

3).

a social outlet. Although pastors warned onlookers to "[l]ook not
upon the awful scene
as a

mere amusement" (Freeman 1805) and to "come

(Freeman 1805) the execution sermon took on
Perhaps as a reaction to the
ministers

parts

made

homily

to

social significance for the Puritans.

festival-like quality

of the actual execution

itself,

sure that sermons delivered before execution were, "[d]iluted with nine

one part villany" (Slotkin

appeal to the audience congregated to

to

and stupid spectators"

not... as idle

be executed.

4).

gawk

However, he sought

at the

to

make an emotional

young man or woman who was about

After "climbing oe'r Pues and Heads" (D.

Cohen 1 993

the exceptionally large audience, pastors sought to further capture

its

3) to address

attention

by using

vivid descriptions for Christ's sake. Execution sermons did not elaborate upon the details

of the crimes committed. These

details

were more than probably already well known

to

86

the onlookers.

fleeting for the

Instead of concentrating upon the temporal world which

was

all

too

condemned, pastors presented a sense of absolute urgency.

Convinced

that "[fjrom within, out of the Heart, proceed[ed] evil

Thoughts"

(Conant 27) and as a result "[m]en [were] apt to grow worse and worse"(Conant 27) and
as a result of their faith based

upon

the inevitability of man's iniquitousness and his
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potentially futile attempt to be reconciled with
"tide the distracted over shoals

Him, Puritan

pastors, obliged

by God

to

of anxiety," (C. Cohen 162) "devoted much cultural

energy to acknowledging and explaining

[the]

presence [of evil]" (Halttunen 1998 25).

A

heinous criminal act jarred the order of Puritan society, a
society that was defined by
strict social

and religious customs. This

crisis

was an opportunity

for religious leaders to

use the event of an execution sermon to reinforce the Puritan worldview.

By

delivering

the execution sermon religious leaders "sought to integrate extraordinary
and perhaps
frightening

communal events

Speaking directly
emphatically.

into a familiar theological

to the

He reminded the

condemned and

to the audience, a

criminal to "[t]hink

27) and urges her to "Fly... Oh fly—this

framework" (D. Cohen 1993

clergyman prophesied

how cruel you was

moment fly to

7).

[sic]"

Christ" (Welch 17).

(Channing

The pastor

pointed to the "Instruments of death... made ready and [the] Coffin..and... Grave [lying]

open" (Conant 20) and awaiting the
officers

of justice with

waiting for

me to

stop.

all

die.

.

He reminds

her that "the guard [and] the

the dreadful attendants of your death, are

He

farewell" (Channing 27).

subject.

dramatically concludes "I must say no

now around you

more

—poor

The audience too was chastened, "You too must soon

.whether or not your death be disgraceful or honorable" (Andrews 1817

condemned was not

girl

alone, the pastor reminded the audience

loose; [sic] for your Feet stand

upon a slippery Place

Time, and over the amazing Gulph

[sic]

—

"You have

tottering

not a

19).

The

moment to

on the outmost Verge of

of an unbounded Eternity into which you must

plunge in a few Moments" (Conant 24). Pastors fervently prayed

"May

GOD impress our

86

of the convict's criminal behavior are described in a section of the text
appended to the sermon when it was finally printed. Perhaps this was done for the benefit

The

details
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hearts with the

solemn Instructions and Warnings

that are suggested to us in this instance

of Murder. .and by the wretched Condition of the Murderer" (Conant 26). Cotton
.

Mather agonized,

"I tremble,

flaming Thunderbolt which

and

Mock and

Mather 1721

Scoff at

it,

I

I

tremble, to think,

. .

how many

stand in the

way of that

.now throw down among you, and you may then go away

and have the Bands of Death made Strong upon you" (C.

30).

Preparation for the execution sermon began days, weeks or months before the

sermon was presented

makes

it

to the public.

After the criminal was convicted, the minister

clear that he has spent time with the

purpose of convincing the

man or woman to

condemned
convert.

in his or her prison cell for the

Henry Charming prompts Hannah

—

Ocuish, "Don't you wish for mercy from

GOD? You have told me that you do"

(Charming 27). William Andrews chides

Amos Adams

weeping, that you are a sinner" (Andrews 1817

"I

have told you often. .even
.

17).

After his conviction, Samuel Freeman

company of ministers of religion and
other serious persons. [They] .mentioned to him that his
time was short, and that it was important for him to think
seriously and prepare for death; [Freeman] would
acknowledge it and said, he was preparing himself as fast
appeared. .fond of the
.

.

as he could.

placed

It

.

.

.

appearing by his conversation, that he

much dependence on reading

the bible and his

prayers to prepare himself for death; the danger

dependance

[sic],

the necessity of a

repentance and faith

him (Welch

of those

who

of self-

new heart, of sincere

were, from time

to time, pressed

upon

30).

lived outside of the area

where the crime was committed.
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Puritan pastors integrated these events into their
congregation's understanding of
the world

matter

by emphasizing

how pious one

that criminality, although disturbing,

was,

all

was not unexpected. No

mankind was accursed, and hence was capable of

committing the worst of criminal

acts.

The space between committing

venial sins and

mortal sins was but small and insignificant.

Appendix: The Exploitation of Execution Literature for
Titillation and Amusement

The

details

of the crime were often

87

an appendix to a sermon.

set forth in

Although author or printer includes a high-minded justification
it

was

for adding the appendix,

clearly quite often included merely for titillation.
"Apologies, demurrals and

denials of sensationalism were simply followed by shockingly vivid
representations of

human

suffering" (Andrews 1817 16). "The author of the appendix to

execution sermon writes; "As the public
respecting the criminal

may wish to

be informed more particularly

Hannah Ocuish, than they have

following particulars, which

it

Hannah Ocuish's

yet been:

may not be improper to annex

we have

collected the

as an appendix to the

preceding discourse" (Charming 29).

Samuel Freeman's appendix begins:

When man is so destitute of a sense of morality and the fear
of God, and by the commission of enormous crimes,
becomes such a dangerous member of society, as to render
it necessary that he be taken off by the hand of justice, the
87

Descriptions of death and horror were a constant staple in the

medium of newspaper

as

The death of Captain John Codman at the hands of Mark, Phillis and their
accomplice Phebe is described in the following manner in the Boston Evening Post of
July 7, 1755. "After taking the poisonous Potion, [Codman] was seized with a most
well.

exquisite Pain in his Bowels, and

when

dead,

all his

lower Parts turned as black as a Coal,

and being opened, some of the deadly Drug was found undissolved

[sic] in his

Body."

Papers of the period contained detailed descriptions of accidental deaths and murders in
nearly every issue.
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feelings of the public are, in
history.

To

some

degree, interested in his

gratify that curiosity

which is, usually, excited
on such occasions, but more especially to afford
a lesson of
instruction and admonition to mankind,

it is

judged

expedient to publish the following account of
the unhappy
man whose untimely death occasioned the foregoing
discourse (Welch 19).

The author of Bristol's appendix

writes:

The bloody Murder of Miss Elizabeth McKinstry on
June
the 4

763 which gave Occasion for the preaching of the
may truly be placed among the
astonishing Events of Providence, and the alarming
Frailties of human Nature: One cannot call
to Mind the
1

,

forgoing Discourse,

particular Circumstances of this tragic Scene without
the

deepest Emotions of Horror, Pity and Indignation (Bristol
22).

As time

passed,

the pastors or printers

the criminal.

more and more

saw a

details

of the crime were included; indicating

spiritual or financial benefit in including the violent
acts

Newspapers gave even more harrowing accounts of the condemned' s

For instance, The Boston Gazette reports
over the head with a hot

flat

that after Bristol hit

that

of

acts.

Miss McKinstry

iron and dragged her downstairs to the cellar, he "struck her

with [an ax] several Times; he then took the hot iron and rubb'd

the Point of it into her Eyes, whereby she

it

over her face, sticking
88

was scorched considerably."

Adding

the

88

"Dead Man Talking: Africans and the Law in New England's
Eighteenth-Century Executions and Crime Narratives", Donna Denise Hunter notes that
in light of the Boston Gazette making mention of Bristol's mutilation of Miss
McKinstry' s body, "Conant's explanation of the crime as unmotivated [is] difficult to
In her dissertation

believe."

I

do not believe Conant was

as naive as Dr.

Hunter seems

to suggest.

Instead,

believe that Conant and his audience were keenly aware of the resentment the enslaved
had toward the white community. Further, with an event like Elizabeth McKinstry'
I

murder, they were forced to confront the reality of how tenuous their control over
actually was. Conant reminded the audience,

members of the enslaved community
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"It

more

distasteful elements

of the case made the text appeal

wider audience. The texts

to a

provided a socially acceptable outlet
for the prurient interests of the
reader. Further, they
reinforced behavioral norms and
justified the social order.

^

^ never be] ° eS t0 be
"
that^he
! should °
fT
the «S
to
Act ons...[of
the enslaved
absent from
Wh°, haV

Care

f Negr

r

He warned

Eye of their
companying together. [socializing has
led to]
that grand
source of a 1 Evils that have risen so
frequently from this Nation..."
Conant undeSood
hat frustration led to violent outbursts,
and he sought to exploit slave owners'
Masters.

the

[I]nspect their

.

.

.

tear oTd

pft fifT* ^Tf

wait for Blood

*

in the

same

.

.

£
—

that

that s xteen

us lurk privily for the Innocent
without a Cause- "[T]he Hand that we
C
° rt -"' C ° nant rCmindS WS
^ience, "...may deal me
fatal Blow.
This pomt is driven home to Conant's
audience by the poem entitled "Night
Thoughts appended to his sermon. The title
alone suggests the anxious thoughts that
reeled through the would-be sleeper's
head as she lay in bed in the middle of the an
overcast night listening with keen ears and
bated breath to the sound of the leaves
rustling, the house settling, and the
steady footsteps of an enslaved woman as
she made
her way through the house.
The poem reads, "And now Lorenzo dost thou
wrap thy
Soul/In soft security, because unknown/Which
let

S^-lT^r 7

°f

Moment is commission^

Death

to destroys/In

Uncertainty thy Danger lies/Is Death uncertain?
Therefore Thou be fixt First as
a Centinal all Eye, all Ear/All expectation
of the coming foe/Rouse stand in Armour lean
against thy Spear/Lest Slumber steal one
Moment o'er thy Soul/And Fate surprise thee
nodding, Watch, be strong;/Thus give each Day
the Merit and Renown/Of dying wells

doom'd once to die ..." The significance of this particular
reference might elude the
modern reader, but for the reader of the eighteenth century,
it was a frightening warning
The modern Italian name Lorenzo is derived from the
ancient Roman name Laurentius
meaning "a male citizen of the city of Laurentum." The
author of the poem is making
specific reference to the main plot of
Vergil's text, The Aeneid. Aeneas, and his fellow
tho'

refugees escape from Troy after the Greeks conquered
it, and are invited to live with
Laurentum's king, Latinus, his wife, and their daughter Lavinia.
Turnus, king of the
neighboring country was engaged to marry Lavinia, but
Aeneas's arrival complicated
matters. This rivalry between Turnus and Aeneas
for Lavinia's hand escalated to a war
between the men and their armies. Turnus and the Laurentum army,
so confident they
would defeat the troops of the "twice conquered race", were vanquished.
Aeneas killed

Turnus in hand to hand combat, made peace with Latinus, married
Lavinia, and became
king. I suspect that this parallel startled a great many
people. Taken allegorically, this

was

easily a reason to lie

awake

Undoubtedly, these subtexts were not lost on the
stated that "Everyone competent to read
Cicero or any other classic author of that kind extemporaneously.
.may expect to be
admitted ..." The author of the poem asks the audience to think on
the men of Laurentus
readers for Harvard College

at night.

Law of the period

.
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Halttunen separates the execution sermon from other types of execution

because

aimed

it

"had been a morally legitimate popular

at reader's salvation"

culture, controlled

literature

by the clergy and

(Halttunen 1998 61-62). Execution literature fulfilled the

"popular desire to be shocked or thrilled so long as the beholder could remain safe"
(Halttunen 1998 67).

Where

safer

would a beholder be than

in

church idly gazing

at

a

"...wicked creature covered with the innocent blood of a helpless child" (Charming 27)

bound

came
it

in chains before the congregation?

to her

End

is

"The sudden manner

an alarming Lecture" (Conant 35), made

was supplemented by documents published with

Saints, assured

all

in

which

the

more

[the victim]

legitimate

when

the permission of church authorities.

of a condemned man's repentance and acceptance of Christ, could

feel at

ease reading the sordid details of his "act prompted by the devil"(Battus 10).

The

exploitation of the executed

end with the criminal's death.
Conspiracy Formed by

is

not limited to execution narratives, nor does

A Journal of the Proceedings in the Detection of the

Some White

People, in Conjunction with Negro and other Slaves

purports to be a quasi-legal document, regarding the prosecution of enslaved

women

of African descent and white

men and women

during an uprising in

afire.

On the fifteenth of April, two homes were

alleged that people of African descent,

New York

set ablaze.

Mohawks, and John Hughson,

alehouse keeper and his family, were behind the conspiracy.
descent were accused of plotting to burn

many
It

other

was

a white cobbler and

Many people

New York, join with Mohawks

of African

and conquer the

and be constantly mindful of a time when one's death could occur. One could not afford
to be caught unawares. Therefore, it was important to prepare one's soul for judgment.
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,

men and

City in 1741. During this uprising, King George's House in Fort George and

buildings were set

it

Hughson was charged with being

area.

the head organizer of the conspiracy and along

with his wife Sarah was arrested, convicted and executed for accepting stolen goods.
Caesar, another of the accused,

authoritatively, Caesar

was executed

for robbery, but, the author opines

was one of the promoters of the

Two men, Quack and Cuffee, were

executed

Spectators at this Execution were very numerous.

conspiracy.

at the stake.

About

The author writes, "the

3 o' Clock the Criminals

brought to the Stake, surrounded with Piles of Wood ready for setting

were

which the

fire to;

People were very impatient to have done, their Resentments being raised to the utmost
89

"The Criminals", the author continues, "shew'd great Terror

Pitch."

in their

Countenances. ."(Horsmanden 45). Before their executions, they were permitted to
.

confess their parts in the crime, the author writes, they "looked as

have discovered

Encouragement

all

to

they

hope

if they

would gladly

knew of this accursed Scheme could they have had any
for a Reprieve. But, as the

Case was, they might

flatter

themselves with hopes. They both seemed inclinable to make some Confession; the only
Difficulty

between them

at last being,

The author describes

who should speak first" (Horsmanden 45).

the confession of Will,

owned by Ward, convicted of selling

stolen goods, given as he stood waiting to be burned at the stake.

describe the process of Will being

Wretch
lifting

set his

up

his

back

to the Stake,

Hands and Eyes

89

Daniel Horsmanden,

consumed by

the fire

"The

to

pile being kindled, this

and raising up one of his Legs,

cried aloud... several times"

The author goes on

laid

it

upon

(Horsmanden

the

fire.

And

45).

A Journal of the Proceedings in the Detection of the

Conspiracy Formed by Some White People in Coni unction with Negro and other Slaves,
for Burning the City of New- York in America, and Murdering the Inhabitants New
.

York, 1744,

p. 45.
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On the

day of his execution, the author notes that Fortune, an enslaved

sentenced to death for his part in the conspiracy, "behaved

Mountebank's

Neck

Fool[.]

like

[H]e jumped off the Cart several Times with the Halter about his

as if sporting with Death;

(Horsmanden

Gallows

at the

man

some conjectured he was

intoxicated with

Rum"

148).

One of the most bizarre

portions of the text

is

the author's relation of a running

joke after the execution of John Hughson and Caesar in
[T]he

New York City.

Town was amused with a Rumour that Hughson was
90

turned Negro and Vaarck' s Caesar a White

[Hughson' s body] as was

visible, viz., Face,

... So much of
Neck, Hands

and Feet, were of a deep and shining Black, rather blacker
than the Negro. .of the darkest Hue of his Kind; and the
.

Hair of Hughson' s Beard and Neck. .was curling like the
.

Wool of a Negro's Beard and Head, and

.the Nose broad
open and extended, the Mouth Wide,

Face were of the Symmetry of a Negro.

and

flat,

the Nostrils

the Features of his

.

.Face was at the same
full and thick. .Caesar['s]
Time somewhat bleached or turned whitish; insomuch that
it occasion' d a Remark that Hughson and he had

Lips

.

.

.

[exjchanged Colours (Horsmanden 123).

91

The author goes on
body. In

life,

to describe the process

Hughson had been

a

tall,

thin

of the decomposition of Hughson'

man. However,

Both Caesar and Hughson were gibbeted

[t]he

sun

at this

Time had

after their executions.
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Although Hughson was not African American, I have chosen to include the
patently gratuitous description of the state of his corpse given by the author to further my
point regarding the promotion of horror. The Journal was presented to the reader as a
collection of "the Notes that were taken by the Court, and Gentlemen at the Bar."

Keeping the

stated intent of the text in mind,

it is

difficult to

understand

reasoned the inclusion of this description appropriate. Instead,
included

it

to thrill

and disgust the reader.
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I

how the

author

believe that the author

great

power and the Season

body "swell'd

as usual very hot"

to a Gigantick size"

(Horsmanden 123) and Hughson's exposed

(Horsmanden

The author continues, Hughson's

123).

body dripp'd and distill'd very much, as it needs must, from
the great Fermentation and the Abundance of
Matter within
him as could not but be supposed at that time. [0]ne
.

would have been

.

apt to imagine that 'ere long this,

[Hughson's body] would have. [to be] .disencumbered of
Juices." "At length... Hughson's Corps was no
.

.

.

.

all its

longer able to contain

its

load, burst

of Blood and Corruption.
offensive. (Horsmanden 123).
full

.

and discharged Pails
of it was very

.the stench

The author's mention of fishermen "upon

the beach

when

(Horsmanden 123) witnessing the event with their

eyes, ears

and noses adds yet another

the Irruption happen'd"

dimension of repugnancy.
Stephen Smith's death
last

moments

is

appended

is

remarked upon in the same way.

A short relation of

his

to his last words.

the HALTER was put round
CAP drawn over his eyes, and
after an instant's pause which HE appeared to devote
fervent though [silent?] prayer, HE was led to the scaffold,

The

last

moment drew near,

the Culprit 's neck, the white

the supporting line unfastened, and the malefactor

launched into ETERNITY. After
hour,

HANGING about half an

HE was cut down, and put into his COFFIN (Smith).

The author of The Narrative and Confession of Thomas Powers
ninth of June, a

number of Doctors made

application to

DISSECTION after my execution." Powers
of ten

dollars, thinking

service to

it

might afford

admits
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for

"I readily

me a comfortable

mankind" (Powers 12)

me

,

writes,

on

"[f]he

my BODY for

consented for the small

substance and

my BONES

sum

be of

As Karen Halttunen points
presented and "represented

out, in these texts pain,

as... obscenely titillating"

and

would add, violence

I

IS

(Halttunen 1995 304). There was

"a cultural linkage between pain and sexual
obscenity and taboo" (Halttunen 1995 334)

made manifest

in the literature.

Similarly, authors of last

were designed

narratives that

words create

texts in the guise

of religious conversion

to transmit the appalling behavior

of criminals.

After being "stripped naked, tied up by both hands and
unmercifully flogged"

(Plummer) by

his master, Charles Furbush,

severe he claims,

I

"bit

Pomp woke up

my tongue almost through" (Plummer).

singing noise in the ears" and a voice whispering "[N]ow

now or never! now!
master, and the

now!",

moon

the ax [sic] before he

he never

is

delirious

is

from a

"fit"

so

Prompted by a "great

your time to

kill

him, now!

Pomp "took an axe and went softly into the bedroom of my

shining bright, distinguishing

awakened and

at

two blows,

I

him from

my mistress,

I

[illegible]

so effectually did the job for him; that
92

after

even stretched himself (Plummer). Jonathan Plummer

Pomp

writes that

so muscular, handsome, well made, and industrious that, regardless of the fact that

Pomp

elicits

symptoms of psychosis and he

woman would have
have sprung

like

sought

[to

nimble does

David Daggett,
of religion and the

be in

is

a convicted axe murderer, any "white

his] arms... or... the likeliest

to the marriage

of justice

one reads the book, he or she

is

girl [s]... would

bed" (Plummer).

editor of Sketches in the Life of Joseph

interest

[Negro]

in his retelling the case

Mountain uses the

cast

of Joseph Mountain. Before

explicitly assured that their choice

111

,

of reading material

is

not indecent. Although a violent rape

understands that

it is

for a

is

good cause.

deducting the expense of printing

described in frightening detail, the reader

"[M]oney

&c will

arising

from the

be given to the unhappy

sales thereof, after

girl,

whose

life is

rendered wretched by the crime of the malefactor."

While traveling

to

New York, Mountain spied a young woman "in company with

her elder sister [and] began a conversation with
them and attempted by persuasion to
effect

my purpose

[of having sexual relations with the sisters].

conduct, and endeavoured

[sic] to

however, struggled from me.

I

Upon this,

avoid me.

I

They were

seized the eldest

terrified

girl;

by

my

she

then caught the younger and threw her on the ground. .her
.

tender years and pitiable shrieks were unavailing"(Daggett
17). The author salaciously
tantalizes the reader

by making mention

that

"no exertion was wanting to ruin her"

(Daggett 17). The extent of Mountain's abuses was bounded only by the
reader's
imagination.

continued

"When

her cries had brought to her assistance

my barbarity.

.

."

(Daggett

1

8)

some neighbors,

With the neighbors present, Mountain began

"insulting her in her distress, boasting of the fact, and glorying in

18). Later, in the text, in

I still

my iniquity" (Daggett

a sentence, Daggett transparently attempts to add a Christian

legitimacy to his text by adding that before death, Mountain accepted Christ.

Cato admits to the author of his Life and Confessions that as a younger person he

had "become lewd
indiscretion,

and

I

to that degree that

indulged

it

in the

my lasciviousness overleaped all

bounds of

most wanton and abominable excesses." Cato's

sexual proclivities were perverse, for "not even the brutal part of creation escaped the

92

Jonathan Plummer was the author of other texts including "Murder! Death of
[i.e., McCoy], and the Young Teazer", and "Death of Tamar Ham! For
!

Miss Mack Coy
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rage of my unruly passions, the innocent
lamb and the loathsome swine indiscriminately

became

its

victims" (Cato

young woman" (Cato

on a

6)

While walking across the

dare.

fields,

murder Cato was sentenced
chastity" (Cato 8).

Cato

6).

tried to "gratify these

to death.

Cato

Cato "overtook her

in

bitch",

9).

where
I

its

retired a

8).

my first design"(Cato

to

wash his hands, Cato

her.

revival,

where she

I

placed two

lay,

Cato's conversion.

He

we would

not be

He "threw her down and

9).

"I then

left

The

text is

her in the agonies of death"(Cato

"returned to this sanguinary scene, and

made

remove the apprehensions

all

possibility

of recovering,

I

legitimate by a hurried recitation of

gives thanks to "the reverend clergy of different

denominations. .for their solicitude of my future happiness" (Cato
.

1

1).

Cato assures the

reader that after his conviction, he came to understand his and society's need to accept
Christ.

the Unmarried Ladies of America."
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I

disengaged from her, stood on

crosswise on her neck and one end of each under

rails

10).

whose

from her mouth and nose", Cato admits,

having thus secured her against

second time" (Cato

for

Cato bashed Akins over the head with a

subject lay breathing her last (for she yet breathed) to

had of her

the fence

Cato "attacked

lay stunned, "[b]lood issu[ing]

home

violated.

.formed a design to make an attempt on her

.

and struck Akins two more times, "then

After going

body of a

After a brief, heated exchange, culminating in

attempted a violation of her chastity" (Cato

my feet",

«.

woman

an obscure place, where

Akins calling Cato a "black son of a

"again attempted to carry

.

Cato saw Mary Akins, the young

8).

As Akins

desires. .on the

Her brothers rescued her before she was

discovered from either house" (Cato

stone.

lewd

John Battus, also convicted of rape and
murder, describes his
After ambushing Salome Talbott near
a

field,

acts as follows.

Battus

immediately. .took her round the waist,
carried her three or
four rods from the path among some
thick bushes, laid her
on her back—where, by force, without the arts
of flattery,
in a manner unpracticed among
the brutal species, deaf to
her struggels [sic], her cries and
intreaties [sic]—disrobed
her of that virgin purity, which is the
flower and pride of
her sex! (Battus 10)
.

He warns

his readers

"When one

lined with objects, that induce

depredation. .the
.

same

sets out

him deeper

on a

in the black

single

wicked errand,

And having committed on

work.

hellish master proposes the necessity

prevent a discovery of the

first" (Battus

1

He

0).

his path IS

of committing another

to

warns,

Steel then your hearts, ye tenderhearted; ye innocent,

blooming

from the

Fair, turn

tale in distraction.

.

.

[to]

You

whom I have most cruelly robbed of your one only,
beautiful, innocent,

and beloved

jaws of a

confined on the ground, begging to be set
home I having satisfied my

lion, lay

at liberty that

worse than

tells his

hapless victim of my

brutal lust

readers

lust,

—

she might go

induced to take her

Battus

have further to
lamb in the voracious

child... I

confess, that while this victim, like a

".
.

on her

chastity

—even

.1

here solemnly declare,

before this was gratified" (Battus

Salome Talbott threatened

then,

was

life also.

to tell her parents

I

had no other design on
1

this

1).

what occurred and Battus panicked.

Like Cato, he "seized a rough stone, weighing about sixteen pounds, which lay by her
side,

and struck her a number of severe blows on the head" (Battus

1

1).

Convinced she

was dead, Battus recounts

"I

had proceeded a few rods, when looking back, saw her

trying to get up;

at

length effected and

which she
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was walking,

or rather staggering

towards the path" (Battus

same stone repeated

the

she was not yet dead.
.

miry slough,

.1

to a small

Battus "again went to her, pushed her down, and
with

11).

the blows

when I

1 1)!

Battus continued "[fjinding

took her by the arms, and dragged her about six
rods through a

pond of water about two

Talbot "was yet very sensible; she
crept partly out,

on her head" (Battus

still

feet

deep and flung her in" (Battus

struggled, and

again pushed her

in;

swam to

even

1

1)!

the bank, and had

and taking up a stake or piece of rail, struck

her several blows on the back and on the head;

when she sunk under water!

left

I

her

thus" (Battus 11).

Thomas Powers admits he "began the practice of villany and debauchery"
(Powers
4) at the tender age of nine. Powers' parents hired

sexual experience occurred in Johnson's
to the author, this experience

because

4).

it

the house."

The young woman

soon taught

me the practice
to

[my

So

and her horse's bridle with
and

I

would

tell her.

"enticfed]

I

girl in the

sin,

which now costs

she was

(Powers

4).

make an

attempt on [the] virgin

waylaid her, and as she came up, seized her with one hand,

t'other, she ask'd

into a

in

sitting, [and]

me my life"

me what I wanted?

—

At the same time taking her from her horse,

Powers also broke

more scandalous

road to rape her, but she never passed. Another

ground, and in spite of her cries and entreaties, succeeded in

6).

the

eleven. According

home from meeting" (Powers

me to her bed, where

as fortunate. "I determined to

victim].

all

first

Powers and "a young Negro woman, who lived

of that awful

waylay a

young woman was not

for

Johnson and his

home by the time Powers was

occurred "one Sunday [when Powers stayed] at

Powers attempted

to Isaac

was consensual and was made

The house was empty except

chastity of

him out

I

I

told her to

threw her on the

my hellish design"

house where he brandished a "hand-cuff bolt for
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dismount

(Powers

my

defence" (Powers

1

1) in the faces

exceedingly frightened" (Powers
bread. .and ran
.

off (Powers

of "children 'round the tea-table
11).

who where

[sic]

Powers "seized half a cheese, half a loaf of

1 1).

Samuel Freeman had been a habitual abuser. He admits

that

on another occasion

he "pulled his wife out of a chair upon the floor—he beat her and abused her...some
time after this affray, she had an immature birth" (Freeman 29)
depravity. .he had been a
.

man of lewdness.

.

.even

when he

An "evidence

little

of human

lived with his wife.

Freeman

"was, in a variety of instances, guilty of unlawful commerce with bad women"(Freeman
29).

"And

indeed," the author unconvincingly writes, "tho painful to relate, yet as an

evidence of human depravity, and to warn the living of venturing on forbidden ground,

it

ought to be mentioned that he was so abandoned to vice, that he made repeated attempts
to

commit

filthiness

with beasts! This he confessed more than once" (Freeman 30).
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CHAPTER 4
A SCHOLARLY DEBATE: DOES THE EXECUTION LITERATURE REVEAL

THE PURITANS TO HAVE BEEN RACISTS?
In this section,

I

will discuss the various facets of a debate that has arisen in the

secondary literature concerning the execution

literature written

by and about people of

African descent. Several scholars have focused their discussion on the question of

whether one can gain a better understanding about Puritan opinions about non-whites
through an examination of execution

literature.

When I began my research on this topic I was somewhat
of secondary

literature available exclusively addressing execution literature written about

people of African descent. Most of the

were put

surprised at the paucity

to death.

descent, people

question have

literature

This lack of information,

who

lived and

I

addresses the lives of white people

reflects the fact that

people of African

worked with white people closely during the period

now been relegated to the margins

who

in

of history. In some cases they have been

written out of American history entirely.

Many of the

authors

who

address execution literature featuring people of African

descent, believe the texts to reflect racism they can trace back to the earliest Puritans.

Puritans and their descendants, they claim,

made

the connections

between people of

African descent, violence and sexuality decades before the Revolutionary War. Their

sermons,

descent,

evil

and

last

words and execution poetry

which

is

encoded

reflected their disdain for people of African

in their use of white to represent purity

sin.
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and black to represent

I

am not convinced that the brand of racism the various

critics refer to

even existed

and

historians

at the time. Biological racism, or the belief that

literary

people of

African descent are fundamentally different from people of European descent, developed
later in the

American experience. Although Puritans and

religious ideology

and

As

and

their cultural practices to

traditions, they also

saw themselves

God.

No

be superior to traditional African beliefs

as separate

Puritans they believed themselves to be the

their descendants believed their

and

distinct

from

all

other Christians.

New Israelites, those chosen especially by

other religious group could, in their estimation, claim the

same

religious

connection with God.

That the Puritans made reference

to colors, or the verse

from Jeremiah 13:23, "Can the Ethiopian change

quoted by Cotton Mather

his skin or the leopard its spots?"

not a suggestion of their biological racism. Instead, as the people

God's chosen people, Biblical concepts were as relevant to them
for the

Hebrews of ancient times.

light

in their time as

it

as

was

A reference to the Ethiopian and the leopard is

symbolic not because the Ethiopian or the leopard
because, even as

saw themselves

was

we understand genetics today,

is

considered innately

evil,

a dark sinned person cannot

skinned person at will, and a leopard has no control over

blackness, but
reference does not privilege whiteness over

it

its

become a

appearance.

This

instead indicates that people

who

have no control over

The quotation continues, "then may ye

but

also

do good, that are accustomed

to

do

the y are

'

evil."

"Ethiopian in his wickedness" not because he
Cotton Mather refers to Joseph Hanno as

wicked, or that black skin was the sign of a black
believed people of African descent were
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heart, but

because he wished the audience to understand that people are unable
to change

their natures.

When taken out of context,

making reference

Biblical quotations

to various colors

or nationalities can be interpreted as privileging one
over another, but in context
patently obvious they are purely descriptive.

Numbers

12:1-1

1

it is

reads

And Miriam and Aaron spake against Moses because of the
Ethiopian woman whom he had married: for he had married
an Ethiopian woman. And they said, Hath the LORD
indeed spoken only by Moses? hath he not spoken also by
And the LORD heard it. (Now the man Moses was very

us?

meek, above

all the men which were upon the face of the
And the LORD spake suddenly unto Moses, and
unto Aaron, and unto Miriam, Come out ye three unto the
tabernacle of the congregation. And they three came out.
And the LORD came down in the pillar of the cloud, and

earth.)

stood in the door of the tabernacle, and called Aaron and
Miriam: and they both came forth. And he said, Hear now

my words:

If there be a prophet

make myself known

will

speak unto him in a dream.

who

among

you,

I

the

LORD

unto him in a vision, and will

My servant Moses is not so,

mine house. With him will I speak
mouth, even apparently, and not in dark speeches;
and the similitude of the LORD shall he behold: wherefore
is faithful in all

mouth

to

then were ye not afraid to speak against

And the

anger of the

my servant Moses?

LORD was kindled against them;

and
from off the
tabernacle; and, behold, Miriam became leprous, white as
snow: and Aaron looked upon Miriam, and, behold, she
was leprous. And Aaron said unto Moses, Alas, my lord, I
beseech thee, lay not the sin upon us, wherein we have done
foolishly, and wherein we have sinned.
he departed.

And

Zechariah writes, "[a]nd
behold, there

came

I

turned, and lifted

up mine eyes, and looked, and,

four chariots out from between two mountains; and the mountains

were mountains of brass. In the
black horses;

the cloud departed

And in the third

first

chariot

were red horses; and

in the

second chariot

chariot white horses; and in the fourth chariot grisled and
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bay horses" (Zechariah
horses represented, he

6:6).

is

When Zechariah asks the angel accompanying him what the

told the colored horses represented the four spirits of heaven.

"For the hurt of the daughter of my people
hold on

me"

disregarded

Him and

ignored His

commandments (Jeremiah

did not would not.

who were

full

8:21). Daniel 12:10 reads

wise and obeyed

Matthew warns "Woe unto you,

hypocrites! for ye are like unto whited sepulchres,

outward, but are within

who had

white," which in context, refers to prophesy regarding

the time of God's judgment. Those

who

astonishment hath taken

describes the Lord's anger and frustration with the people
of Israel

"Many shall be purified, and made

those

am I hurt; I am black;

God would
scribes

be saved, and

and Pharisees,

which indeed appear beautiful

of dead men's bones, and of all uncleanness" (Matthew

23:27).

And Esau

said to Jacob,

Feed

me I pray thee,

faint: therefore

was

with that same red pottage; for

his

name

called

I

am

Edom. And Jacob

said,

me this day thy birthright' And Esau said, 'Behold, I
am at the point to die: and what profit shall this birthright
do to me'? And Jacob said, 'Swear to me this Day; and he
'Sell

sware unto him: and he sold his birthright unto Jacob.

Then Jacob gave Esau bread and pottage of lentils; and he
did eat and drink, and rose up, and went on his way: thus
Esau despised his birthright (Genesis 25:30-34).

Richard Slotkin: "Narratives of Negro Crime

One of the
that Puritans

were

hypersexual

rapist.

revolution,

earliest writers

racists

on the genre

New England

1675-1800" (1973)

Richard Slotkin. Slotkin hypothesizes

and invented the American myth of the black man as

Puritans had

come

to

connect black male sexuality with social

and therefore, they were especially

including cases of black

is

in

men who had raped

interested in publishing narrations

white women. This
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is

reflected in the

proportion of crime narratives written on the subject.

Slotkin gives evidence for this

claim by noting the disparity in percentage of whites
and blacks executed for rape.
Slotkin, both an author

and

literary critic

twice nominated for the National

Award, has written a great deal on the myth of the American

frontier, including

Book

a trilogy:

Regeneration Through Violence: The Mythology of the American
Frontier. 1600-1860
(

1973 ) The Fatal Environment: The Myth of the Frontier in the

Age of Industrialization.

1800-1890 (1985) and Gunfighter N ation: The Myth of the Frontier

America (1992). In
articles

in

Twentieth Century

addition, Slotkin has written three historical novels,

published in scholarly journals. His

article,

and many

"Narratives of Negro Crime in

New

England" was published in the American Quarterly journal of March 1973.
Slotkin bases his discussion of execution literature on his knowledge of the

American

frontier. Puritans, persecuted in their

homeland, escaped

to Massachusetts

Bay

Colony, a vast wilderness in the seventeenth century. Life here was completely different

from the

lives the Puritans lived in England. Puritans

were forced

to begin again,

building homes, producing food, establishing governmental institutions in a

about which they

were

set against

attack

loomed

knew very

little.

As

they eked out an existence, the wilds,

new
it

land

seemed,

them. The threat of death from disease, exposure, starvation or animal

constantly.

It

was well understood

that

anyone who

"strays. .too deeply
.

93

into the wilderness"

risked his

life.

This dichotomy, between the civilized, built-up world and the untamed, natural

one found

its

way into

Puritan writings. The literature of the Puritans

came

to reflect the

93

Slotkin, Richard. "Narratives of

25 (1973),

Negro Crime

p. 20.
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in

New England"

American Quarterly

view

encampment was order and

that inside the Puritan

and unpredictability. The encampment
wilderness

is

is

while outside was danger

safety,

presented as a place of light, while the

a place of darkness inhabited by wild animals and savage people.

entered the wilderness, and

left

the civility of the

community behind,

if

When one

one was not

strong enough, one could be destroyed by the wilds.

The

risk

one undertook when he

(or she) strayed outside the city limits

Arthur emerges from and escapes to the wilds while on

presented in texts like Arthur's.

crime sprees. Slotkin points out that the author of Arthur's

last

significance to Arthur's travels. Slotkin describes Arthur as a

behind the comforts of his

life as

temptations of the wilderness.

is

an enslaved

When he

man

in

words attaches

young man who leaves

Massachusetts in search of

emerges from the wilderness, a criminal act

sure to follow. Arthur plans to fornicate, rape, or steal.

When he

is

enters the wilderness,

he has already committed a crime, and uses the wilderness as an escape route.
Furthermore, whenever Arthur remains in the wilderness for a substantial period of time

he engages in drinking and having indiscriminate non-marital sexual

Dangers facing the colonials were not solely

at the

relations.

hands of Mother Nature.

Frenchmen or
"[L]arge groups (occasionally majorities) of blacks, Indians, Germans,
Irishmen" (Slotkin 4) lived
their separation

among

the Puritans. Already insecure

from English culture and

institutions, Puritans

and discomfited by

saw

all

non-Puritans as

prosecuted by English religious
menacing. Puritans, a religious minority persecuted and

and government
rule.

authorities,

had established a colony where

their religious

With the founding of the Colony, Puritans had the opportunity

law was the

to create a territory

Puritans gave themselves the upper hand
they would solely control. At the founding,
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religiously

and

politically.

"[C]hurch membership was... the prerequisite of citizenship,
94

and conversion was the pre-requisite of membership" (Slotkin
entitled to privileges denied to others, including land

The law-givers of the colony had been
applicable in Massachusetts.

were

to

The

first

5).

Members

were then

and a voice in government

careful to ensure that English

law of the colony was

that the

law was

laws of England

remain in force in the colony. Puritans regularly executed and banished non-

Puritans because of their religious beliefs in order to ensure the primacy of Puritanism

and Puritan
priests

were

culture.

to

A law passed by the Puritan fathers mandated that Roman Catholic

be banished from the Colony. Any

priest

who

returned would receive the

death penalty.

As between the two

groups of non-Puritans, Slotkin believes Puritans were more

wary of people of color. Puritans were

familiar with Europeans,

whose

culture and

language were familiar. But they also shared the frontier with non- whites, people of color
in the

Americas who were unlike any other groups of people with

familiar. Their language, appearance, culture

whom Puritans were

and methods of food preparation were

unlike those of the Puritans. Instead of embracing or accepting this difference, Slotkin

believes, Puritans

saw

years passed, Puritans

it

as a threat to their very existence in the

became more and more concerned

New World. As the

that "life

among the savage

especially concerned
races might lead to their degeneration" (Slotkin 4). Parents were

Young people born

about their children.

94

Although

I

in the

am certain that when

Colony thought of it as

their

home, not "a

Slotkin writes of the "Puritan", he expects the

male, I wish to emphasize that nonreader to infer that this individual is both white and
congregation However, they were
whites and non-males were admitted into the Puritan
not afforded citizenship and the privileges thereof.
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world. .that existjed] under the ban of imminent
.

doom"

(Slotkin 6).

generations of Puritans feared the wilderness and the people in

place that

became more and more

familiar. Further, the tasks

it,

Whereas the older

young people saw a

and chores one was

responsible for to sustain oneself made "the introspections and obligations of religious

exercises

seem

impractical, uninteresting or simply irrelevant" (Slotkin 8).

Puritans

act.

saw the unraveling of their

culture before

them and decided they must

Puritanism was "faith born in persecution, exile and hardship" (Slotkin

Puritans setting sail for the Colony, and creating a

new

life

represented both sacrifice and opportunity. In their minds,

8).

for themselves, the

all

To

the

new world

had given up the comforts

of home, and some had given their lives in the process. They fully expected their
sacrifices to benefit

to

them

in

some manner. Desperate

maintain their exclusive control of the

calls "Puritan 'racism'",

new colony,

to maintain their

way of life, and

Puritans developed what Slotkin

"a complex of class, generational and racial fears" (Slotkin 12)

In support of his claim, Slotkin points out that execution literature

was not

created

by Puritan Anglo Americans. This genre was instead brought from England. Texts
the

Newgate Calendar

and piracy. These
instruction.

featured the criminal behavior of men convicted for murder, theft

texts, as

The Calendar

a cartoon from the period points out, were intended for
featured outrageous cases, like that of William Nevison, a
in prison, he decided to

highwayman from Yorkshire, England. While
by claiming

to

like

have contracted bubonic plague. England,

like the rest

make

his escape

of Europe was in

medicine, medical
the throes of the plague of 1667. Before the advent of modern

practitioners

and ordinary

citizens

quickly and caused death rapidly.

had no idea

Whole

how the

disease

was

spread.

villages died in a matter of days.
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It

spread

Those who

contracted the disease were routinely turned out of their

members and died

homes by

terrified family

in the streets.

Prison authorities refused to attend to Nevison for fear of becoming
compatriots took advantage of this lack of supervision to help

sneaked into Nevison's

cell,

and applied

physician friend gave Nevison a

to his

compound

malinger.

Paint

body to simulate swollen lymph

that

made him unconscious

After the "disease" overtook him, his friends laid
face.

him

Nevison's

ill.

him out

for inspection

for a

was

glands.

A

few hours.

and covered

his

Like the prison authorities assigned to guard him, the jury assigned to determine the

cause Nevison's death refused to come near him. His body gave the appearance of one

who had
enough

died of bubonic plague, and he showed no obvious signs of life. This was

for the jury.

dead anyway.
in a coffin.

They did not

Nevison made

inspect Nevison's

his escape

Nevison went back

After

governmental authorities.

was

some

he was his

of purses

own

him out

to

to pinch.

ghost as he held his victims up

came

to the attention of

enquiry into Nevison's "death" was made. Prison

swore under oath they believed Nevison was

less convinced. Ultimately,

Rumors began

in search

time, Nevison's activities

An official

pronounced him

easily, as his friends carried

roamed the earth

this to great effect, claiming

at blunderbuss-point.

officials

from prison

closely, but

to his criminal life after "death."

circulate that Nevision's restless spirit

Nevison used

body

in fact dead.

Nevison was recaptured,

tried

The enquiry board

and executed. Death took

the second time.

The

villains

of these texts were English and of the middle and upper

with the exception of the odd "Irish or Welsh rogue" (Slotkin
texts served a different purpose.

The criminal featured
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4).

in the text

In

classes,

New England, these

was not a privileged

nob, but instead a

Slotkin gives

culturally

member of the

two reasons

non-English, non-white and working class community.

for this difference. England, like the rest

homogeneous during

of Europe, was

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. There

extremely small population of people of color.

New England,

was an

on the other hand, was

throroughly heterogeneous. Second, and more importantly, in the

new world,

the

language of Anglo American execution sermons reflected the class prejudice, xenophobia

and racism that Slotkin claims characterized Puritans.
People of African descent were especially susceptible to

this marginalization.

"[T]he participation of black criminals in execution ceremonies lent a heightened effect to
the ritual

itself,

and

to

its

subsequent

literary treatment" (Slotkin 4)

because Puritan

ministers exploited religious language and altered religious ideology to set the person of

African descent apart as a uniquely evil individual

These ministers often relied upon what Slotkin

who

is

a

member of an

refers to as "the evocative

iniquitous race.

power of the

'black instance"' (Slotkin 4) to inspire fear in their parishioners. Slotkin cites Puritans

associating black with sinfulness and damnation. In contrast, the color white denotes

purity,

conversion and piety. This, he believes, reflects Puritan race consciousness.

Slotkin gives examples of this fear of "blackness" from the Salem Witch Trials of 1692.

Demons "who

'possessed' young white

himself [was] called the "Black

was

Man"

girls... were

described as 'Black' and [t]he devil

(Slotkin 9). In other instances, the soul of a sinner

referred to as "blackened." Slotkin gives instance after instance of Puritan ministers

referring to black deeds, black arts,

association did

much to

set in the

and black hearts

in their sermons.

minds of the Puritan

were the children of Cain.
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that people

The

color

of African descent

The black man
Christian,

or

woman helped the Anglo

and as one of God's obedient

reckoned that white was God's

Puritan define

children. If sin

Anglo Puritans

color.

and

He was victorious

shall

were black, Puritans

God had

foreordained their

over sin and death. Slotkin uses the

example of Cotton Mather's sermon Tremenda. Mather prays
Joseph Hanno, and that his "Soul

or herself as a

identified themselves as white

people, and therefore they were pure people, God's people.

primacy over non-whites, as

evil

him

become White

as the

for

change of heart for

Snow"

(Slotkin

1

1)

This

ideology was a convincing one, for the "conventional image of 'whitening' conversion

and 'blackening' sin persisted. .even
.

9).

after the

heyday of Puritanism had passed" (Slotkin

Acceptance of God whitened even the blackest of the black. Slotkin points out

the author of Pomp's last

words describes him

as being "as black as

that

any negro" before he
95

converted to Christianity. Once he accepted Jesus, he became "as white as a Mulatto."

On the

other hand, "in the symbolic universe of the Puritan execution sermons, those

aid, abet, or

who

cohabit with blacks are themselves Negrified," (Slotkin 14) and thereby

"effectual traitors to their fellow whites" (Slotkin 14).

Ministers used religious ideology to marginalize people of African descent by
establishing "[a] 'world' of the execution sermons and crime narratives consisting] of a

series

of concentric spheres

organized" (Slotkin

95

7).

—

the family, the state and the

cosmos

—each

The condemned criminal became what Slotkin

paternalistically

calls the

makes no note of Jonathan Plummer describing Pomp
suspect Plummer is making a joke about Pomp using the

Interestingly, Slotkin

as

of white. I
Christian convention of the color white as representative of holiness. In another part of
He is so dark, even
the last words, Plummer described Pomp as extremely dark skinned.
biracial instead

the love of God couldn't whiten

him up

entirely.
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Protestant archetype of the "Ungrateful Child",

"one

who throws

parental guidance to pursue willfully vicious courses" (Slotkin 7).

off the yoke of

Slotkin points out that

because Puritans already had such negative opinions of blackness, including black people,

of these spheres, people of African descent occupied an inferior position.

in each

other hand, white

to the Puritans,

men saw themselves

as significant

on a cosmic

On the

God, according

scale.

had ordained a dichotomy between "authority'-master, magistrate and

minister dominators of the earth on God's authority-and "subjugated."

sinner, servant, or enslaved person

The disobedient

was one who disobeyed, committing

"civil crimes [or]

figurative (or literal) rebellion" (Slotkin 7).

The person of African descent was a
paternal role.

spiritual child,

and his master took on a

"[U]nder the paternal rod" (Slotkin 7) of his or her master, the person of

African descent, a spiritual child, learns the tenets of Christianity.

It is

from him the

person of African descent learns about conversion, salvation and obedience. Not only

was

the

condemned expected

to

have learned

how to behave

properly, he

expected to be an exemplar by teaching the civilizing lessons he learned

fellows.

was

at

also

home to

his

Slotkin gives the example of Cotton Mather' s expression of his expectation that

Joseph Hanno would serve as a

".

.

.

'pattern

of goodness' to his 'Complexion'" (Slotkin

11).

Using Slotkin' s model, I would argue that the archetype of The Fall of
Humankind is fitting as well. The condemned is cast out over and again because of his
their homes because of
bad behavior. In the case of Arthur, his masters sold him away of

was cast out of society and imprisoned because of his thievery.
accept salvation
The courts deemed he was no longer fit to live. If he did not heartily
before his death, God would cast him into Hell.
his rebelliousness. Arthur
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Often, he shows his ungratefulness for his master's tutelage
by running

away

or

behaving so badly that he must be sent away. In any case, he disregards
those lessons his
master took such great pains to teach.

Pastors emphasize that although he

was

raised

with religion, he ignored his lessons. The criminals' behavior became
so grievous,

God

turned His back on them, allowing them to commit the crimes for which they
are about to
die.

During the time before

his execution, while

he

imprisoned and waiting to

is

die,

he comes to understand the love of God and the importance of salvation. Pastors, acting
as spiritual fathers impress

texts

upon the criminal the urgency of his or her

emphasize that the pastor and others

visit the

situation.

The

condemned every day and pray with

him. Ultimately, the criminal comes to understand the importance of preserving his
eternal soul

reaches

from the

God and

Chaos of Hell

fires

of Hell.

In the final sphere, "ultimately [the

—

receives judgment

either bliss with the Father, or a casting out into the

that undergulfs the frail bubble of the universe" (Slotkin 7).

pastor emphasizes that he cannot be certain of what God's plan for the

be, he

emphasizes that

condemned

condemned]

to Hell.

if the

condemned has not

Although the

condemned

truly accepted Jesus Christ,

The Ungrateful Child encompasses

all

humankind

after

he will be

The

Although the Father has offered the promise of forgiveness and reconciliation,
her, the Child stubborn

and steeped

Pastors emphasize that

God makes

audience.

religious

in sinful behavior, rejects

little

Any congregation member,
and governmental

distinction

will

God's salvation

to

Fall.

him or

outright.

between the condemned and the

engaging in any act other than those endorsed by

authorities, could fall into the
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same

situation.

The pastor

"calls the audience to sense its

own

sharing of sin's blackness with" (Slotkin

1

1) the

condemned.

A person of African descent was placed in a public position
the perils of sinfulness.

The condemned could not preserve

his

own

only to warn others of
but he could

life,

speak with confidence on the "crime of
ingratitude," the "wickedness of disobedience,"
the importance of "patien[ce] under
the yoke" and "against the desire for freedom
which

prompts. .evils" (Slotkin
.

1 1).

The condemned of African descent were

remind others to respond with gratefulness and affection
to
rather than with sullenness

called

their master's

upon

beck and

to

call

and resentment.

These religious texts created special problems for people
of African descent.

The

"racially alien

and lower-class criminal" (Slotkin 4) was already marginalized
by

virtue of his "non-Englishness"

and social

status.

Slotkin finds that as a result of pastors

playing upon the theme of the perpetual childhood of the person of
African descent and

using them to reinforce notions of people of African descent being servile,
child-like and
perpetually given to vice and associating the color black with irreligiosity and
evil, "[t]he
narration of black crime seems generally to have stimulated colonial writers to intensify
their rhetoric

and

to exaggerate,

even

to caricature, the social

informed their thought and behavior" (Slotkin

According

to Slotkin, Puritan anxieties

and

legal ideologies that

5).

became marked

in 1741

when

the

New

York Conspiracy was exposed. One hundred two people of African and European
descent were put to death or transported for allegedly conspiring to burn
City and

kill

down New York

white residents, and come together with Native Americans living on the

Mohawk River.

"[SJocial conditions necessary to sustain hysteria. .did not exist in
.
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New

England" (Slotkin

was smaller than
in

12).

that

The population of people of African descent

of New York. However, Slotkin believes that

New York "draws on metaphors of the familial nature

standard metaphors of Puritanism and must have evoked

in Massachusetts

literature published

of society that parallel the

some degree of recognition"

(Slotkin 12).

Slotkin traces the origins of the American trope of the hypersexual black rapist

ravishing the helpless white maiden fair to a few lines in
the Detection of the Conspiracy of New

trials

York a
,

A Journal of the Proceedings in

quasi-journalistic text written during the

and executions of the so-called conspirators. "Caesar, the aptly named black. .was
.

the [accused] putative leader of the insurrection" and, Slotkin adds with a tinge of

chauvinism, he "had as his mistress Margaret Sorubiero (alias Salinburgh)
first to

be arrested (charged with prostitution)" (Slotkin

14). "It is

who was

[Margaret]

the

who

confesses under duress that. .Caesar [and his accomplices] have planned to bring in
.

'Negroes from the country' to burn the city" (Slotkin 13) thereby "providing

between miscegenate white

[a]

link

prostitutes [and] conspiratorial blacks" (Slotkin 14).

Horsmanden's "association of blacks,

Indians, backsliding youth, lower class

97

malcontents, Irish immigrants

.

.

in [Puritan] writing" (Slotkin 15).

.echoed the patterns of association in evil already noted

As

a result, Puritans,

made most uncomfortable by the
community, came

threat

of the black man/Ungrateful Child wreaking havoc

make

the "association of black crime or rebellion with criminal sexuality" (Slotkin 16).

in their

Slotkin mentions that the text described Sorubiero as "the

Beauty."
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Newfoundland

to

Irish

This

is

reflected in later crime narratives published in the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries. Slotkin sees a disparity between the crimes for which people of

African and of European descent were put to death.

Using the Evans American

Bibliography, Slotkin concludes: "[wjhere whites were concerned, murder was the most
sensational of crimes, and therefore," he surmises "the

(Slotkin

1

7).

narratives.

most commonly written up"

Seventy per cent of crime narratives about white

"Rape was one of the

least written

up" (Slotkin

18).

men were murder
However, the

statistics

are quite different for people of African descent. First, Slotkin notes that the percentage

of black crime narratives does not correspond with the population of people of African
descent.

Twelve per cent of these

are narratives written about property crime. Thirty

seven percent address murder. Slotkin finds

it

significant that the

number of editions
98

written about rape cases

is

equal to the number written about murder.

Daniel Cohen: "Social Injustice, Sexual Violence, Spiritual Transcendence:
Constructions of Interracial Rape in Early American Crime Literature 1767-1817"
(1999)

Daniel Cohen

is

the author of Pillars of Salt,

analyzes the literary history of execution

literature.

Monuments of Grace a text
,

that

In "Social Injustice, Sexual

Violence, Spiritual Transcendence: Constructions of Interracial Rape in Early American

Crime Literature 1767-1817,"
he rebuts Slotkin' s claims.

in the July

Cohen

1999 issue of the William and Mary Quarterly

explains that recent examinations of unpublished

98

This distinction, between editions and narratives, although downplayed by
black
Slotkin, is very significant. When he writes of the narratives written about
make
the same
does
not
He
editions.
of
number
the
criminals, he bases the disparity on
distinction for white criminal narratives.

I

went back and made
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this distinction myself.

court records have indicated a "surprising 'measure of toleration'

for sexual liaisons

between black men (whether slave or

free)

among

southern whites

and white women"

between the colonial period and the end of the Civil War. As a

result, scholars

questioned the origins of the stereotype of the hypersexual young black male
describes his article as a "suggestive northern analogue to [this] important
historical writing

Cohen
rapist

on race and

criminality in the

He

rapist.

new body of

American South" (Cohen 1999 485).

attacks the heart of Slotkin's claim, that the stereotype of the

was created

have

as a result of Puritan racism and anxieties,

by

young black

insisting that Slotkin

100

"overstated the protoracist

content of early

1999 482). Although he acknowledges
point,

Cohen

pastors,

finds that

when these

amanuenses and

New England crime publications" (Cohen

that "stray phrases"

to

printers "rarely emphasized,

"much broader understanding of human
them

to have.

Slotkin's

and often ignored and repudiated,

modern scholars" (Cohen 1 999

sees the eighteenth century audience as less reactionary and credits

Slotkin understood

make

phrases are examined in the context of the literature,

the protoracist images and stereotypes described by

Cohen

might serve

character and behavior"

Cohen acknowledges

483).

them with a

(Cohen 1999 483) than

that "racial references or epithets

occasionally appeared" (Cohen 1999 484) in these texts, but they were counteracted by

Daniel Cohen. "Social Injustice, Sexual Violence, Spiritual Transcendence:
Constructions of Interracial Rape in Early American Crime Literature 1767-1817"

William and Marv Quarterly 56 (1999),
100

Cohen notes
thought to be

p.

485.

that racism, "the rationalized ideology

of the nineteenth century." He

grounded

in

what were

an embryonic stage until almost the middle
opts to use the term "protoracism" to refer to racial

facts of nature... remainfed] in

stereotyping before 1820.
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101

and evangelical claims or explanations"(Cohen 1999 484) more frequently

"liberal

encountered in execution

literature.

These evangelical and

liberal claims

"dominant 'evangelical' construction

[that]

were made manifest in two ways: through the
postulated natural

human

depravity as the

source of sexual violence (irrespective of the offender's race) and prescribed spiritual
transcendence, or Christian redemption, as the solution" (Cohen 1999 483) and by actual

"deni[al of] essentialist racial explanations of crime, typically

rational

grounds" (Cohen 1999 484).

and

at

times advocated social reform

little

do with the universally

to

No pastor I have encountered was progressive enough to

rights in the temporal world.

Those

and white) should resign themselves
there

was nothing

whom God had assigned to
to this reality.

had or potentially could have with God.

religious services

is

sinful nature

of

advocate equal

serve others (both black

However, pastors did indicate

intrinsically different about the relationship

This consideration

and

(Cohen 1999 484).

Pastors disregarded race as having

humankind.

spiritual

Instead pastors "arraigned various forms of social

injustice as contributory causes of criminal violence

as part of the solution"

on both

that

people of African descent

They could be saved, or they could be damned.

descent in the
reflected in the inclusion of people of African

and the pastor's desperate pleas

to the criminal to repent

and accept

Christ as his savior.

explanations for crime committed by
Pastors' "'liberal' construction' of

483) included them actively discouraging their
people of African descent]" (Cohen 1999

Oxford English Dictionary definition of the word
This term was used by Reverend Henry
as "rejecting narrow prejudices."

101

Cohen

"liberal"

is

referring to the
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parishioners from

referred to those

making a

who

correlation

between crime and complexion. Henry Channing

did so as "illiberal." Heritage was not determinative of behavior, a

lack of home training was. Charming' s sermon

was intended
for the

as an

was not

solely addressed to Ocuish, but

"Admonish[ment to] Parents and Masters" placing

bad behavior of the young on those who were responsible

Those who neglected

their children

for their upbringing

and servants by not teaching them

properly instructing them

how to

upbringing were to blame

when their charges

the responsibility

how to

ran amok.

reject Slotkin's theory

about the "cumulative

impact" narratives about black rapists had on white perceptions of black men.

men were

executed for rape and murder.

read, not

behave, and not giving them a proper religious

However, Cohen does not

acknowledges that few

.

executed for rape in

New England,

He

and even fewer were

A disproportionate number of men convicted of both rape

and rape and murder were of African descent. Cohen writes that white people would
have needed

little

prompting

to

make

a connection between sex crimes and

men

of

of
African descent. Cohen also notes that by 1817, "dominant evangelical construction

modern
crime was gradually deemphasized and abandoned" (Cohen 1999 485) and "the
American discourse on

race, crime

and sexual violence began

to slowly

emerge" (Cohen

1999 485).
Daniel Williams: "'The Gratification of That

Character Tvnes and Themes
Daniel Williams

is

in

Earlv

C orrupt and Lawless Passion':

New Englan d Rape Narratives."

an historian specializing

in early

American

(1993)

history at the

Gratification of That Corrupt and Lawless
University of Mississippi. His essay "'The

Channing

in his

sermon before Hannah Ocuish' s execution.
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Passion'": Character Types and

published in

A Mixed Race

,

Themes

in Early

New England Rape Narratives" was

an anthology by Frank Shuffleton that analyses various

aspects of ethnicity in early America. Williams has also edited an anthology of criminal

narratives, which, like

Cohen's

Joseph Mountain and Arthur's
establishes that rape

fathers

in the

text, is entitled Pillars

last

words

of Salt

He

includes Levi

Ames,

In Shuffleton' s text, Williams

in this text.

was not always considered

.

a crime in early America.

The founding

of the Massachusetts Bay Colony could find no Biblical sanction for including

list

it

of the twelve capital crimes found in the Body of Liberties. However, in 1641,

the case of Daniel Fairfield emerged. Fairfield, a

have been having frequent sexual

man

in his forties,

relations with the three daughters

was "discovered

to

of a neighbor,

of

all

102

whom were under the age often."
was prosecuted,

Fairfield

was not executed, but soon

after this case

the General Court began to pass a series of laws stipulating death or

'"other grievous punishment'" for rape. However, even with these provisions, rape

was

rarely punished.

Williams suspects
victims of rape, and

this occurred

men the

because since

perpetrators,

women

and because

are

more

men were to

frequently the

be tried in a judicial

was of little immediate
system controlled by men, prosecution of the crime of rape
interest to

them.

However, when rape was prosecuted

limited to those of marginal status

102

who

attacked

in the courts, "convictions

were

women classified as valuable property by

That Corrupt and Lawless Passion':
Daniel Williams, "'The Gratification of

Character Types and

Themes

Frank Shuffleton, ed. (1993),

in Early

New England Rape Narratives" A Mixed Race

p. 194.
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,

the patriarchal order, particularly high born virgins" (Williams
195).

infrequently were those

Execution

who were

Even

then, only

convicted executed.

literature written

about alleged rapists

is,

as Williams points out,

"unique commodities in the eighteenth-century print culture" (Williams 196). Only those
crimes and those criminals considered most outrageous attracted a great deal of attention.

Although non-marital, non-consensual sex was considered wrong, European men of
English extraction saw themselves as "entitled" to unrestricted access to women's bodies,
regardless of race. In their minds, non-English men, especially, non-European

men were

not.

Rape, when

it

was committed by non-English and non-European men was

represented as "symbolic crime" (Williams 196)

property of a

was

man

[white]

woman's body was

superior to the offender, her father or her husband.

to steal, but rape

was more

serious than theft in the

American man because "rape revealed

The

A

mind of the

the rapist's capacity to

inability to control sexual impulse indicated a

vicious impulses of the self (Williams 196).

more dangerous

rapist

showed

society.

that he

if not

was unable

take her body

early

commit

Anglo

all that

was

evil.

inability to control all

New England was based on patriarchy,

based upon the structure of a family with an adult male father as

"an inferior by class and culture

To

the

its

head.

A rapist was

by race or ethnic difference" (Williams

to control his passions

was

196).

and assume his proper

The

role in

His transgression represented a challenge to the "boundaries that were

constructed to maintain the social hierarchy" (Williams 196).

The non-European, non-English
Therefore, "the rapist's

life

rapist

was presented

must be presented

[to the reader] as
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as an anomaly.

a pathetic progression from

rebellion to execution."

The

readers "liv[ed] in a world

where racism was a

social

convention [and they] would not have so easily dismissed the 'darkness of [the
offender's] complexion'

.

.
.

[T]hroughout the narrative this 'darkness' was used to

heighten the perverseness inherent in [him]" (Williams 209).
color," the criminal's evil deeds "defied

natural order" (Williams 209).

antithetical

(white)

his skin

what most readers would have understood

as the

For the audience, the "blackness of [the offender's] skin

served as a convenient (and obvious) symbol for

condemned was

"Matched against

his... values"

(Williams 207). The

sent to die precisely because he tried to "simultaneously [inhabit]

two

worlds" (Williams 209), one as a servant/slave of African and the other as a

man entitled to unrestricted sexual

access to white

women. The

authors/amanuenses sought to "focus on the contrast between the two worlds, increasing

between them

the distance

in order to enhance the effect

of the inevitable closure"

(Williams 209). The "base propensities inherent in his blackness" (Williams 198) led him
"ultimately.

.
.

[to]

.

.

.his

ignominious end" (Williams 209).

Williams examines the execution

text of Arthur,

distinction of being "the first black rapist in

is

American

also significant because he "set the foundation for

stereotype

—

who he

claims, has the notorious

literature"

(Williams 200). Arthur

what would become an unfortunate

the immoral, hypersexual black wildly pursuing

women to

satisfy his

prodigal lusts" (Williams 200). Like Slotkin, Williams cites instances of

authors/amanuenses using the word "black" as a synonym for "evil", "sinful" or

103
I

am

not certain that this

is

an accurate

way

to categorize all rape narratives.

For instance, John Battus told his amanuensis that he had committed no major crimes or
to stealing sweets and
sins, for that matter, before raping Salome Talbot. He admits
telling lies, but

committed no major transgressions.
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"wicked."

'"Black Designs' became a convenient metaphorical link between

character and vicious impulse" (Williams 200).

is

implicit" (Williams 198). Arthur

and talents" and once away from

The "character's blackness served

as an

104

obvious symbol of depraved self-indulgence."
"racism

racial

Williams believes that in Arthur's

was "a young black man of inferior

his master, "he

succumbed

text,

status

to sin."

Like Arthur, Joseph Mountain stepped outside of the bounds prescribed to one of
his race

and socio-economic

class.

Mountain

left

families in Philadelphia and set sail for England.

the

home of one of the

Once he

landed, he wandered about

"the streets of London in quest of amusements" (Williams 207).

into the life

wealthiest

Mountain

is initiated

of a highway robber. Mountain describes himself as "susceptible"

to these

ways. Williams explains that the use of this term reflect the "stereotypically perceived

weaknesses inherent in his race" (Williams 210). For Williams,

it is

significant that the

author of Mountain's text points out that "notwithstanding the darkness of his

complexion," Mountain became the toast of the underground, and "was complimented as
the first of his profession" (Williams 209), reflecting both the racism of the period, and

the reversal of social norms.

excel

is that

The only profession where a man of African descent can

of criminal. Further, Williams points out that

darkness of complexion
the world and

is

is

in the

associated with criminality and evil.

arrested in East Hartford, Connecticut,

where he

mind of the
Mountain
is

reader, this

travels

around

convicted and

sentenced to be publicly whipped. Williams believes that Mountain makes

it

plain that he

Williams points out that "skin color was only one means used to identify the
considered "different."
Other." Non-English Europeans, although Christians, were
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is

quite dissatisfied with his conviction and punishment in
a backwater

himself as a "highwayman of the
It is

that

while Mountain

first

as he

saw

eminence" (Williams 210)

returning to

is

town

New Haven, back smarting and ego bruised,

he decides to rape a young white woman.

According to Williams,
[as the rape] is presented to the readers, the crime. .was merely another form of
robbery. Sexual gratification had nothing to do with the attack; Mountain wanted
.

revenge against the social structure that had humiliated him, and as a material
object, indeed as property, the young woman represented this social structure. His
actions. .confirmed that rape, as forced sexual intercourse, simply was the
.

medium through which he

attempted to reassert and to reaffirm his control over

property" (Williams 211).

By committing this

act,

Mountain "dramatized

his

contempt for the laws

denied him the privilege of ownership" (Williams 211); the social order was
established once

Mountain was put

that

re-

to death.

Scott Seay: "Rapists, Arsonists and Murderers; Racial Stereotypes and Capital

Crime

in Colonial

New England"

(2002)

Scott Seay, an ordained minister and professor of Religion at Ashland University,

continues this line of analysis in "Rapists, Arsonists and Murderers: Racial Stereotypes

and Capital Crime in Colonial

New England," presented at the

American Academy of Religion
Seay posits that "global

in Denver,

annual meeting of the

Colorado from November 16-20, 2001.

racial stereotypes

among American whites impact

their

105

perceptions of crime and their attitudes toward criminal justice"
stereotypes lead whites to associate violent crime with

105

in the present.

young black men. As a

These

result

of

Crime
Scott Seay, "Rapists, Arsonists and Murderers: Racial Stereotypes and Capital

in Colonial

New England" (2002), p.

1
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their racist attitudes, white people are likely to favor

more severe punishments

and to expect that black criminals will exhibit higher rates of recidivism than
counterparts.

for blacks

their white

According to Seay, historians have ignored the origins of this perspective

originated in their examination of the disproportionate

number of people of African

descent involved in the American criminal justice system. Like Slotkin, Seay believes
that

from

first

contact,

Europeans developed negative stereotypes about Africans, and

from these stereotypes, white

attitudes

toward crimes committed by black people and

black criminals themselves developed.

The

roots of racial inequity in the

American criminal justice system

lie at

the feet

of the Puritan religious. "Reformed doctrine. .reinforced. ..racial stereotypes, and found
.

public expression in authoritative sermons preached and published in connection with the

public execution of black capital criminals" (Seay

5).

Pastors reinforced "stereotypes of

black sexuality and black violence" in their sermons. "[W]hite colonial

New Englanders
106

[came] to associate the capital crimes of rape, arson and a specific kind of murder

young black men" (Seay

The

5).

result

of the "racial codification]" of these crimes was

disproportionate punishment for black people.

whites-blacks executed in the

th
1

with

They were more frequently charged than

century alone represented fifteen per cent of the

population of those executed but the population of people of African descent was never

more than

three per cent during this period in

New England.

They were convicted more

frequently than whites for these "racially coded" crimes— sixty-seven per cent of men

executed for rape in

New England were black men under the age of thirty,

106

Seay is referring
master's immediate family.

to

young men murdering
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their masters or a

and they were

member of their

punished Wlth . severity

cation,

„ _^
m|y for

i[ievocab|e

. punishment, Seay
no(es> tha(

Pastors setmonized that
young

Hack men

,

s

of ^ southem

.^^^

and

as

"by nature a c hild of
wrath..,with] ... vicious

Why Langdon

describes Anthony's
sexual desires as "a

using references that the
"biblically

would have readily responded

men

into the devil.

to,

literate

Seay

„^
describes

worm that dieth not

?)
»

By

audience" (Seay 8) of the
eighteenth century

writes, the sermonizers
transformed

young black

Seay uses the example of
James Dana descnbing Joseph
Mountain's

"roam[ing] to and fro in the
earth, seeking
points out, the devil

M

Ms[ired

more

susceptible to the temptations
of the demonic"
cmonic (Seay
fSeav St
v., t, ,„
8). Noah
Worcester

Thomas Powers

^^^

^

punistaMs

is

whom

[he]

may devour"

described in the same manner
in

Pastors dismissed those

who committed

impulsive and irrational and
therefore found

arson and

little

theological explication of their
crimes" (Seay

1

1

1).

(Seay

8).

As Seay

Peter 5:8.

who murdered

their masters as

motivation to "compose a
systematic
Printers

and amanuenses did the

same. Seay reminds his readers
that present-day historians
see crimes as examples of
the
enslaved resisting oppression,
but that eighteenth century
audience would have
disregarded causality. Arson and
murder were again racially coded,
crimes committed by
a thankless enslaved person,
further evidence of his or her lack
of rationality. Seay finds
that only

one pastor reminded

his audience to be "very vigilant"

where the enslaved were

07
concerned to prevent them from "their
Conspirings"'

107

With
Conant

is

this quote,

the only pastor

Seay weakens

who

his own point. Seay claims
that Sylvanus
attempts to give a "systematic.
.explication" for Bristol's
.
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Instead, pastors sought to represent the

trust

condemned' s behavior as "a

betrayal of the

masters ha[d] placed in their black slaves" (Seay 10). Seventy-two per cent of all

those executed for arson in colonial

New England were of African descent.

three people recorded as having been executed for arson

The

first

were black. Sixty-five per cent

of people of African descent convicted of murder had murdered their masters, or a

member of the

master's immediate family.

They had comfortable

slaves and had the benefit of a Christian upbringing, but in a

crimes for which they must

now forfeit their

lives.

fit

of rage, they committed

This ingratitude was inexplicable.

Seay suspects that white audiences were easily swayed by
historical reasons. First,

the colonies

lives as servants or

their pastors for three

an unprecedented importation of people of African descent to

made white people

uncomfortable. In the south, Slave Codes "insured the

control of potentially rebellious slave populations" (Seay 4). In the north, social control

was maintained by "harshness toward black criminals

generally,

and black

criminal especially" (Seay 4). Like Slotkin, Seay views the 1741 "Great

New York as

Negro Plot" of

a turning point in white northern anxiety about crime committed by people

of African descent.

New York had a sizeable population of African descent,

of this population worried whites, already

New Englanders came to view blacks
who were

capital

skittish

and the

size

about the specter of rebellion. Second,

shipped to the area as "refuse slaves." Those slaves

shipped from the southern colonies or from the West Indies were more

crime of murder because he warns his white audience to monitor events large numbers of
Conant' s explication is a return to the stereotype of
people of African descent attend.
According to Conant, people of
the irrational and impulsive nature of the enslaved.
result
of "companying together." In
African descent become murderous fiends as a
companying together, yhey are outside of the influence of Christian values and engage in

bad behavior

that

may jeopardize

their souls.

143

"belligerent

their

and oppositional-or worse

enslaved contemporaries

who were

predisposed to criminal behavior-than

still,

08

kept behind in these regions."'

Third, by

1750, the "hard-line Calvinist doctrine of original
sin ceased to function as an explanation
for the origin

of criminal behavior" (Seay

emphasize the "moral peculiarity"

Pastors used a similar theology to

5).

109

of the black criminal and to justify viewing certain

crimes as more apt to be committed by people
of African descent. Pastors used Lockean
"faculty psychology" (Seay 5)

human passions overcame

which emphasized

that

human

the moral government of reason."

sin occurred

when

Because of existing

stereotypes, people of African descent were already
seen as a people driven

and impulse rather than

rationality.

theologically that they were

more

Therefore,

was but a

.

6).

skewed perceptions. Seay points out

by

instinct

short step to justify

commit crimes. .and

likely to

punishments as preventative measures" (Seay
further these

"it

"baser

to require stiffer

Printed execution sermons served to
that people

of African descent

108

am not convinced that

Seay's assertion is borne out by historical evidence for
more than one reason. Generally, men and women kidnapped from Africa were imported
to the West Indies first. It is here they were made fit for enslavement by a process called
I

"seasoning."
in

After this process, they were sent to North America. Another reason
text, authors and amanuenses describe enslaved men and

is

that

more than one primary

women being punished by "transportation."

Stephen Smith mentions that his

insubordinate and obstinate behavior prompted his master to transport

him

West

to the

Indies—two times.

Northern colonies thrived on the shipbuilding and manufacturing
trades and the need for enslaved labor was comparably low. Enslaved men and women in
the northern colonies were most frequently put to domestic labor. An enslaved person

who was known to be

openly disobedient would be a

liability in

someone's home.

However, further south, colonies were dependant upon intense agricultural labor and, due
number of factors, including disease, malnutrition and overwork, life expectancy was

to a

short.

In the

West Indian

unable to reproduce

itself,

colonies, the enslaved population died off so rapidly

therefore

transported where the labor

making

was needed,

it

more probable

that

in the southern colonies or to the
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it

was

men and women were
West

Indies.

convicted of rape were "3 times more likely
than white.
in [the] genre" (Seay
8)
in these texts reflected

and the "intensified

.

.to

have

their crimes chronicled

rhetoric, exaggeration,

and reinforced prevailing

racial stereotypes

and caricatures found
of their readers" (Seay

8).

Donna Denise Hunter; "Dead Men Tal king: Africans
and

the

Law in New

England's Eighteenth Century Execu tion Sermons
and Crime Narratives" (2000)
Like Seay's

article,

what she means

clarify

Hunter's dissertation

not clearly written. However,

is

in order to ascertain whether her point is correct.

I

will

She claims

that

the first execution sermons, created about white
people executed for various crimes, were

published to counter the "declension of their mission in the

Young Anglo

Puritans and

non Anglos were viewed

new world"

as "less rigorous

(Hunter

and

6).

less

disciplined" (Hunter 6) than their elders, and churches had to face "sagging
membership"

(Hunter

Puritans attacked this problem by placing the blame for the downfall of

6).

on the criminal, whose "presence. .was thought

society

.

(Hunter

5).

individuals.

Puritan religious

.

.

made

it

to signify the triumph of Satan"

clear they believed that "the crimes

reflected] the moral degeneracy of the entire

community [and

the texts]

concerned with the significance of execution

literature

functioned as jeremiads" (Hunter

Hunter's dissertation

is

of

6).

written about people of African descent and the relationship between the black criminal

and "dominant white ideologies

in colonial

and early America about sin and

righteousness and criminality and lawfulness" (Hunter 18). Hunter notes that,

109

,

Karen Halttunen argues that "moral
was unheard of before the modern era.
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when

.

peculiarity" as an explanation for crime

people of African descent were included
in execution

was

different.

She

literature, the

audience's reaction

writes, "the congregation's [identification with
the criminal]

emphatic and more strained" (Hunter

7), especially after

is less

1750. She adds, although the

prosecution of "moral crimes" and the emphasis
on the sinful nature of the criminal

decreased after the American Revolution, references
to "the immorality of African
lawbreakers' transgressions contribute to their
convictions and

(Hunter

7).

litter their

narratives"

Furthermore, she points out, execution texts featuring black
criminals "reveal

that developing notions

of race play a significant role

in the depiction

of criminals

in

eighteenth century literature and law (religious and secular) and
that these developing

notions of criminality play a key role in the depiction of Africans.

1

10

"[A]fter reading six of the twenty two available eighteenth century black

,

in

.

execution sermons and crime narratives,"

examples of "African- American voice,

Hunter found that these texts were

subjectivity,

century execution sermons and crime narrative

African-American
because

critics

of African American

and authorship in black eighteenth-

[that] reveal

an alternative genealogy of

She claims her work

literature" (Hunter 3).

literature assert that the

during the American colonial period are the

first

salient

is

especially important

African Americans writing

writers of African descent in the

new

110
I

suspect that Dr. Hunter meant "these developing notions of criminality play a

key role in later depictions of Africans."
ill

So

far, I

...

have found twenty-eight execution sermons and

last

words published

during the eighteenth century. In addition, considering the similarity early nineteenth
century execution sermons and last words have with eighteenth century texts, one cannot

them simply because they were published after 1801. Further, the dying verses
accompanied Levi Ames', John Battus' and Mark's texts cannot be ignored. In all, I

disregard
that

have come across

fifty-three texts.
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world. These critics claim that Phillis
Wheatley, Briton

Ukawsaw Gronniosaw

wrote to "prove

them freedom and equality" (Hunter
given the distinction of being the
critics

of African American

first

humanity, a proof they hoped would earn

The aforementioned authors

Henry Louis Gates,

out, "African writing

Jr.,

these texts were acts of resistance.

literature, history

and

Like Wheatley,

literature]

first literature

written by

Hammon and Gronniosaw's texts,

They were "grounded

law—black innocence"

Rafia Zafar, and William

[namely execution

undertaken by black convicts" (Hunter 4) was truly the

or about people of African descent.

are universally

African descended writers in the west, by such

literature as

Andrews. However, she points
initially

4).

their

Hammon and James Albert

in the

need to prove—in

(Hunter 4) and used to counter the

eighteenth century audiences' perception of them as sinful and immoral.

The
a time

earliest Puritan writings about

when

"the black slave population, the slave trade, pro-and anti-slavery debates and

slave unrest were

women,

all

on the

rise" (Hunter 36).

Unwilling to emancipate enslaved

men and

pastors like Cotton Mather sought to justify enslavement using Christian

principles.

as

people of African descent were written during

He

"assigns blacks a religious subject position", (Hunter 38) and insists that

good Christians they ought

to accept their social positions.

But as she claims

that as

victims of an unjust and racist social and religious system, their criminal behavior was
reactionary and justifiable.
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As Hunter explains
wills,

"I discover in these texts [the
voice of] black

consciously or unconsciously, rose
up one day and refused to

Sometimes the

will's ascension

managed but a

lie

12

men'

whose

back down.

single, unforgivable act,

and sometimes

defiance had a longer run, yet in
the end was extinguished at the gallows"
(Hunter

However, "although mediated by white
amanuenses and/or

its

8).

political considerations, these

narratives remain as written
testaments to the agency of black outlaws,"
(Hunter 8)

whose

actions and words are examples of
resistance.

These texts are

essential because they shape later texts
authored

by people of

African descent, most especially the nineteenth
century slave narrative. Hunter uses
Frederick Douglass and Harriet Jacobs as examples
of those

according to moral conventions, but posit that this
behavior

who behave
is

immorally,

justified because

it is

a

112

Hunter writes "The only published execution sermon preached for
a female
is Henry Trevett Channing's God Admonishing
His People of Their Duty

lawbreaker

.

1786.

Hannah Ocuish, a mulatto

girl

who

killed a white child, is the subject.

The sermon

provides no details about the crime or Ocuish' s dying words." I have
found evidence to
the contrary. The first and second editions of Channing's sermons
have Ocuish 's last

words appended to them, as does a third text published in New London in 1787
simply
Mr. Channing's Sermon At the Execution Further, Hunter includes in her

entit l e d

.

research materials "newspaper accounts that document the crimes", but she does
not
include accounts of the event of Ocuish' s confession and a version of her last words

found in the Norwich Packet of 1 786. On July 27, 1 786 the Packet reported that "a
girl of about 14 years owned by the widow Rogers of New-London murdered
a
th
little daughter of Mr. James Boles [sic]
of the same age in the 7 year of her age... the
negro was charged with [the crime] .upon which she confessed. She is safely lodged in
negro

—

.

.

.

.

The December 28, 1 786 edition of the Norwich Packet reported from
"New London, Dec. 22. On Wednesday last, Hanniah [sic] Ocuish, a Melatto [sic] Girl
age 12 years and 9 months was executed here, pursuant to the Sentence of the Hon.
Superior Court in September last, for the Murder of Eunice Bolls [sic]." Additionally she
writes, "[o]nly one published execution sermon was preached for an African-American
female. This is incorrect. Mather Byles preached a 1 75 1 sermon for sixteen-year-old
goal for

trial."

who poisoned her master's baby with arsenic and Cotton Mather preached a
sermon on the occasion of the execution of a woman of African descent who was
convicted of murdering her own child.
Phillis
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reaction to a greater

wrong

in society.

Hunter points out that Harriet Jacobs engages

in a

non-marital sexual relationship that produces two children. After she produces these
children, she

must abandon them.

Against his master's wishes, Douglass learns to read

and write. He fights (and defeats) Covey, the slave-breaker. Douglass admits
difficult for

go

him

The two

to pray.

to the north. "Jacobs'

explicitly break the

and Douglass's

law when they

it is

free themselves

and

and most other slave narratives, are then

text,

spent explaining the legitimacy of the fugitive slave's 'illegitimate' behavior to the

"upright" white reading audience they hope will support abolition"(Hunter

resist a greater evil,

Jacobs and Douglass were forced to behave in a

interpreted as immoral.

In order to

4).

way that

could be

Jacobs and Douglass' behavior was not an indictment of

themselves as individuals.

By their actions and words, Jacobs and Douglass

the audience ought not judge

them

suggest that

harshly, but instead indict the system of enslavement,

a system that forced them to resort to their immoral actions.

Hunter argues that

this trope-the black

man

or

woman behaving

in a

way

whites

understand as "wicked" "immoral" or "criminal" as an indictment of a racist and unjust

society that

would

force

them

to

behave

people of African descent. Hunter

lists

this

way-is the oldest trope

"Charles Chestnutt's The

Richard Wright's Native Son Ernest Gaines'
,

works

Row

like

in the writings of

Marrow of Tradition

A Lesson Before Dying,

,

and nonfiction

George Jackson's Soledad Brother and Mumia Abu Jamal's Live from Death
,

.

involvement
Like Seay, she links young black men's disproportionate

in the

the eighteenth century. "[T]he
criminal justice system to the racist practices of

sermons and crime narratives and the
significance of eighteenth-century execution
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correlation they demonstrate

among

black subjectivity, African American bodies
and

criminality exceeds the literary"
(Hunter

with her choice of language,

I

Although she does not make her point

5).

believe that she

is

clear

suggesting that black men's

disproportionate arrest, conviction and
execution rates in the present should not be seen
as emblematic of their criminal
and

black

immoral tendencies. Instead of sentencing young

men to prison disproportionately,

Hunter implies that white lawmakers and citizens

should reflect on the motives of the people

who make up

the criminal justice system and

what the overrepresented population of people of
African descent as defendants
represents. This overrepresentation does not
reflect poorly

black men; instead,

it

serves to indict the

on the behavior of young

American criminal justice system, a system

that

purports to promote equity but instead permits injustice.
In the present, as in the

eighteenth century, those

who manage the

criminal justice system

"innocence in the criminality" (Hunter 15) of young black
their

men by refusing to

behavior outside the bounds of "dominant white morality" (Hunter

Hunter bases her argument on black rejection of white ideology
especially Paul Smith's

experience" (Hunter

model of the

16).

"political, ethical

and

see the

fail to

15).

in theory,

historical reality

Smith's model, according to Hunter,

is

consider

most

of human

based on Louis

Althusser's "understanding of "ideology [as] mediated by language and he figures
interpellation as a 'hailing' of the subject such that

the

image of that experience as

it

comes

to

it

identifies its self-experience with

him or her

the ideological state apparatuses" (Hunter 16).

in the discourses

emanating from

Hunter accepts Smith's theory more

readily because he acknowledges that "the subject may, and often does, refuse the offered

ideological interpellation" (Hunter 16). According to Hunter, Althusser
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is

speaking of a

"universal" subject, and as a result
neglects to take diversity into account.
subjects have the

same

relationship to the

Not

same ideology.

For the person of African descent,
Hunter points

out, "subject formation is a two-

step process" (Hunter
18). Hunter explains that the person
of African descent

painfully aware that he or she

Hunter puts

it

"left in

her] as a subject

(Hunter

19).

was not

the "universal subject."

[or her] master's construction

must obey the laws of the society

As a

result,

was

instead, as

of him [or her] as an object"

that has written

who were

him

no

social

or her out of

the subjects of eighteenth century

execution literature "resisted]... the logic of domination
while
or a by-product of, that logic" (Hunter

1

8).

still

being in a sense part

Hunter finds in execution

between subject position and ideology [and] the

and compliance" (Hunter

virtually

people of African descent, and more particularly
for the sake

of her discussion, people of African descent

struggle

or she

Although the enslaved/servant of African
descent has

social existence.

of,

He

was

an intermediate position between the
law's construction of him [or

and his

standing, he or she

all

oscillation

literature "the

between resistance

18).

A Critique of the Debate, and a New Interpretation of the Issue
Let
offer a

somewhat

me now discuss the merits

different interpretation of the issue.

Richard Slotkin's
significant studies of the genre.

shaped the narratives.
Further, his

of each of the arguments of the authors and

article is useful for several reasons.

He

establishes that the Puritan

His appended bibliography

is

I

do not find

one of the

first

worldview profoundly

helpful in locating the various texts.

argument has shaped the discussion of the

published. However,

It is

texts written after his

work was

entirely convincing his hypothesis that the origin of
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the

American stereotype of the hypersexual
black

execution

rapist is

based in

New England

literature.

Slotkin's argument disregards the passage
of time and does not
satisfactorily address the fact that
not all execution literature

place.

was produced

in the

same

Although Slotkin acknowledges "a decline of Matherian
Puritanism," (Slotkin 24)

he remains convinced that even

after

Mather's time, white pastors continued to "employ

the 'Black example'" (Slotkin 24) for the

same reason Mather

did.

Even

at the

end of the

eighteenth century, the black criminal served the same
purpose he did almost seventy
years earlier, "exorcising class and generational anxieties

among the

established whites,

and. .persuading white dissidents, outlaws, backsliders and criminals
that their rejection
.

of the law and the ministry 'blackened' and debased them and exposed them to

utter ruin"

(Slotkin 24).

Cotton Mather in 1721 was responding to historical events

much different

13

than those that confronted William Andrews in 1817*

between the two pastors' sermons

is their

explicit

.

The most

salient similarity

promotion of the Christianizing of

people of African descent. However, Mather's sermon was written for an audience living
in the original Massachusetts

"Puritans."

Bay Colony

Andrew's sermon was written

settlement

who

identified themselves as

for a Connecticut congregation during the

early national period.

I

effect

am not convinced that the New York Conspiracy of 1741

on the way Puritans and

their descendants

saw people of African

had a profound

descent, as

IB
The

last

item of execution

literature Slotkin refers to in his article is

Langdon's 1798 sermon before Anthony's 1798 execution.
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Timothy

Slotkin claims. Unlike Scott Seay,
the Conspiracy, nor have

I

come

I

found no execution

made mention of

across execution literature not affiliated with the

Conspiracy written immediately after
across published after 1741 were

Both were published

literature that

this event. Instead, the first

Mark and

Phillis'

execution texts

dying verse and Mark's

last

I

came

words.

in Boston, Massachusetts in 1751.

Further, as Daniel

significance of Slotkin' s statistics

Cohen points

out, "aside

from issues of content, the

on the disproportionate number of crime publications

depicting black sexual offenders seems debatable" (Cohen 1999 484-485).

out that Slotkin uses statistics about the number of black

men prosecuted

Cohen points

for rape during

the period of 1675-1800. Slotkin only discusses "publications focusing on alleged

interracial rape. .clustered after
.

1789" (Cohen 1999 485). This

is

problematic for more

than one reason. Cohen explains "sexuality and sexual violence. .were emerging as
.

major cultural preoccupation" (Cohen 1999 485).

Blacks were not exclusively treated in
114

stories

of rape. Karen Halttunen points that audiences "reveled in scenes of rape"

regardless of the offender's race. This reflected the audience's preoccupation with the

new

literary trend

of sensationalism.

Scott Seay's text "Rapists, Arsonists, and Murderers"

Like Slotkin, Seay argues that pastors used
subjugate black people.

I

people of African descent

racial invective

is

similar to Slotkin's text.

and inflammatory speech

to

agree with Seay that the Puritans and their descendants treated

much

differently than other ethnic groups.

I

also agree with

Karen Halttunen, "Humanitarianism and the Pornography of Pain" American
Historical Review 100.2 (1995), p. 31 1.
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Seay that religious

officials

and religious were very important
and

influential in the social

development of New England.

However,

I

am not convinced by

Seay's argument. Seay, like Slotkin,
totally

disregards an entire group
of criminals included in the literature,
thieves and burglars, to

make the point that Puritans and
their descendants saw people
of African
sexual threat.

To make

his point,

Seay synthesizes a good deal of
information on

seventeenth and eighteenth century
case

mrommomm^slmd.

tells

Thomas Powers "The

files

featured in Lorenzo Greene's text

The

Seay takes various quotations out of
context and, as a

result, alters the author's
intention.

who

descent as a

For instance, Seay quotes Reverend
Noah Worcester,

great

God gave you

a rational soul, and placed you in
a

land blessed with gospel light. .but
you have proved yourself to be by nature
a child of
.

wrath. .by indulging your
.

infamous death" (Seay

7).

own vicious

inclination,

Seay understands

this to

you have paved the way

to

an

be an example of how pastors

"pressed Reformed doctrine into the service
of reinforcing stereotypes of black
hypersexuality" (Seay

Worcester

is

7).

However, when one rereads the sermon

not viewing Powers as a

not control" (Seay

7).

Instead, he emphasizes that

taken from Africa and brought to
Christianity.

man who was

Powers

a rational being

casting aspersions

who was

instructed about

Christ,

manner he

did.

he opted

to

Seay points out

of [execution sermons] undoubtedly caught"
(Seay

the pastor's references to various chapters in the

is

is

Although Powers was given the benefits of knowing

disregard the possibility of being saved by behaving
in the

Worcester

apparent that

a slave to "sexual urges that he
could

New England where he was

that the "biblically literate audience

it is

Good Book.

I

do not believe

upon young men of African descent by
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that

referring to

8)

Powers as a child of wrath. Perhaps Worcester

is

making use of the lesson

20:21 "But the children rebelled against me: They did not follow
not careful to keep

desecrated

my

my laws-although the man who

Sabbaths. So

anger against them.

I

said

I

would pour out

in Ezekiel

my decrees, they were

obeys them will live by them-and they

my wrath on them

and spend

.."

One of the most unconvincing

aspects of Seay's article involves questions of

content.

Seay makes assertions

instance,

he writes of The Dying Confession of Fortune published in Boston

that can only

be categorized as questionable. For

Fowle and Draper, "In the published account, [Fortune's] actions
the Great

is

Negro Plot and

no implied nor

my

are openly

in

1762 by

compared

to

similar insurrectionist activity at mid-century" (Seay 11). There

direct reference to the Great

Negro Plot

in Fortune's

Confession

I

.

do

not believe the amanuensis and audience were especially concerned with a conspiracy.

Fortune, or

more

likely his amanuensis, gives setting

the distinction of being "one of the

in the

World" (Fortune

declare

most heinous Crimes

To emphasize

4).

is less

white people than he

with the

last

was committed

Hazard."

illegal practice

group Fortune addresses and he warns them, "Let
to

them, to gain Advantage of profit to yourselves" (Fortune

7).

me

intreat

do anything unbeknown

8).

"[E]mbrace

Opportunities to receive the Instructions [of your master and mistress] instead of
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to

"[B]e faithful and honest to

your Master and Mistress. .serve them faithfully and honestly" (Fortune
.

to kill

of hiring enslaved people. People of

you not to wrong your Master, neither by Night or Day, or

all

in here

patently obvious that the

It is

concerned with enslaved people banding together

writer of Fortune's text

African descent are the

that ever

his concentrated anger, Fortune writes, "I

my Design was against no one but Mr.

is

"Mr. Hazard's Store" ablaze

ranging into Streets and Fields" (Fortune

8).

But, he warns the enslaved, "if you are

hardly dealt with [by an employer] seek not to Revenge the Injury done you" (Fortune

His suggestion

is

to pray instead.

Seay also writes, "[u]nfortunately [Fortune's] "confession
interpret

is

its

contents beyond the generalizations

[I

problematic for more than one reason. Fortune's

They

are not unlike any last

is

too fragmentary to

have] included here" (Seay

last

words

are far

Unlike other

words written by any other condemned man.

complicated—God

men whose
left

singing voices sang

into

it

The problem
and

Man" (Seay

after

talked

him

(these voices never returned after old

cold, cold ground) or being dared-Fortune plainly states

warehouse for revenge

1).

This

In fact, his

last

words

explanations for committing capital acts were more

him unsupervised, wanton women

him

1

from fragmentary.

confession has the one of most clearly expressed motives of any of the other

texts.

8).

into

it,

disembodied

Master was

in the

he burned down Hazard's

Hazard double-crossed him.

arose, Fortune explains, because "contrary to the

4) white employers

were

in the habit

Laws of both God

of employing enslaved people of

African descent. This wreaked havoc on the Newport community because consistently,

"white

Men were

denied employ, though they offered their service" (Fortune

4).

Further,

white employers often reneged on their promise to pay. Hazard and others like him not
only flagrantly broke the law by hiring people enslaved by others, but they "refused to pay
the Hirelings their wages, or at least but a part thereof, just as they pleased" (Fortune 4).

Neither white employers nor black employees were keen on drawing
attention to these activities "for fear their

Doings should come

much

to Light" (Fortune 4).

This was especially problematic, the amanuensis speaking as Fortune claims, because
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white employers

who

hired enslaved black laborers continued to refuse to hire white

employees because these employees might report them. However, when Hazard refused
to

pay Fortune

work, and emphasized his refusal with a violent outburst,

for his

shouting and swearing at him, Fortune went into a rage. "[Hazard] ruffled

(Fortune

5),

he explained.

and accordingly

I

"Something told

did" (Fortune

me to

tale.

much more

Negroes." Hazard found he got

home

the point of the

down Hazard's warehouse. He

because Hazard broke the law and tried to take advantage

city

Means,

all

5).

Fortune did not randomly burn

man "tempted by the

my Temper"

[burn his warehouse] by

Fortune's well articulated explanation of his actions drove
cautionary

striking,

of, as

Fortune put

than he had bargained for

Law"

Devil [and] ignorant of the

of Newport was nearly burned to the ground

"all

when

it,

did

it

"us poor

Fortune, a

(Fortune 4) was provoked. The

through the Instigation of those

who
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employed [people of African descent]
warned

his readership to

in unlawful Service"

(Fortune

4).

The author

obey the law and stop hiring enslaved blacks without

their

"Desire and Disposition of [angry] Negroes,

masters' consent and knowledge.

apprehend an Injury done to them

[.

.

.is.,.]

when

a Thing sorely to be lamented" (Fortune

they

5).

Jacob Isaaks complained of the practice of employers hiring out other people's
property without the owner's permission in the February ninth 1762 edition of the
Newport Mercury "Notwithstanding the frequent advertisements in this Paper, wherein
,

the Subscriber forwarn'd

all

Persons not to pay his Negro Fellow,

known by the name of

sweeping chimneys or any other Kind of Drudgery, without acquainting
his Master therewith. .some still continue." Illegally employing One as a chimneysweep
was a "very great Danger of this town", Isaaks insisted, "as it must expose it to Fire in a

ONE,

either for

.

great Measure." Therefore "all people are earnestly requested not to pay
for sweeping a Chimney, or give

happen, Isaaks threatened,

who

[hire

One

]

"[I

him any Money

have] employed a

if they are detected,

they

or Liquor."

Number of Persons

may depend on
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To ensure

it

him any Money
would not

this

to discover those

that they will be prosecuted

Second, Seay implies that he

of in his

However, the several

article.

elaborating

is

details

upon

makes mention

details Fortune

Seay mentions are not

in Fortune's

116

confession.

For instance, Seay writes that Fortune
"started the

containing lamp

oil,

confession, Fortune

Seay also refers
is

to

fire in

ammunition and other flammable goods" (Seay

makes no mention of these or any items

in

a warehouse

10).

In his

"Mr. Hazard's Store."

Fortune as "Negro Fortune" and "Fortune Price."
Nowhere in the text

he referred to in this way.

Another claim Seay makes

that is not entirely accurate is that Fortune's

amanuensis describes him as mutinous and "characterize[s him]
as the quintessential
ungrateful [man]servant" (Fortune

man,
is

refers to himself as

obvious that he

"thankful to

is

I

do not agree. Although Fortune, an enslaved

an "ungrateful Creature," (Fortune 4) in the context of the

talking about himself spiritually. Fortune emphasizes that
he

God for bestowing

a Land where

3).

such a Blessing upon

God is acknowledged"

(Fortune

3).

He

me

in causing

text

it

is

me to be brought into

confesses that although he had

received religious instruction from "Time to Time. .so as to gain Favour of
God," he
.

ignored God's teachings and committed "manifold sins," the ultimate of which was

burning

down Hazard's warehouse.

before me,

I

Fortune laments "had

I

followed [God's] example

set

should have been safe, but... regardless of [religious] Instruction and

with the utmost Severity of the Law."

person will employ

As

a post script, Isaaks adds "[I also desire] that no
said Fellow either on Saturdays or Sundays."

116
I am certain Seay used primary sources for his discussion of Fortune's text.
However, unlike other examples in his text where he discusses information gleaned from
primary sources, he does not list them.
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despising of [His] Reproof,

[in the

have

I

inflicted [His]

Punishment upon myself, as mentioned

Bible]" (Fortune 3-4).

In

all,

probably Seay's most accurate statement about Fortune's narrative

"the cover of his confession includes a finely detailed impression of the

wholly engulfed in flames" (Seay

Coincidentally, the

11).

is

that

Newport wharf

Evans Early American

Imprints series' microfiche that corresponds to Fortune's Dying Confession reads "no

copy of this

tract

Of the

can

now be

located."

five articles under consideration,

I

am in

agreement with Daniel Cohen's

argument. Cohen views execution literature as a slowly changing and diverse

When the

genre.

last

of the execution

literature

was published

in 1817,

literary

he notes, an

"emergence of a modern American discourse of race, crime and sexuality" (Cohen 485)
had begun.

His argument that Puritans were "protoracists" and that they and

their

descendants infrequently used racial invectives to inflame their audience takes into

account the diverse reactions Anglo people throughout the colonies and their successor

states

had

to people

of African descent.

He acknowledges

that not all narratives are written about rape,

and

that

even the

criminal himself is portrayed in several different ways. Cohen's article also indicates that

he has spent a great deal of time using historical documentation to research the events
surrounding

many

individual texts and the

Cohen's book,

actions.

of the execution

I

Pillars

literature

and

think that perhaps a

people of African descent

is

affected by the

condemned'

of Salt. Monuments of Grace chronicles the development

I

will refer to his text in

more
to

men and women

useful

my final

way of looking

examine the

at

chapter.

execution literature featuring

texts using a Puritan

159

worldview. Daniel

Cohen

refers to the Puritans as "proto-racists",

acknowledging that modern racism, the

ideology that there were intrinsic, biological
differences between the races, had not yet

been invented. Instead, the texts can
consistently be divided into three
the Christian trope

most important

in the

reunion with God. Criminals began their

consumed by

their sinful lifestyle, they

separation they

commit

the sin for

parts, reflecting

worldview of the Puritan: union, disunion, and
life

knowing God. As they became more

became separated from God. During

which they must

die,

and they are

this

finally offered the

chance of salvation.
Criminal narratives are based on the Puritan understanding
of themselves and
their relationship

with God. Observances, circumstances and people of the Old
Testament

are constituted as precursors to the

that postlapsarian

humankind was "sunk

destined to be separated from

God saw fit
this

coming of Christ

God

in depravity"

eternally.

to reconcile select individuals or

by offering covenantal agreements

to those

parents, that the seed

head.

[0]n

this

were founded

"all.

.doctrines pertaining to redemption

God's "sen[ding]
3:15.

To

sacrifice

his

Son

unredeemable and

He deemed
on the

to

do

as particularly worthy.

first

promise of God,

after the

the promises to the patriarchs" (Freeman 7).

all

into the

13),

of the woman should bruise the serpent 's

first

.

(Freeman

Puritans held

communities to Himself. God chose

lapse of our

result,

New Testament.

However, throughout the Old Testament,

"[A]ll [Biblical covenants] were founded

.

in the

and salvation" (Freeman

7)

As

a

embodied

in

world" (Freeman 13) could be traced back to Genesis

enter into the ultimate covenant with God, and be beneficiary of Christ's "great

of atonement", one had

The Elect of the

to

be designated as one of the Elect, as the ancients had.

New Covenant had accepted Christ as his or her personal
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savior,

acknowledged the Bible as
God's Word and
™<\ Law,
t
and had applied
into a congregation

The

to

and been admitted

of believers.

Puritans

saw themselves

he Christian experience.

Since

as spiritually descended

« of Christian

fan

the Hebrews, and as a

history had heen se, into

motion as a

of the series of compacts
made hetween God and His e
,ec, commencing with
the
Fan of Adam and Eye, Puritans
couciuded that, as heirs to
the ancients, contemporary
resui,

events in their iives couid
be pu, into a larger BibHca,
context. Direct "enigmattc
[and]
Allegorical comparisons"

(Emory 1 68) could be made
between events

contemporary Puritan and
antiquarian Biblical worlds.
"explicate and clear up"

(Emory 168)

things!.]"

(Emory 168)

at length

,„ a

[clearer]

Puritans found parelleIs in the
eveffls

times and the events of their

Bibhcal verses

Puritans looked to the B.blc
,„

issues of their day, believing

application to temporal situations
w„n.d "lead..

own

lives.

and apply them

in the

mat

Biblical

^

conception of spiritual

^

^

Puritans and their descendants
could quote
to events in their

own

lives.

Cotton Mather

complained of an African member of
(he congregation "always
vainglorious.y Quoting of
Sentences [of scripture] wherever he
came" (C. Mather 1721 33).
It is

for this reason that religious execution
literature

was so

important. In the

Massachusetts Ba, Colony, "church membership
was. .the prerequisite for
cttizenship,
.

and conversion was the prerequisite of
membership" (Slotkin

community.
Puritan

.

.all

the ungodly

would be

community committed

cast out" (Slotkin 5).

5). In

When members of the

capital crimes, Puritan authorities
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the '"sanctified-

saw themselves charged

by God

to enact

His promise of retribution,

"I will

bring a sword

upon you

that shall

avenge the quarrel of my covenant" (Leviticus 26:25).
For a
stroke of

God's avenging sword was

congregation, the

simply

member of the

citizen, a

(Emory

12).

particularly shameful.

come

to his or her

end by a

As members of the

condemned were expected to have known God's Law and not to have

made a "Noisy

old, Puritans

Puritan congregation, to

Profession of Religion" (C. Mather 1721 33). Like the Hebrews of

were God's

right

hand men and women, the "vanguard of a new age"

God's chosen people were held

again and again in their texts.

"God has

to a higher standard.

you with a

bles'd

Pastors mention this

religious Education. Like

David you have been distinguished among your Nation by peculiar Favours of God"
(Byles 16). Mather Byles asks Phillis, "what Improvement did you

Advantages? What returns did you make the good
repented not; you were hard and incorrigible.

you

are, ripe for the

Vengeance of a

.

.

You

GOD that distinguished you?... You
see

what has come of it: Young

capital Execution!"

for your life" (Byles 16).

all

It

as

Mather Byles points out what

she seems to have overlooked in her Biblical study, "Here, in the

your Crime and your Punishment, [death].

make of your

would be a Sin

in

Word of God you read

any so much as

to

wish

The condemned had abandoned God's covenant and deserved

he was to receive, death in the temporal and eternal worlds.

Over time, the

religious influence of Puritanism

theme of the execution
literature, the subtext

Bay Colony,

literature lessened.

However,

waned and

the overtly religious

in the secularized execution

of contractual agreement remains prominent. In the Massachusetts

the church and the

the church and the state

commonwealth worked

effectively together because both

were founded upon the notion of a covenant. God's covenant

162

gave way to the social contract.
the wilderness are

The descendents of God's Elect

now residents

of a republic

in the Puritan refuge in

"height of national dignity [,] the

at the

117

Most High."

peculiar people of the

Instead of exemplifying

how the condemned has

betrayed God's covenant, secularized execution literature sets forth

how the condemned

has openly disregarded his or her societal obligation to be an honest, church-going, well-

behaved, obedient and hard-working servant, slave, or child.
other hand, has spent the entirety of his or her short

(Ames "Dilalogue" 1773
suffer death" Levi

Ames

4) at a

whim.

life

"My prevailing

laments, "was Theiving,

[a]

(Ames Last Words 1773V By

pursued. .constantly"
.

"The condemned, on

"executing black. .Designs"
.

sin

and that for which

practice

which

I

good

offices

.

.

[of order]

.

.

.that

God

I

am to

began early and

disregarding the law, the offender

"has cut asunder the cord of all the social affections; committed outrage upon

harmonizing system.

the

[the]

himself has ordained to perpetuate the mutual

of man. .which [he or she] was bound by every principle of humanity and
.

affection to cherish

Whereas

and protect"

(Battus, 2).

religious execution literature

is

peppered with Biblical verses outlining

God's covenantal agreements, elaborating instances when various Biblical personages
violated covenantal agreement, and specifying God's punishments for violating His Laws,

secularized execution literature

is littered

with instance after instance where the subject of

the narrative has broken the law, led by desire rather than duty.

It

seems the condemned

Henry Charming, God admonishing his people of their duty, as parents and
th
1786. Occasioned by the
masters.: A sermon preached at New-London, December 20
years
and
aged
12
9 months. For the murder
mulatto
girl
execution of Hannah Ocuish, a
of Eunice Bolles. aged 6 years and 6 months New London, 1 786, p. 1 7.
,

.
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can account for every

woman to whom he "proffered indecencies",

every "pair of

Trowsers" he pinched, and every night he got "handsomely drunk."
Like Mather Byles' young man, the condemned subject of secularized execution
literature

knew

full

well his responsibilities to society.

more outrageous was

his ungratefulness. Parents

What makes

and authorities

children and charges with knowledge of right and wrong, but the

disregarded this upbringing. John Bailey remembers,

[sight?]

"my

his crime all the

tried to inculcate their

condemned

Parents. .brought
.

willfully

me up

in the

of God" (Bailey). Even though Arthur received kind treatment and moral

instruction

from master

after master,

he continually runs away from slavery. John Battus

my Master,

received "unusual kindness as an [indentured] servant by

family" (Battus

5).

He

Mistress and

"but and daily repeatedly received their admonitions.

.

.to

lead a

virtuous life" (Battus 5).
Civil and religious authorities also "admonish[ed] [the] people of their Duty[,] as

Parents and Masters." Parents and masters were to demonstrate their roles in the social
contract for their children, servants and slaves

by being worthy of imitation. Further,

parents were obligated to bring their charges up to be God-fearing, obedient and reverent,

by providing
creature,

structure, correction

much

to return in a

and education. Ocuish's mother, "an abandoned

addicted to the vice of drunkenness.

few days

to take her

return as she said she would.

The

.

.left

[Hannah]

away again" (Channing

29).

text is less concerned about

at

a house. .promising
.

Hannah's mother did not
Hannah's mother

abandoning her child physically than Hannah's mother "leaving her to heathenish
darkness in a Christian land" (Channing

instructed,

and her disposition

to

6).

Hannah's "mind wanted

be corrected" (Channing 29). As a
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to

be properly

result, twelve-year-

old Hannah, "left to the guidance
of an uninstructed mind; or rather to the uncontrouled
[sic]

influence of the direful passions,
malice and revenge. .perpetrated a crime which
.

freezes the

death.

mind

in horror"

(Charming

5),

Reverend Henry Charming asks

strangling and bludgeoning a six year old to

any in

"[a]re there

this

assembly whose

consciences reproach them with the same
cruel inattention to their Children and
Servants" (Channing 6)?
In secularized execution literature,

God has been upstaged by

"Justice" and the "Civil Tribunal." Cotton
Mather during an execution

encouraged servants and the enslaved

you

who had

sermon

accepted the Covenant of Grace, "[T]ho

are poor slaves.. .you [are] the Children of God

Mather 1706

"Authority",

and Brethren

to the Best

5

of Men" (C.

28).

Conclusion:

The Ro le

of the Person of African Descent in Execution Literature

Unlike Richard Slotkin, Daniel Williams and Scott Seay

who

see pastors and

other creators of execution literature's references to the color black as
evidences of the
Puritan's demonization of people of African descent,

Puritans and their descendants

little

118

would

saw people of African descent

to suggest that Puritans or their descendants

They did not

I

identify skin color with goodness

like to suggest that the

in a different manner.

I

find
118

drew exclusively on

and salvation nor with

A stanza in Of the Inhuman Murder of Salome Talbott

the occasion of John Battus' 1804 execution reads,

racially coding.

evil

and damnation.

dying verse written on

"Thou devil of the sable race/That did
presume to try/A female white for to disgrace/Still adds a deeper dye." The is the only
example I could find where the race of the criminal was considered a factor that made the
crime more offensive. In "Social Injustice, Sexual Violence and Spiritual Transcendence:
Constructions of Interracial Rape in Early American Literature," David Cohen notes that
another poem written on that date has no trace of this sentiment (D. Cohen 1 999 5 1 7).
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Cotton Mather, like

later pastors,

dismissed the color of people of African descent's skin

as determinate of their chances for Election.

Complexion of Men,

"As

in His Favours to them!... As

force of the African Sun... [are]

.

. .

less valuable to

"Away with such trifles," Cotton Mather insists,
moved by the
Mather 1706

colour of the skin,

of the color "black" with sin as

religious

because a people, from the long

if,

Heaven then

"the

the rest of mankind?"

God who

looks on the Heart

is

not

not more propitious to one Colour than another" (C.

incorrectly be led to understand the Puritan's association

However, Puritans, whose

racially motivated.

in the imagery of the

metaphor even

descent..

is

God went by the

24).

The casual reader might

was steeped

if the great

Old and

New Testaments,

frequently used color as

in execution literature written about

Another audience heard

that "[i]f that precious

on you, then notwithstanding your

sins

culture

people were of African

blood [of Christ] be sprinkled

have been as Scarlet and red like Crimson, they

119

shall

Congregations were warned that

be as white as snow."

cast into that

Dungeon where

sensible of their folly,"

the Prophets reckon

(I.

there

is

Mather 91)

up the

sins

".

.

.when Sinners

blackness of darkness for ever, they will be

John Williams assured his audience,

[I]t's

shall

be

made
certain

of Whoredom and Adultery among the black Catalogue of
120

their abominations,

and causes of their calamities."

Increase Mather,

Sermons, Occasioned bv the
England, on
1

20

Preacht at

November

17th.

I

am

certain that in these contexts,

The Folly of Sinning, Opened & Applved [sick in Two
Condemnation of One that was Executed at Boston in New:

1698 Boston, 1699,
.

p.

48.

John Williams, Warnings to the Unclean:: In a Discourse from Rev. XXI.
Sp rin gfield lecture. August 25th. 1698. At the Execution of Sarah Smith

Boston, 1699,

p. 4.
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8.

pastors are not

making veiled references

to people

of Native American, European or

African descent.

I

would

like instead to argue that Puritans

acknowledged the differences between

African and Europeans and using their
worldview, notions of dichotomy between two
entities or groups:

God and humankind,

the Elect and the

damned, congregation members

and non-congregation members, parents and masters
and children, enslaved and

servants,

Puritans instead justified the enslavement of
people of African descent using religious
ideology.

As Daniel Cohen points

out, Puritans

were "proto-racists." They

acknowledged a difference between people of African descent and
themselves but
disregarded the history, culture, religion and civilizations of the
various ethnic groups

they encountered. Further, although people of African descent were
enslaved by the
Puritans and their descendants,

Portuguese

who

it

must be remembered

it

was

the Spanish and the

introduced African slavery to Europe. There was no basis in English

Common Law for laws on enslavement.

Puritans were steeped in Biblical tradition, and

understood their lives and experiences in
to explain

that

this context.

They used

this religious ideology

and justify the presence of the system of African enslavement

Massachusetts Bay and their participation in

it.

Because Puritans saw themselves quite
Hebrews, God's chosen people, and

it

would

in the

literally as the

descendants of the

quite naturally follow that those

who were

enslaved were enslaved because, they believed, this was God's will. The justification for
the terms of bound servitude and enslavement are found in

211-4

reads, "If thou

buy an Hebrew

two

Biblical passages.

servant, six years he shall serve:

and

Exodus

in the seventh

he shall go out free for nothing. If he came in by himself, he shall go out by himself:
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if he

were married, then his wife

shall

go out with him..." Puritans understood "Hebrew

servants" to be fellow European
Christians.

On the

contrary, Leviticus 25.44-46 instructs,

"Both thy bondmen, and thy bondmaids,
which thou
that are

round about you; of them

shall

ye buy

children of the strangers that do
sojourn
families that are with you,

And

possession.

them

you, of them shall ye buy, and of their

your land: and they shall be your

ye shall take them as an inheritance for
your children after you, to inherit

for a possession; they shall be your

African

in

be of the heathen

bondmen and bondmaids. Moreover of the

among

which they begat

shall have, shall

bondmen

men and women could not be more

were not Christians and they were

for ever."

The presence of enslaved

convenient for the Puritans. African people

identifiable as "strangers"

because of their physical

appearance, languages and cultural traditions.

Cotton Mather makes plain that there
people of African descent. "Thy Negro

is

distinction

is little

between Puritans and

thy neighbor. T'were an Ignorance unworthy

21

of Man, to imagine otherwise."'

main Stroke
(C.

in the Definition of,

Mather 1706

enslavement.

9).

People of African descent, "[a]ll...have made

A Good Man; He

However, goodness and

He justifies

is

One who does

sincerity are not

"made peace with

.

.

Slavery."

Israel

enough

to

the

the

good he can"

keep one out of

the enslavement of people of African descent by claiming that

since they did not serve the Judeo-Christian God, they

justly delivered into.

all

it

In

more than one

were

"whom the

holy

God

has

Biblical instance, ancient nations

and served them," (Samuel 1:19) and without doubt the Puritans

121

An Essay to Excite and Assist the
the Instruction of Negro-Servants in Christianity Boston. 1706. p. 5.

Cotton Mather, The Negro Christianized

Good Work,

:

.
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identified the Massachusetts

Bay Colony

and themselves as the new

as "our Israel"

Israelites.

Mather understood Puritan enslavement as an enlightened form of enslavement,
unlike "old

Roman and Pagan"

(C.

Mather 1706 23)

traditions.

Cotton Mather justifies

the enslavement of people of African descent in keeping with the Puritan belief that there

is little

intrinsic difference

descent.

He

allows that

all

between people of African descent and people of European

men and women were

equally capable of salvation and

damnation, but some nations had made more progress than others because of their
religious tradition of accepting Christ. Puritan pastors

different degrees. People of African descent

who had

emphasized

"never heard of the

Christ" committed various sins she "must go to Hell for

God

[a Christian] shall" (C.

Mather 1706

"Compassion [and]

Bowels of Humanity"

all

43).

would never allow people of African descent

that Hell consisted of

it,

but not to such a fiery place as

expected the Christian to

(C.

Name of

Mather 1706

13).

utilize

A true Christian

to languish in their ignorance.

It

was one's

123

duty to do

all

one could to bring people of African descent

to Christ.

Samuel Danforth, Cry of Sodom Enquired into;: Upon Occasion of the
Arraignment and Condemnation of Benjamin Goad, for his Prodigious Villany.
Together with a Solemn Exhortation to Tremble at Gods Judgments, and to Abandon
:

Youthful Lusts Boston, 1674,
.

p. 8.

123

Cotton Mather wrote "Yea, we read concerning some of the Primitive
Christians, that with a Prodigie of Charity, they have bound themselves in the Quality of
Servants to Pagan Families, meery [sic] that they might be in a way to Christianize these
successes were Wonderful" (Mather 1706 1 1). I found no record of
white people binding themselves to men and women of African descent in an effort to
remark Cotton Mather
bring them the Good News, but I did find a decidedly unchristian
Families,

And their

wrote in his diary regarding his albeit unwitting part in directly influencing a pagan
complained of a man who "designed
family. In his diary entry for 10 December, 1721, he
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Cotton Mather also neatly
explains
necessarily need to be emancipated

Negroes are Christianized, they

them

to their

justification

upon

their conversion.

will be Baptised;

Freedom" Cotton Mather

and

[Biblical]

upon

Biblical

Law

is

it,

Baptism will presently

is

no such thing." Cotton Mather points

Only

it

free

man or woman. Once one has

relationship to other people.

to English law, pointing out that

1

may

itself.

the

out.

Law of

to Christianity to save one's soul, not

converted,

it

does not change one's

706

26).

To

solidify his stance, Cotton

Common Law says nothing about this.

English Laws, about Villians, or Slaves [permit them]
to be granted

Lords

Not

A Christian slave is "the Lords [sic] Free-man, tho'

continues to be a Slave" (C. Mather

.

entitle

wonderfully Dulcifies, and Mollifies, and

Moderates the Circumstances of it." One
converts

Life. .the

if the

law and nowhere does the Bible allow
for the

that Sets the Baptised Slave at
Liberty.

Christianity: that allow slavery;

become a

"Well," he writes "But

suggests that his audience look for the

emancipation of enslaved people. "There

to

their

descent do not

of keeping people of African
descent enslaved by examining the Bible

Puritans based their law

"What

why people of African

he

Mather turns

Instead,

"The

[to their masters] for

sieze [sic] the Bodies of their Slaves even while
a Writt.

.

.is

depending" (C. Mather 1706 27). These laws were written
assuming that both the lord

and the "slave" were Christian. Therefore, servants and the enslaved
should be under the
Christianizing influence of their white masters as often as possible.

"A

vast

company of

Christian Householders, filled with zealous contrivance and agony" (C.
Mather 1706

to putt [sic]

1

1)

an indignity upon me, [by] call[ing] his Negro-Slave by the name of
Cotton

Mather."
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should be available to people of
African descent to ensure that they
kept upon the path to
salvation.

At the

core, resignation

was

the only truly appropriate religious
stance regarding

the possibility of salvation.
Accepting

saw God's mandates

God and His

in their everyday lives

will

and strove

was

essential.

to impress

Puritan masters

upon people of African

descent that they ought to accept their
servitude to truly serve God.

By the

beginning of the nineteenth century,
however, a clear racist perception, not

present in early Puritan texts emerged.
This racism

was used

to justify the

enslavement of

people of African descent by claiming their
race was the product of biological

inferiority.

Puritans thought themselves to be religiously
superior, not because of race, but because
of
the atypical relationship followers had
with God.

convert also suffered the wrath of the Puritans.
special group particularly blessed.

these

more modern

racist texts

It is

Quakers and Catholics who refused

to

Like the Hebrews of old, Puritans were a

anachronistic to associate the Puritan texts with

because the Puritans used religious ideology, not racial

identity to justify enslaving people

of African descent.

People of African descent were

not considered worthy of enslavement because they were physically
and culturally
different.

Cotton Mather wrote, "Tis

However, Mather reminds
years ago.

"A

little

true; [people

of African descent] are Barbarous;'

his audience that the English

before our Saviours

[sic]

were barbarians more than 1700

Nativity," Cotton

Britons were. .as Barbarous as the Negroes are
.

at this

Mather explains, "the

day" (C. Mather

1

706

With the

guiding hand of Christianity, people of British descent became civilized. People of

African descent were as capable of civilization as the ancestors of the Puritans.
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However, just as God had given the ancient Hebrews the
not, the Puritans

found themselves in a

parallel situation
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right to enslave those

who were

with people of African descent.

CONCLUSION
Readers of this dissertation will quite naturally wish to
similarities

Narrative.

and differences between the genres of execution

The Slave Narrative has been

in the past thirty-five years.

Secondary

know something

literature

about the

and the Slave

a quite popular topic of scholarly investigation

literature

on the topic

is

voluminous. Nat Turner,

Frederick Douglass, Harriet Jacobs and The Crafts are formerly enslaved

men and women
124

of arguably iconic

status.

contrast, are veritably

Levi Ames, Hannah Ocuish, Pomp,

unknown to

the world of scholarship.

Mark and

Phillis,

by

Nevertheless, their

experiences can reveal a great deal about experiences of people of African descent in the
early Northeast.

There

is

some reason

to believe that the popularity

of the Slave Narrative

has led to the neglect of execution literature in the secondary literature (fewer than

my own work

ten,

included, have been written exclusively about execution literature featuring

people of African descent).

I

believe these texts to be invaluable in creating a broader

understanding of the lives of people of African descent living in the Northeast during the
colonial and early national periods.

In this brief Conclusion,

I

shall undertake to say

something about the relationship between the two genres.
Perhaps the

first

question to be addressed

people of African descent.
later in this chapter.

I

I

which

shall discuss the difficulties

shall also discuss the

124

Phillis is believed to

stake as a court-sanctioned

is

be the

last

texts actually

were written by

of determining issues of this

Confession of John Joyce, Alias Davis,

woman in America to

method of execution.
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be burned

sort

Who

to death at the

Was Executed on Monday,

the 14th of March, 1808. For the

Murder of Mrs. Sarah

Cross; With an Address to the Public and People of
Colour. Together with the Substance

of the

Trial,

and the Address of Chief Justice Tilghman, on His Condemnation and the

Confession of Peter Mathias, Alias Matthews,

of March,

1

808. For the

Who Was Executed on Monday, the

Murder of Mrs. Sarah Cross; With an Address

People of Colour. Together with the Substance of the
Justice Tilghman,

Trial,

14th

to the Public

and

and the Address of Chief

on His Condemnation both written by Reverend Richard Allen, a

formerly enslaved minister.
shall explore similarities

I

Slave Narrative.

I

whereas execution

and the

institution

would

and differences between execution

literature

like to posit that Slave Narrative is a literature

literature is a literature

of submission. The enslaved

and the

of resistance,
resists his

of slavery when he or she runs away. The condemned

master

relates the

process of his realization that he must submit to the ultimate authority of the state and

God. Thus these two

literatures exhibit radically different,

even opposed, responses

to

authority.

shall also explore the treatment

I

of life and death in the Slave Narrative and

execution literature. In the Slave Narrative, the subject goes from a figurative death to a

new

life

as an emancipated person.

On the

other hand, execution literature concentrates

on the process by which the condemned, who has
passions,

heaven or
Is

comes

to terms with his

frittered

away

his life in pursuit of his

imminent death and the prospect of an

eternity in

hell.

the execution literature featuring people of African descent different from

literature featuring

people of European descent in significant ways? Contrary to what one
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might expect,

more

we

find that there

mention of race and

is little

class.

I

shall discuss this in

detail later.

Clearly people of African descent were treated differently in the colonial period

from people of European descent during
reflected the bifurcated

However, execution

their lives.

world view of the Puritans and

acceptable to them that in

life

their descendants.

literature

It

was

perfectly

people of African descent be treated in a distinctly different

manner than people of European

descent.

The Bible justified

this,

most

particularly in the

New Testament, which makes clear that Christ was not a respecter of ethnic or racial
differences.

Nor was He a respecter of social

considered equals in

enslaved or

life, all

were equal

in

Although people were not

status.

God's sight

made up the working poor were

spiritually.

to be

Those who were

as entitled to eternal life as the wealthy.

Let

me now turn to

each of these issues in turn.

several points that

may have been

less than clear in

I

hope

to illuminate

my work.

Execution Literature versus Slave Narrative

Why do I believe that the
constitute

Andrews

two separate genres?

Slave Narrative and Execution Literature

In his seminal text

classifies the Slave Narrative

featuring people of African descent.

of black America's most innovative

To

and execution

To

Tell

A Free

literary tradition

beginnings to the end of the slavery era."
includes the "black criminal confession"

Tell

A Free Story,

literature as types

examples of African American autobiography.

- the

autobiography
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these texts, considering

It

of autobiography

Story, he tells us, relates "the history

In the beginning of his text,

among

William

must be remembered

--

from

its

Andrews
them

the earliest

that execution

Itoture

is

made up of three

words. ,» his

text,

types of texts: Exeeution
sermons, dying verse and .as.

Andrews terms

his discussion ineiudes
only

dissertation dea!s with
all

criminal confession" as
a

.as,

words "black erimina. confession"
and as a

one of the three groups-Last
Words, whereas

teee types of texts. Andrews'

*pe of black

that black autobiographies,

tex, is

autobiography. But

and most especially execution

i,

result,

my

eoneemed with "black

must be aiso be emphasized

literahtre, are

no, necessarily

Slave Narratives.

In

my research,

I

found that only a small fraction
of the subjects of

execution literature were enslaved.

What

is

more, their enslavement was of
little

significance in the texts devoted
to their condition. Unlike
Slave Narratives,

whose

subjects presented their experiences
in slavery as horrific and
traumatic, execution
literature

makes

little

mention of the condition of the condemned.
More often than

the enslaved claims that his
master did

Mark mentions

that his master, Captain

might perhaps interpret Mark and

However, a

strict

Codman was

Phillis'

to raise

a

him

in a religious manner.

demanding and hard master. One

conspiracy as resistance to Codman's
tyranny.

reading of the text reveals that

irreligiousness and sinful lifestyle.

him up

what he could

not,

Mark blames

his actions

Cato blames his alcoholic master,

on

who

his

failed to bring

in a religious household, for his criminal
tendencies.

Although

at first glance,

execution literature and the Slave Narrative
might be

thought of as quite similar, they are not. The most
obvious comparison

is

that both types

of literature feature the lives of people of African descent.
These include people of
African birth and those with two or one parent, grandparent
or great-grandparent of
African descent.

However, on closer

analysis,
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one finds that only Slave Narratives
and

Last

to

Words have a commonality. Both

some

degree.

sorts

of texts can be considered autobiographical

The two generally begin with the phrase

"I

was born. .." The

subjects of

both texts relate defining moments of their youth.
The condemned and the enslaved
reminisce about the love and care given to them by master
and parents.

Both the Slave

Narrative and execution literature were, for the most part,
written and published by

people

who

resided in the Northeast.

The

subjects of both texts are traveling toward

emancipation. Emancipation takes the form of release from fear and
concern about
salvation for the condemned.

For the former slave, emancipation

separation of the enslaved from the slave

owner and

Unlike the Slave Narrative, execution
religious tradition of confession

that person's

literature

and conversion. There

is

the physical

new

free status.

emerged from a European
is

upon examination no

substantive difference between execution literature written about people of African

descent and that written about people of European or Native American descent aside from
the obvious mention of race. Slave Narratives on the other hand, discuss the experiences

of formerly enslaved

men and women who have

escaped from slavery. Although the

subjects of execution literature are people of African descent, execution literature

genre unique to them.

On the

is

not a

other hand, enslavement was, or eventually became, a

condition unique to people of African descent. Thus, the Slave Narrative featuring people

of African descent

is

a genre unique to

them

as

it

speaks to their experiences exclusively.

Consider, for instance, the execution text concerning Arthur, a

African descent

that

who happened

to be enslaved.

His enslavement

he was accused of rape and was ultimately hanged.

transformed.

secondary to the fact

By the end of the

The cocky and arrogant Arthur has become
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is

man of

text,

Arthur

is

the penitent and pious Arthur

waiting to be put to death. Aside
from being a marker for identification, his race and
condition have nothing exceptionally
substantial to do either with his text or with his
salvation. People of African
descent are as entitled to eternal life as whites.

Andrews examines Last Words

exclusively, but

of text—execution sermons, dying verse
and
the case of

there

was

Mark and

Phillis,

words -

Mark's experiences were published

my mind,

body of execution

Additionally, as in

each type of execution

literature.

in dying verse

in all three formats.

execution sermon was appended with Last Words, or
Last

the

is different.

The condemned was featured

Words. Levi Ames's experiences were published

verse, so that, to

must be remembered each type

Joseph Mountain, Hannah Ocuish, John Battus and others,

often "cross-over" in the literature.

one type of literature.

last

it

more than

and Last
times, an

Words appended with dying

literature is linked to the other creating

Sermons are generally delivered

imminent death of the condemned. Pastors combine the matter
various texts in the Bible and use the

At

in

condemned (and

quickly one can be faced with death. Therefore, they

at

to

commemorate

the

hand, execution, with

the victim) as examples of how

insist, it is essential that all

prepare

themselves for judgment and remain prepared

at all times.

religious, are presented to large congregations

of people on the event of an execution.

The pastor warns
congregation

is

his

Execution sermons, written by

community of the danger of sin. The condemned

offered as a real example of the dangers of sin.

generally sold as broadsides.

The verse

is

sitting before the

Dying verse

are

poems

short and cleverly written, warning the

audience, usually young people, about the dangers of living a non-religious

lifestyle.
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What Andrews terms

125

"black criminal confession" are Last Words.

Andrews

.

Andrews

also claims that the "majority of which concern slave-born

178

men."

has tracked

down the

Last

Words of Arthur, Joseph Mountain,

Thomas Powers, and Stephen

Bristol, Jeffrey, Fortune,

126

Smith.

These texts are actually the ones most
similar

"classic" Slave Narratives
in that they present life in
a cyclical fashion.

to

Whereas Slave

Narratives present the world
of the enslaved in as a cycle of
birth, trauma, escape and

freedom, execution literature
presents the

life

of the condemned as a cycle of birth,
youth,

crime, condemnation,
conversion and execution.

enslavement

is

factor in Last

of little consequence

in the text.

If the

condemned

is

enslaved, his

Escape and freedom are simply never a

Words. Similarly, escape and freedom
play no role

in execution

sermons or

dying verse.

Authenticatio n versus Persuasion
In his text

narrative unique

"The

"From Behind

among

other types of texts. Stepto finds that

it is

what makes the Slave

what he terms

'voice.'

moral voice of the former slave recounting,
exposing, appealing,

strident,

apostrophizing and above
!<

the Veil" Robert Stepto discusses

all

remembering

>

impressive feature of a slave narrative."
the slave narrative.

his ordeal in

bondage

is

the single most

127

This voice of the enslaved

The enslaved sharing

his or her

own

voice and using

the essence of

is

it

to

condemn

the institution of slavery gives Slave Narrative a tone unlike
that of other types of

This

is

not accurate.
126

items.

I

Andrews claims that the narratives of Bristol, Fortune and Jeffrey are lost
managed to track down record of Fortune and Bristol. I will continue to search

for Jeffrey's Last

Words.

127

Stepto, Robert.

(Urbana

:

U of Illinois P

From Behind

1979),

the Veil

:

A Study of Afro-American Narrative
"

p. 3.
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'
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Having emancipated him or herself from

literature.

slavery, the enslaved can

now

speak of slavery as a distant memory, as a series
of past events, as "quite possibly his only
personal achievement," (Stepto 3) for he or she

owned

is

a product of an environment where one

absolutely no personal property and had no
rights to the fruit of one's labor or

one's loins.

The formerly enslaved can

from the perspective of one who

is

discuss his or her enslavement as a

memory,

no longer enslaved.

Another characteristic Stepto finds unique

to the Slave Narrative is the use

of

authenticating documents. These authenticating
documents, Stepto points out, are used to

varying degree in the texts. Stepto finds two elementary
sorts of Slave Narratives, the
"basic eclectic narrative" and the "basic integrative
narrative."

Basic eclectic narratives

include actual documents authenticating the experience
of the enslaved. Authenticating

documents are appended
narrative

is

preceded by

to the

letters,

that the narrative is indeed true

Stepto finds that

more

document

in

obvious ways. For instance, Henry Bibb's

sworn testimony and other documents intended
and

that

Henry Bibb

is

to certify

not given to making things up.

sophisticated Slave Narratives incorporate these authenticating

documents.

"The "basic integrated narrative"

also presents authenticating documents,

but they have been developed as characters. Although the text reads

more smoothly than

the "basic eclectic narrative", the developed characters are distractingly obvious
in their
roles as authenticators. In the

documents are

totally

second type of narrative, "generic narrative" authenticating

subsumed

into the text

and the text begins

to take

on the shape of

128

In

my research I found examples of what could be termed "Slave Narrative"

where the author of the

text looked

back on those
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who

enslaved him with fondness and

what would be recognized as autobiography.

Finally, in a third,

"authenticating narrative", the formerly enslaved' s text

text.

is itself

more

sophisticated

used as an authenticating

Authors, writing novels, narratives and the like use the "authenticating narrative" as

a source of authority on the experiences of the enslaved. For instance, Frederick

Douglass' narrative was used by authors writing about the experience of slavery
time of his

at the

life.

Although there has been a popular modern day mythology regarding the heroes
and

villains

of slavery, casting northern whites as the champions of the enslaved and

southern whites as oppressors,

were attempting

it

to turn the tide

initially interested in the

must be remembered

that writers

of Slave Narratives

of white public opinion in the North. This public was not

experiences of the enslaved. Southern pro-slavers represented

the institution of slavery as a benevolent and necessary institution. Slavery itself lingered

in the

New England colonies until the mid nineteenth century.

Harriet Beecher Stowe, did not entirely abolish slavery until

Uncle Tom's Cabin was published

through the practice of renting enslaved

Enslaved

848, three years before

in serial in the "National Era."

those too poor to purchase slaves of their

planters.

1

Connecticut, birth state of

own participated

men and women

men and women were hired

out, as

In the South, even

in the institution

as laborers

of slavery

from more wealthy

was Frederick Douglass.

Slave Narratives sought to shock the reader into action by revealing

southern slavery as

it

was. The texts elaborate on the violence, exploitation and

degradation experienced by those involved.

It

was not a benevolent

institution that

sought to civilize Africans and their descendants. Slave Narratives also sought to shock

nostalgia.

However, the subject of the

narrative bought his freedom.
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white readers by revealing that slavery reduced genteel whites to savage behavior.

Women especially were involved in displays of passion shocking to the nineteenth
century reader. In a fury, white
impunity.

was

The enslaved,

actually occurring

women murdered women

in telling the story of his

below the Mason-Dixon

life,

line.

of African descent with

sought to relate to his readers what

The documentation accompanying

added realism and immediacy.
In execution literature, as in Slave Narrative, the

the

condemned

words and experiences of

However, the author/presenter seeks not

are significant.

to "recount,

expose, appeal, and apostrophize", but to repent, exhort, warn and urge the audience to
turn from wickedness and sin.

before those

who have

warns, for one never

The

subject

it,

and

in

left

on

is

telling the truth

was

Execution literature

is

in the

Word. For the Puritans and

day bumper sticker that reads, "God said

institution.

Instead

it

their

believe

it, I

serves as proof of an ideology.

omnipotent, omnipresent and eternal, His patience

condemned has brought God

wrong with

found

die and have to face judgment.

not a literature that attempts to persuade a populace about the

moral wrong of a particular

preserving grace.

This time ought to be used wisely, the author

Biblical precedent colored the Puritan perception of the world.

that's that."

is

set

the ultimate authenticating document. Puritan thought had

common with the modern

Although God

earth.

knows when one might

descendants, the Bible

much

time

The condemned considers himself a terrible example

to anger

is limited.

The

and thus has warranted a revocation of God's

In Slave Narratives, the enslaved stands as a witness to

all that is

the institution. Violence, humiliation, sexual exploitation, suffering and

degradation of both white people and people of African descent were what truly
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made up

the experiences of those involved with
the institution.

The

writers and readers of execution literature

subjects of execution literature did not
have the
to find

were a population of believers. The

same burden of authentication,

the need

and present the voice of the condemned, for
several reasons. The condemned

were familiar to the population. They were not
underground movement where

They were condemned

crates.

The

records.

story of Levi

total strangers, arriving

out of a hazy

women traveled dressed as men and men
in trials that

Ames became

were reported

sprang from box

newspapers and

in

a popular example of a

in court

life lesson.

Furthermore, for the Puritans and their descendants religion
and the law
intersected.

the court.

Judges spouted religious dogma, and clergymen gave recommendations
to

As Massachusetts Supreme Court

Dana sentenced John

Justice Francis

he warned, "You are a Murderer; and you are condemned by
is

in the great

this court.

atonement and precious blood of the blessed Jesus; to

.

.

Your only hope

whom I earnestly

exhort you speedily to apply for pardon, unto that kind and generous friend,

seek and to save that which was
that

it

was

.

lost.

.

" (Battus, 26)

the responsibility of government to

".

.

.let

Pastor

who came

pity,

justice take place, so far as to

.

.let

and none prosecute with a rage that reacheth unto

129
heaven.''''

129

Aaron Hutchinson,

Iniquity purged

by mercy and

truth.

:

A sermon preached

Grafton, October 23d, 1768. Being the Sabbath after the execution of Arthur, a
man, at Worcester, aged about 21 For a rape Boston, 1769, p. 15.
at

.

.
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to

Aaron Hutchinson preached

suppress vice, maintain right and equity, and support the honor of the government.

judge and jury act with

Battus

Neg ro

Literature of Resistance versus Literature of Submission

The Slave Narrative was a

of resistance. The enslaved, as Joanne

Women Writing Autobiography,

Braxton argues, in Black

"articulate hero[es]" finding a

resistance. Frederick

literature

freedom and

Douglass

tells

literacy.

are in Slave Narratives

This literacy provided a means of

us that as a literate man, he could and did write out

passes for his enslaved brethren so that they could securely and freely travel without

white permission. Further, Frederick Douglass, owing to his physical strength, was able
to fight

Covey

the slave-breaker in an act of resistance that ultimately gave Douglass the

reputation of an enslaved

man who

could not be broken. The articulate heroine

by Braxton as the "outraged mother."

motherhood forced upon
from

her.

Unable

She

is

a

woman who

her, her choice about her sexual

defined

under slavery had

involvements having been taken

to influence the fate of her family, she uses her ability to speak, to use

"sass" to outwit, insult and infuriate her oppressors. Braxton notes that

Jacobs talks back to Mr.
insurgent, taking

is

Flint, as

up the only

she records in her narrative, she

is

Harriet

using "sass" as an

Douglass uses his

tool at her disposal.

when

fists

and

feet,

Jacobs

uses her words and feet, and the two use the pen to speak out against the institution of

slavery.

The enslaved,

institution itself,

after years

of surrendering

one day has decided

their decisions as fraught

to resist

to his or her

—

to run away.

was

to

The enslaved recognize

with danger, but desperation, frustration and determination

propel them toward their goal. Charles Ball wrote,

it

master and to the

"I

held

my life in small estimation,

be worn out under the dominion of my mistress and her brothers, though since

the death of my master she

had greatly meliorated
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my condition by giving me

frequent

if

allowances of meat and other necessaries.

apprehensions that

I

ever suspected that

back

to

Maryland.

I

believe she entertained

might betake myself to the woods for
a

would hazard

some vague

living, but

I

of the year

must of necessity procure

Moses Roper

I

took

up."

it

130

I

only waited

it

behoved

[sic]

I

me to pay

Within days of being purchased by a new and

writes "I immediately resolved

without loss of time, started with

it.

make my way

commence my toilsome and dangerous journey. As

to

my own subsistence on my march,

regard to the time at which

do not think she

the untried undertaking of attempting to

My purpose was fixed, and now nothing could shake

for a proper season

cruel master,

I

on making

my few clothes into the woods,

my escape;

which were

and

in the

immediate neighbourhood." 131
Execution

literature, in contrast, is

freely admits that the legal system in

righteous one.

guilty

a literature of submission.

which the he was

tried

The condemned

and found

guilty

was a

Nearly every narrative ends with the subject freely
admitting he was

of all he was accused and he did indeed deserve to

Death
According

to Life

and Life

to a Spanish-language proverb,

to

die.

Death

"La vida

es

un paso,

la

carrera." Translated loosely, "Life is but a step, death is the
long run."
their descendants

were keenly aware of this and were expected

to

spend

muerta un

The Puritans and
their short lives
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Charles Ball. Slavery in the United States: A Narrative of the Life anH
Adventures of Charles Ball, a Black Man. Who Lived Forty Years in Maryland.
South
Carolina and Georgia, as a Slave Under Various Masters, and was One Year
in the Navy
with Commodore Barney. During the Late War New York, 1837,
307-308.
p.

.
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Moses Roper. Narrative of the Adventures and Escape of Moses Rop er, from
American Slavery. With an Appendix. Containing a
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List

of Places Visited by the Author

on earth preparing
include

1Wog as

for the

stea. unti,

lives, as

hems

come

,o ,he disappointment

They grew up

fa

^^^

of , heir mothers and masters,
continued to

.hey serambied for
sa.va.ion, ,hey attempted
,o turn other young
peopie

of a eriminal

to realize too late

execution literature

is

mat

moment

an unwise course. As a

is

written to record the
process by
ft

„m

,ife ,„

a fleeting existence;
illustrations tha,

away

and potential damnation.
The condemned has

.ifes,y.e

living for the

preparations for the transition
is

strikingly simflar.

they were cangh, and
were condemned. And, in
,he twilight of their young

me dangers

from

^

fa

hofy a Hfe a, possible. The
experiences of the condemned
person, black

white or Native American,
are
stealing small

^^ ^ ^

eten% they

death

.

The

accompany

result,

which the condemned makes
narratiye

m ^^^
fc

the text include images of
birds on the

wing, symbolic of the fleeting
nature of life.

According

to the narrator

recite to his visitors

was found

of the

text,

one of John Battus' most
favorite poems

Hyms

in "Watt's

[sic]."

This

poem

issue of concern in all of
execution literature, preparation
for death

"Our

lives are every

begin,/We

all

IWJhile

guilty

but
,

is

ever nigh;/The

concerns the central

and judgment.

moment when

our lives

begin to die" (30)!

Execution
note.

on the wing, /And death

to

I

who

texts,

most

especially

beg of ALMIGHTY

Dying Verse and Last Words,
end on a mournful

GOD to receive the departing soul of one, who

unfeignedly repents of all.

.

.

[his].

.

.sins-I as sincerely pray

your wise choice! -Farewell !-God
of mercy, receive

my spirit" (Battus

may he

39)!

be

Slave

Berwick-upon-

186

is

narratives,

on the other hand record

from a figurative death
death."

When the

to

life.

the process of the former enslaved
person's transition

Orlando Patterson describes enslavement as
"social

enslaved escapes enslavement, he resurrects
himself from a socially

dead person to life-as a free person. The enslaved
was born into slavery and ends his
describing his rebirth into a

new

life

tale

and newfound freedom. Patterson describes slavery

as "the permanent, violent domination of
natally alienated and generally dishonored
132

persons."

Enslaved persons "differed from other human beings in
that they were not
allowed freely to integrate the experiences of their ancestors
into their

inform

lives, to

understanding of social reality with the inherited meanings
of their forebears, or to anchor
the living present in any conscious

was denied

responsibility for his family, he

community, and

his heritage

social existence outside

result, the

to a larger, formal

enslaved experienced

of his master" (Patterson 38). Patterson, using a

enslavement occurs in several
as familiar.

The enslaved

of "no longer belonging] to a community ...and ...hafving]

argument posited by Claude Meillassoux, makes the case

knows

(Patterson, 5).

no longer belonged

was wiped away. As a

social death' as the condition

no

community of memory"

steps. First,

one

is

structuralist

that the social death of

violently uprooted from

all that

one

A community provides a person with a sense of belonging and a sense

of inclusion. Removal from the community discourages the individual from
creating and maintaining an identity as defined

Douglass writes,

"I left

by

his or her relationship to others.

Master Thomas's house, and went to

live

with Mr. Covey, on the

132

Patterson, Orlando, Slavery and Social Death

(Cambridge: Harvard

U P,

1982), p. 13.
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:

A Comparative

Study

.

1st

of January, 1833" (Douglass

It is

not only the

day of the

first

chapter in Douglass's

life.

year,

also

it

Life with Master

immediate and extended family, his
the kitchen alongside

January

58).

first,

1833, takes on symbolic meaning.

marks the

first

Thomas was

sister Eliza

day of a new, traumatic

not easy. Douglass lived with

and aunt,

Priscilla.

The

two other enslaved women. When he was sold

remarks, "I was now, for the

first

time in

my life,

a field hand. In

to

three

worked

in

Covey, Douglass

my new employment, I

found myself even more awkward than a
country boy appeared to be in a large city"
(Douglass 58).

On his

first

day of work, Douglass

away by a team of oxen, and
a place

new to me"
In the

However,
Douglass

nearly killed twice, and

is

as a result, finds himself "entirely alone, in
a thick

carried

wood,

(Douglass 59).

second

in this

is

step, the enslaved is introduced to the
master's

community he

is

introduced as, and remains, a

community.

non-human

recalls,

Very soon

after

very kindly

I

went

to live with

commenced to

teach

Mr. and Mrs. Auld, she

me the A,

B, C. After

I

had learned this, she assisted me in learning to spell words
of three or four letters. Just at this point of my progress, Mr.
Auld found out what was going on, and at once forbade
Mrs. Auld to instruct
things, that

it

slave to read.

me

further, telling her,

was unlawful,

among

other

as well as unsafe, to teach a

To use his own words,

further, he said, 'If
he will take an ell. A nigger
should know nothing but to obey his master-to do as he
told to do. Learning would spoil the best nigger in the

you give a nigger an

world.

Now,"

myself)

inch,

is

said he, "if you teach that nigger (speaking of
there would be no keeping him. It

how to read,

would forever unfit him to be a slave. He would at once
become unmanageable, and of no value to his master. As to
himself, it could do him no good, but a great deal of harm.
It would make him discontented and unhappy' (Douglass
33).

188

entity.

in

Further, as a non-human, unconnected to a

community who

is

concerned

about him or her, unable to rely on historical methods of consolation and protection, the
enslaved person can be worked to death, sexually assaulted, beaten and humiliated. Slave
Narratives discuss the myriad ways masters and mistresses set about to demoralize their
slaves.

As a result of this
marked by an

three stage process,

original, indelible defect

(Patterson 38).

"The captive always appears therefore as

which weighs endlessly upon

This indelible defect was manifested in law and social custom. Those

who were born to mothers of African descent were
definition of "African descent"

was

subject to perpetual servitude.

He

describes the killing of his spirit as a

of his enslavement. As Covey broke him in as a newly arrived slave,

Douglass's personality dissipated. What made Douglass unique and
eliminated as a result of Covey's domination of him.

soul,

and

spirit.

The

stretched elastically. In his autobiography, Frederick

Douglass describes another process of death.
result

his destiny"

He writes,

"

I

bit

by

bit

human was
was broken

in body,

My natural elasticity was crushed, my intellect languished, the disposition

to read departed, the cheerful spark that lingered about

slavery closed in

my eye

upon me; and behold a man transformed

died; the dark night of

into a brute" (Douglass 63)!

Patterson writes that after the process of social death has been completed, the

enslaved

".

.

.can never be brought to

life

again"(Patterson 38).

the enslaved has decided he or she will be free, the enslaved

resurrection.

in

embarks on a process of

Douglass equates enslavement with damnation and determines he will no

longer submit.

epoch

In slave narratives, once

He begins by challenging

my humble history"

Covey. This challenge, he explains, "forms an

(Douglass 65).

It is

189

with this challenge that Douglass

is

brought back to

life.

His socially and

dead self is resurrected. Douglass

spiritually

addresses the process of his social death and his coming
back to

"You have seen how a man was made a slave; you
man" (Douglass

His

life

has begun anew.

"I

It

with a glad heart and a willing hand.

found employment, the third day

was new,
I

dirty,

was now

my own master.

work, the reward of which was to be entirely

standing ready, the

wife.

It

I

moment

I

to

me the

starting-point of a

Last

As I mentioned
were interested

in

I

was

my own.

work

at

It

I

went

in

at

it

was a happy moment,

who have been

earned the money, to rob

had never before experienced.

was

a

my arrival,

after

and hard work for me; but

the rapture of which can be understood only by those

pleasure

how a slave was made

he describes his new-found freedom in glowing

free,

stowing a sloop with a load of oil.

first

one sentence.

65-66).

Once Douglass becomes
terms.

shall see

life in

slaves.

was

It

the

There was no Master Hugh

me

of it.

for

myself and newly-married

I

worked

that

day with a

new existence" (Douglass 115-116).

Words and The Confessions

earlier in this chapter, readers

my addressing the Confessions

of Nat Turner

of an early draft of my dissertation

of Nat Turner. Nat Turner's

Confession and Last Words, although similar in that they both relate the details of a crime

committed by a person of African descent, are otherwise quite
Words, condemned murderers commit
are close to them.

Pomp, Mark and

acts

of violence, by and

dissimilar.

In Last

large, against those

Phillis killed their master, Bristol killed his mistress,

Hannah Ocuish murdered a playmate, and Abraham Johnstone was condemned
his neighbor.

The theme of community continues throughout

condemned

deemed no longer worthy of living

is

who

190

in the

the narrative.

for killing

The

community and must be

executed. However, the

community members

community does not

turn

its

back on him. Pastors and

Large numbers turn up for execution
sermons. The

visit.

community, the victim's family, and
the audience are encouraged

condemned and

at the

same

time, ensure that their

The execution of a criminal

is

own

to pray for the

souls will be ready for judgment.

an event that involves the entire community.

It is

a time

of mourning commingled with
hope.

Nat Turner and

From the

area.

start,

cohorts. Turner is

is

his associates attempted to eliminate
the white population of the

Thomas Gray takes an

by turns presented

antagonistic tone toward Turner and his

as stony, deliberate

and dangerous. This antagonism

absent in Last Words. Instead, the
author of the text seeks to

separated himself from the

community and now wishes

show how the condemned

to be reunited with

Turner was the leader of a freedom movement
carried out by enslaved

New Jerusalem, Virginia in

1

83

1

children dead. Turner's narrative

was then submitted
murder.

This

movement

it

I

left fifty

was taken down by

as a "confession"

eight

his amanuensis,

is

Gray assures the white community

band of ferocious miscreants.

.

.

.

in

women and

Thomas

Gray.

It

for

trial

seen by most modern readers as an anti-

believe that the nineteenth century audience to

in this fashion.

men,

and was used as evidence in Turner's

Although Nat Turner's narrative

slavery text,

not read

.

men

Nat

it.

whom

Gray address

it

that ". .Nat Turner,
.

did

and his

w[ere] not instigated by motives of revenge or sudden

anger, but the results of long deliberation, and a settled purpose
of mind."

The

attack

was

133

"[t]he offspring

of gloomy fanaticism."

well prepared for such impressions" (Gray

Nat Turner

stirred

up a community

".

.

.but too

5).

133

Gray, Thomas, ed. The Confessions of Nat Turner. The
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L eader of the

T

ate

Reflecting

on the vioIence
manifes , ed by

waging of the e„s,aved p„ pulati

—ding Cass, bu,

WW* ,he genera, guardians of the
havoc

.

W

and

hi s

Wots

Words

cons.st

^^^^

people.

are sympathetic in
tone.

^

^

afl

of these Cements

wrtting the Confession
is antagomstie,

Many subjecs of exeention

in the

,„

unhke Las,

htcrature were free

npper Sonth created
markedly d.fferen,

hetween whites and peopic
of African descent.
Additionafly, f„ unders of

.he Northeastern colonies
literature reflects

and successor

mis influence,

has been instructed in

states

ho Last

having a particularly normal
childhood.

He

^^
^

Wpop

The

of a cvcle of b,rth, youth,
crime, condemnation,
convers.on

The system of slavery found

relationships

^^

5)

me tone the author chooses in

Words which

shoujd took to iB

^

created

and exeention. Nat
Turner, Confession does
not contain
addttion,

^

,aws, keep a wa«chfa,
eye over alT (Gray
5,

and rigidly enforced"
(Gray

Las,

fof

^^ ^^

particu , ar

..aws in restraint of
..,the enslaved ,.. cIass
of

are strictly

^^^^ ^

„ not . matter of concem mffe]y

o„

that ,, e]ach

^

were influenced by
Puritanism. Their

Words, the author presents
the condemned as

He

is

raised

hy church- goin parents
or master.
g

how to pray and p,ease Chris,.

However, the condemned

decides ,„ deviate from the
mora, strictures he has been
taught. Na, Turner,
on the other

hand,

is

presented as anydring but ordinary.

particularly concerned about this
sort

marks on his head and

As

a result,

of uprising happening again.
Turner was

chest. Turner's parents
told

Insurrection in Southampton,

VA

me audience need no, be

him he was bound

Baltimore, 1831, p.
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5.

bom

for a greater

wi,h

purpose.

As a child, Turner experimented with making paper and gunpowder, two

exceptionally dangerous items in the hands of the enslaved.
Significantly,

been" (Gray

Turner writes

8).

"I

was not addicted

Instead, his playmates brought

He

to stealing in

learned to read and write.

my youth,

nor have ever

him along when they intended

to get into

mischief, for although Turner did not participate, he planned the operations.

As

a young man, instead of turning from the church, Turner embraced

However, Gray points

out, Turner's interpretation

was mad. Turner describes
droplets

Holy

on

Spirit

.

.a

.

visions of black and white spirits engaged in battle, blood

Turner claims to have seen the

and heard the voice of God.

complete

thing.

was wrongheaded and Turner himself

ears of corn, blood flowing from heaven.

Turner
".

it.

is

not presented as a chastened, converted criminal. Gray describes him as

fanatic, or plays his part

most admirably.

.

.

.a

mind capable of attaining any

.warped and perverted by the influence of early impressions" (Gray

notes "the expression of his fiend-like face

looked on him," Gray

insists,

"and

when

would be used to describe

condemned

is

the

condemned goes

to his execution rejoicing

He

my veins" (Gray

in Last

its

all

to

weep

for the

the way.

entirety is the

God and the community's embrace

and authors encourage the reader

Words

19).

texts.

has given over to his

and singing

important characteristics of execution literature in
to reunite himself with

in

condemned

described as peaceful and serene.

8).

Gray

excited by enthusiasm" (Gray 18-19). "I

my blood curdled

these terms

1

None of

Instead the

fate.

The

One of the most
condemned' s attempt

of the condemned. Pastors

condemned,

to feel pity, to be generally

empathetic.

God will show as much mercy and sympathy

193

for the

community

as the

community

shows the

least

of its people.

Although

it

has been determined he can no

longer be part of God's community
on earth, he holds out hope that he will be
saved. The

condemned emphasizes how

sorry he

is

for his crime

toward the community. This element

is

missing in Turner's

of the pastors and other members
of the community

him

to

redeem himself.

Generally, the

same
have

He tells

When asked

for him.

have made a

not. I

(Gray 20).

down

manner.

It is

full

for

He

them

if he

that

he holds no resentment

text.

visit the

the last

if they

the audience he will pray for

There

is

no description

condemned

word

choose

in Last

to

convince

to

Words. He

behave

in

them and hopes they do

an

the

has anything to say to the court, Turner
responds "I

confession to Mr. Gray, and

the state that has the final word.

Turner's sentence.

who

condemned has

warns the onlookers of what could be
in store
irreligious

and

The

I

have nothing more

to say"

sentence

is

the judge handing

expresses no pity for Turner. Turner

is

to

last

"be hung

by

[sic]

the neck until. .dead! dead! dead"(Gray
21).
.

Last

Words would contain paragraphs

if not

pages of material on the

importance of salvation. Although Gray spends a great deal
of time relating religious
themes, the text itself is not concerned with promoting
Christian virtues. The only

mention of salvation in the

text is the judge's concern for Turner's victims.

them unprepared, from Time
would seem Turner,

is

to Eternity"

(Gray 21).

is

it

concerned with Turner's eternal destination.

that in execution literature, pastors

literature

my dissertation,

and Nat

and authors discourage the population

from making prejudiced assumptions about people of African descent. As
earlier in

forced

Neither the judge, nor Gray, nor

Yet another difference between Last Words and other execution
Turner's text

"You

I

mentioned

Cotton Mather discouraged his audience from assuming that
a

194

person of African descent
was less

warned

his audience that

were given

mad and
fearful

to

it

committing crimes. In

to incite

them

ke , y a candidate for sa]vation

was wrongheaded

sacrilegious murderers

and

li

assume

that people

contrast, Gray's portrayal

was fashioned

to pull in the reins

In her narrative, Incidents
In

makes mention of the backlash

to

to

make

Abraham
of African descent

of Turner and

his

band as

the white southern population

on the African American population.

The Life Of A Slave

against the African

Girl, Harriet

Jacobs

American population as a result of

Turner's uprising. She writes,
"Nat Turner's insurrection broke
out; and the news threw

our town into great commotion."' 34

Jacobs'

home was

ransacked; other

looted and destroyed by poor
whites at the direction of wealthier
ones.

people were beaten.
this incident,

Women hid in the swamps to avoid being sexually

and

Free and enslaved
assaulted.

After

people of African descent were
persecuted wholesale. "Every day
for a

fortnight," (Jacobs 103) Jacobs
reports, people
local jail

homes were

tortured.

of African descent were detained

Day and night patrols continued

for

weeks afterward

at the

Nat

until

Turner was captured. After Turner's
capture, people of African descent
were monitored
closely.

Detainees were released, but visitation
on plantations was prohibited.

the alarm caused

conclusion that

it

by Nat Turner's insurrection had subsided,
the slaveholders came

would be well

them from murdering
offered to

"After

to give the slaves

enough of religious instruction

to the

to

keep

their masters" (Jacobs 105). In the
northeast, religious training

all.

134

Harriet Jacobs. Incidents In

The

Life

Boston, 1860, p. 97.
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Of A

Slave Girl: Written by

tw^f

-'

was

Everyone was expected
drastic consequences.

to take advantage

Execution

of it, for disregarding one's religious

literature

life

had

does not preach the wholesale
persecution of
135

people of color.

Execution Literature of People
of African Descent v^..«

w

ecution

T

^

ratni.p nf

People of Nnn- African Descent

My dissertation is concerned with execution
African descent; and although

I

literature featuring

people of

personally do not view this literature
as a subset of the

Slave Narrative, nor a subset
of execution literature written about
other ethnic groups;

would
from

like to discuss

the

elements of this literature that could
be interpreted as "different"

literature written

The most
first

I

about people of non-African descent.

significant difference

between the two

of the word "black," "negro," or
"African"

literatures is

of course the use

to describe the subject

of the

in

text.

Those written about people of Native
American descent included the word "Indian"

to

"6
describe the subject.

are White.

Execution

Although the

literature is

overwhelmingly by and about persons who

texts concerned with non-white
persons differ

little, if at all,

in

the character of the events related or indeed
the language used to characterize the
events,

we do

find that the use of racial identifications

as racially different

is

reserved for those the authors classified

from the majority of the population.

135

The

New York Revolt of

1 712 did lead to widespread
panic among whites
transported or tortured. However, in the other
cases of
execution literature, people of African descent are not targeted
in a similar way after a

a result,

many were hanged,

murderer

is

discovered and a

trial held.

136

Samuel Occum. Sermon, prea ched at the execution of Mos es Paul, an Tndian
who was executed at New Haven, on the 2d of September. 1772. for the
murder of Mr
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As

For example, the crimes
committed by young
according ,„ their race. Samnel
Smith, a young white

Connectieu, with a long history
of thieving, and

men do

man born

who had

not noticeably differ

in Middletofwjn,

deserted both the

Army and

his

wife and five children, was
hanged for burglary, no, unlike
Stephen Smith. Samue! Frost

was a young white man of seriously
questionable mental competency
from Princeton,
Massachusetts

Ten years

who bludgeoned

later

his father to death with
a

he was hanged for bludgeoning
Captain Elisha Allen, his employer,
with

a hoe until Captain Allen's
"brains
his master to death with
an axe.

infants.

I

handspike and was acquitted.

fell

out."

White

Pomp,

as

I

mentioned

women were generally

earlier,

bludgeoned

put to death for murdering

found two recorded instance of women
of African descent committing the same

crime.

People of non-African descent are not
described in any substantively different
way
than those of African descent. They
are not presented as substantively
less intelligent,

more

inclined to sin, or less rational than
people of European descent.

Samuel Frost

is

described as 'the missing link', "[H]is mind
was evidently not formed altogether like
those of other persons...[He was] a savage-void
of all the finer feelings of the soul and
destitute

of the tender affections of filial love and gratitude-He
appears

to

have been a

being cast in a different mould from those of mankind
in general, and to be the
connecting grade between
tall,

human and

rather slenderly built. .He
.

brutal creation.

He was

about five feet four inches

had a rather peculiar way of tossing or twitching

and his countenance was very unpleasant"

Moses Cook, late of Waterbury on
Occum. New Haven, 1772.

(Frost).

Pomp, on

the 7th o f December.
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1

his head,

the other hand, "was a well-

771" was delivered by Samu el

made, considerably

large, likely looking negro."

working, conscientious and well-paid.

would have found him an acceptable

As I mentioned, any woman,

suitor.

He was

unintelligent, but because he spent a great deal

those

who were

(Plummer) He was industrious, hard-

unlearned, not because he

and slave

literature

geographic area, have very

of time working and kept company with

little

to

narratives, although written

do with one another.

especially strong opinion about the evil of slavery.

literature written

is

because

it

was not

same

northeastern

did not have an

The absence of a marked

difference

about people of African descent and people of non-African

the purpose of the texts to evoke the sympathy or anger of the reader

that centered

especially the young, to

on

race.

The

texts did

more

members of society. The

humble one was,

the

would be when the

to

encourage their readers,

whom the texts were most often addressed,
ultimate lesson of the texts

guarantees salvation, but that the more blameless a

more urgently one asked God

final hour,

impending

at

life

one

to

was not

led, the

be productive and
that obedience

more

obedient, and

for forgiveness, the less fearful

one

any time, arrived. Fleeting amusement in the

was not worth

present, the authorities emphasized,

texts

many

in the

explained not because whites viewed people of color as their social equals, but

on an issue

obedient

by authors

The majority of the

population had strong opinions about the existence of God, but

descent

was

unable to read.

Execution

between

the author writes,

risking one's eternal soul.

These

emphasized the importance of being well-behaved and obedient.

The Slave Narrative
issue of slavery.

feelings

It

is

a genre of literature that uniquely addresses the

sought to prick the consciences of readers, to evoke empathetic

and bring them

to the cause

of abolition.
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The enslaved people were presented

as

men and women

living within the confines of
a brutally

because of the color of their skin.

is

labor

Women like Louisa Piquet and Harriet Jacobs were

forced to live scandalous lifestyles as
a result of the

people were not enslaved, there

inhumane system of unfree

no

literature

whims of lecherous men. As white

one can use

to

compare. People of the

northeast were not concerned with justifying
slavery, as northeastern slave labor

was not

a driving force in the local economy.

Execution Literature Written hv People of African Descent

Of the texts I examined, I found two
African descent.

Abraham Johnstone

that could

insists

have been written by people of

he was innocent and had been framed by

white citizens of the town in his Last Words. At this time
participation Johnstone

had

in the process

I

am not certain how much

of writing his Last Words.

The

was

text

obviously written with the help of someone quite sympathetic to his cause.
The second
Last

Words

are those of John Joyce and Peter Matthias.

The Reverend Richard

minister and formerly enslaved in Virginia, wrote these texts.
the text

two

were intended

details

sale

of

As I mentioned

earlier,

Last

a cycle of birth, youth, crime, condemnation, redemption and execution.

of the condemned's coming

realization he

The proceeds of the

own. Most striking about these

texts is that they present a nearly identical perspective.

Words follow
The

to benefit Bethel Church, Allen's

Allen,

may be

to realize the folly

of sin, his torment

destined for hellfire, and his relief and joy

be redeemed by Christ are emphasized a great deal in the

warns his audience of the dangers of a

sinful

and criminal
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text.

when he

at the

realizes he

The condemned

lifestyle.

also

may

We may bring this comparative discussion to a close by quoting from
Allen's text, for

its

language

is

whole

quite characteristic of the genre as a

that

it

has been

the purpose of this dissertation to examine. Allen opens with a warning to the public.

The path of sin is descending, and for this reason, the feet
of the wicked become swifter to do evil, as they approach
nearer the bottom of the step, where the gulf of ruin

Would'st thou

O man avoid the gallows?

that lead to

Thy maker commands

it.

lies.

avoid the ways

'that

thou shalt not

Labour with thy hands and thou will provide things
that are honest, and with a good conscience enjoy them. Fly
for thy life from the chambers of the harlot. Know, O young
man, that her steps take hold of hell. Secret crimes shall be
steal.'

dragged to

light and seen by the eye of the world in their
The solemn record is standing:
Whoremongers and adulterers, God will judge. Go not to
all

horrid forms.

the tavern; the song of the drunkard will soon be changed to

weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth. Drunkenness
hurls reason from the throne, and when she has fallen, Vice
always stands ready to ascend it. Break off, O young man
your impious companions. If you still grasp their hands they
137
will drag you down to everlasting fire.

A Last Word
The

may have had on
literature

real significance

of execution

literature

subsequent and quite different genres.

had a substantial

effect

literature

lie in

any influence

am unconvinced that

on subsequent Slave Narratives.

what execution

significance lies in

I

does not

Instead,

it

execution

its

can illuminate about the experiences of

Richard Allen, Confession of John Joyce, Alias Davis, Who Was Executed on
Monday, the 14th of March. 1808. For the Murder of Mrs. Sarah Cross; With an Address
to the Public and People of Colour. Together with the Substance of the Trial, and the

Address of Chief Justice Tilghman. on His Condemnation. Confession of Peter Mathias,
Alias Matthews. Who Was Executed on Monday, the 14th of March, 1808. For the
Murder of Mrs. Sarah Cross: With an Address to the Public and People of Colour.
Together with the Substance of the Trial, and the Address of Chief Justice Tilghman, on
His Condemnation Philadelphia,! 808,
.

p.

22-23.
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persons of African descent in the Northeast. In particular, these texts offer us the very

earliest

evidence of the ways in which persons of African descent were treated in the

courts of the North

prolegomenon

American

colonies.

to the studies of African

become an accepted

They

serve, therefore, as

American

part of their historiographies.
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life

an instructive

and history and the law

that

have
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